Dinosaurs (from the Greek 'terrible lizards') weren't lizards, but they were cold blooded reptiles that lived on Earth 225 to 65 million years ago. Some were plant eaters, while others were flesh eaters. Some were up to 27 metres long and would have been able to look over a three story building. Some weighed 85 tons or 10 times the weight of an elephant. Others were less than a metre long.

The bones and footprints of dead animals were covered with mud millions of years ago. Under the pressure of layers of earth, these eventually turned to hard rock. Today scientists find very old bones, footprints and shells in this rock that help them to picture what life was like millions of years ago. These preserved bones and prints are called fossils. The dinosaurs lived on the Earth when it was warm and humid.

Some dinosaurs, like Tyrannosaurus Rex, were fast moving land dwellers, while others, like slow-moving Brontosaurus, spent most of the day in lakes.

Here are some properties of five of the most famous dinosaurs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dinosaurs</th>
<th>Laid eggs</th>
<th>Sharp teeth</th>
<th>Neck length</th>
<th>Meat eating</th>
<th>Number of legs</th>
<th>Small brain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyrannosaurus</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brontosaurus</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stegosaurus</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trachodon</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triceratops</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Write down three ways in which a dinosaur is the same as an elephant.

   [Blank lines]

   Now write down three ways in which it is different

   [Blank lines]

2. Underline the two facts here.
   a. Dinosaurs were not warm blooded
   b. Dinosaurs died out because smaller animals ate their eggs.
   c. Someday scientists will breed dinosaurs in the laboratory.
   d. Dinosaurs needed oxygen to live

   Why are they facts?

   [Blank lines]

3. Mary concluded that dinosaurs died out because smaller animals learned to find their eggs and then they ate them. But what was Mary assuming? What else could have caused dinosaurs to become extinct?

   [Blank lines]

4. Allosaurus was a dinosaur. From the table of facts about dinosaurs given with this topic, what are four things you can be sure of about Allosaurus?

   [Blank lines]

5. Gila monster is a reptile in Mexico that lays eggs, has four legs, eats plants, and has a small brain. Is it a dinosaur? Why or why not?
6. Why do you think the Brontosaurus needed such a long neck?

7. What did the dinosaurs that ate eggs rather than live eggs eat?

8. Name two types of animals that Tyrannosaurus could not catch and eat easily.

9. The answer is dinosaur. Make up two questions with this answer.

10. Underline the cause and circle the effect in each of the following.
   a. The Brontosaurus with its large body and small head ate quietly most of the day before it came from the lake.
   b. The Brontosaurus ran into the lake as the Tyrannosaurus came over the hill.

11. From the table of facts about dinosaurs predict which type of dinosaur was the last to die on Earth? Say why.
    Last to die ________________________________
    Reason ________________________________

12. The dinosaur Camptosaurus protected itself by running and hiding behind trees. What do you predict about its
    a. Size? ________________________________
    b. Food? ________________________________
    c. Teeth? ________________________________
13. The dinosaur Stegosaurus had soft teeth and it couldn’t run quickly, it couldn’t swim, and it couldn’t hide easily. How do you think it protected itself?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

14. The dinosaur Anatotitan had sharp teeth and webbed feet. What do you think it ate? Why?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

15. Complete the following with your own ending.
If there were dinosaurs in the world today then ____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________and this would mean that ____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Pre-Intervention Assessment

Task 1(A)

Read the passage about the Arctic. Then fill in the web diagram with the facts from the passage. **YOU MAY ALSO USE ANY OTHER TYPE OF DIAGRAM TO PRESENT THE INFORMATION.**

The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, thousands of smaller islands, and the northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia. Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to the region. Still others are Lapps, Yakuts, and Chukchi.

Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, walrus, and arctic hares. The most common Arctic fish is the char. The Arctic climate is harsh. Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below freezing in the winter. Violent winds make the weather even bitter.

Task 1(B)

Answer the following questions

1. **What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 1(A)?**

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................
2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 1(A)?

Task 2(A)

Read the following.

Sanjay, a 10-year-old boy, was allowed to go to zoo on a Sunday. He returned home in the evening at 5 p.m. Sanjay's sister saw a wound in his leg and told his father and mother about it. When his mother asked him what happened, Sanjay did not reply. Sanjay's sister said, "some animal in the park must have bitten him."

Now, answer the following question using the information given above.

Do you think the conclusion drawn by Sanjay's sister right? Explain why/why not? You need to support your answer with reasons.

Task 2(B)

Answer the following questions

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 2(A)?

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 2(A)?
Task 3(A)

Directions: Study the following information about two models of mobile phones. Answer the questions that follow.

Recently, your parents wanted to give a mobile phone as a gift to you. You went to a showroom to buy a mobile phone. The salesman in the showroom showed the following mobile sets to you.

Nokia

Samsung

The salesman in the mobile phone showroom gave the following information that is available in the catalogues of these phones.

Nokia’s model number is K1662 whereas Samsung’s model number is S3122. Both the phones do not have in-built camera. Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold 1,000 addresses whereas only 900 addresses can be stored in Samsung. There is vibration facility in the above phones. Nokia does not have loud speaker but Samsung has this facility. There is no music player in both the phones but FM radio is available in them. In Nokia, there is a special feature called ‘T9’ dictionary with which you can type messages very quickly but in Samsung this feature is not available. Samsung offers a feature through which you can use languages other than English: 7 African languages along with Hindi. But you can use only English language to operate Nokia. The display sizes are as follows: Nokia—1.8 inches; Samsung—1.6 inches. Bluetooth and video options are not available in these phones. Calendar and calculator features are there in both the phones.

You talked to a few people who used these two phones. They gave the following information.

Ramesh: I used Nokia for two years. Nokia phones are wonderful phones and they look good. This model (K1662) is now a bit old-fashioned so I sold it and I bought a new phone.
Vishnu: I bought Samsung (S3122) 3 years ago. I like the clarity of the display but its battery is very weak and goes down very quickly. I wanted to sell it but they did not offer me a good price. So, I am still using it now.

Ramya: Nokia is heavy (in weight). It looks like a lorry. But I like Nokia's speaker. It is very loud. It fell down so many times but nothing broke. I bought it 3 years ago. My dad's phone is Samsung. He likes it so much.

Now, write a response explaining which phone you would prefer to buy. YOU SHOULD GIVE REASONS IN DETAIL FOR YOUR CHOICE. Use all the information provided.

Task 3(B)

Answer the following questions

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 3(A)?

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 3(A)?
Task 4 (A)

(i) Read the following and answer the questions.

Rahul's parents have asked him to buy a kilo of rice and \( \frac{3}{4} \) a kilo of meat from the market. After buying meat from the Chicken centre, Rahul went to a merchant and asked for rice. The merchant quoted Rs. 43 for a kilo. Three days ago Rahul went to the same merchant and bought a kilo of rice for Rs. 39. Rahul paid the money and brought both the items home.

If you were Rahul, would you buy rice? Why/why not? Write a response explaining what you would do in such case.

(ii) Read the following and answer the questions.

Vishal, his sister and his mother have just watched a Hindi movie in which the lead role was played by Shahrukh Khan. After watching the movie, Vishal said that Shahrukh Khan is the most handsome man and so he likes him. But his sister disagreed with him and said that she likes Salman Khan because he is the most handsome man. His mother started arguing that these two actors are not so handsome as Aamir Khan and therefore she said that Aamir Khan is the best.

In your opinion who is right—Vishal, his sister, or his brother? Why/why not? Write a response giving reasons for your choice.

Task 4(B)

Answer the following questions

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 4(A)?

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 4(A)?
## Lesson 1

### Identifying Characteristics/Properties

**Student worksheet**

Write in three properties that you have noticed for each of the following things. After each property write in a reason why you think the thing has this property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>coin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car tyre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a bottle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a football</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lesson 2

Identifying Similarities

Write down three properties which are similar to both items in each set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Things</th>
<th>3 similar properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flowers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>river</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>door</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the numbers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 and 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fell, ran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a square</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a circle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lesson 3

Identifying Differences

Write down three properties which contrast both items in each set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Things</th>
<th>3 Different properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chair</td>
<td>chair only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crab</td>
<td>crab only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circle</td>
<td>circle only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number 4</td>
<td>number 4 only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newspaper</td>
<td>newspaper only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artery</td>
<td>artery only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>president</td>
<td>president only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>democracy</td>
<td>democracy only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictatorship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pencil</td>
<td>pencil only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>bird only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lesson 4

Categorizing

The THREE things in the following groups are the SAME in some way. State at least one or more ways in which they are the same?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Things</th>
<th>Same because they are all...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scissors, magnet, nail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant, beetle, butterfly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ice, fog, steam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coal, sunlight, uranium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lever, ramp, pulley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cotton, wool, hemp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photograph, page, door</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tyre, coin, ball</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cork, iceberg, apple</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the numbers 7, 11, 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triangles, squares, polygons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the words walk, catch, climb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plants, animal, insects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lesson 5

Categorizing (2)

Santosh and his sister, Susmita, went to Big Bazaar (shopping mall) in Hyderabad with their parents. When they arrived home, Susmita said, “Let’s make a list of everything Mummy and Daddy bought.” Santosh agreed and added, “We will also write down the colours.” This is the list they made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hair brush (brown)</th>
<th>shirt (white)</th>
<th>umbrella (blue)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>book (red)</td>
<td>vegetables (green)</td>
<td>trousers (black)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desk (brown)</td>
<td>jacket (yellow)</td>
<td>shoes (black)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carpet (red)</td>
<td>soap (yellow)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The children showed the list to their parents who were very happy. Their father asked the children to record the characteristics of the market items under the given categories.

For each item, put a tick in the box to state the characteristics of the items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Market Items</th>
<th>Things found in kitchens</th>
<th>Things whose colour begins with ‘b’</th>
<th>Things to wear</th>
<th>Things whose colour does not begin with ‘b’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>hair brush</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>umbrella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>vegetables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>desk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>jacket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>shoes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>carpet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>soap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lesson 6

Representing

Task 1

Read the following article, and fill in the table and diagrams that follow.

African and Asian Elephants

Take a close look at the pictures of the African and the Asian elephants. How are the elephants alike? How are they different? African and Asian elephants look very similar. Both are very large animals. In fact, these enormous beasts are the biggest land animals on Earth. However, if you look at the picture, you can see that African elephants are bigger than Asia elephants. African elephants weigh up to 14,000 pounds or more and are about 12 feet high at the shoulder. Asian elephants weigh up to 12,000 pounds and are about 9 feet high at the shoulder. African elephants also have bigger ears.

Why do you think African elephants have bigger ears? African elephants are found mostly on the plains. It’s hot on the plains. African elephants use their large ears to cool off. Asian elephants live mostly in the forests where it is cooler.

Asian elephants have more toes. An Asian elephant has five toes on the front foot. An African elephant has only four. An African elephant has two fingers at the tip of its trunk. An Asian elephant has just one. Both male and female African
Elephants have tusks, but only male Asian elephants have tusks. Asian elephants have two bumps on their forehead. African elephants have none.

Fill in the boxes in the frame matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>African Elephants</th>
<th>Asian Elephants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where they live</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height at shoulder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ears</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tusks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forehead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Task 2**
Dugongs and Manatees

Dugongs

Have you heard of an animal called a dugong? Dugongs are large sea animals. They can grow to be 10 feet (3 meters) long and weigh up to 900 pounds (408 kilograms). Dugongs like to live in warm, shallow water where sea grasses grow. They use their front flippers to push themselves through the water. Dugongs are sometimes known as “sea cows.” Like cows, they spend much of their time eating grass. But the grass they eat is under the sea. Dugongs are mammals. This means that they need to breathe air. They can stay under water for only a few minutes. Dugongs have poor eyesight but keen hearing. They find grasses with their whiskers. Whiskers cover their upper lip and their large snout. The whiskers are feelers that tell the dugongs what it is touching. Dugongs take a long time to grow up. Some animals are full grown a few months after they are born. But dugongs take sixteen or more years before they are ready to have babies. But that’s okay. Dugongs live for seventy years or more. They are one of the longest-living mammals on Earth. They live just about as long as people do.

Manatees

Manatees are cousins to dugongs and are also large sea creatures. And they are also animals. Manatees can be 12 feet (3.7 meters) long and weigh 1,500 pounds (680 kilograms) or more. Like dugongs, they are known as sea cows and eat sea plants. They also live in warm, shallow water and feed on the plants that grow at the bottom of streams, rivers, and canals. They use their front flippers to push themselves along the bottom of the waterway. Manatees eat a lot. They eat up to 100 pounds (45 kilograms) of plants a day. Manatees have good hearing and good
eyesight. Manatees grow up a little faster than dugongs and don’t live quite as long. They live for only about sixty years.

Fill in the boxes in the frame matrix with information from the article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dugongs</th>
<th>Manatees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habitat (where they live)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy (how long they live)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graphic Organizer (Compare and Contrast)

African elephants  Both  Asian elephants
Lesson 7

Identifying Conclusions and Premises (Reasons)

In the following, identify conclusions and premises

1. Rahul: I wore black shirt during quarterly examinations. I got A grade in those exams. Therefore, I will wear black shirt for the coming final examinations.

   Conclusion: .................................................................
   Premise: ........................................................................

2. Priyanka: I went to Sai Baba temple before my first final examination in class VII. I put my hall-ticket at the feet of the idol. I got very good marks. So, for final exams in this year, I will go to Sai Baba temple and place my hall ticket at his feet.

   Conclusion: ..........................................................................
   Premise: ........................................................................

3. Varun: Vishal’s dad has become suddenly rich. They have bought a bungalow and a car.
   Sampath: Yes, his dad earned a lot of money through lottery.
   Varun: How do you know?
   Sampath: I saw him buying a lottery twice at the bus stand.

   Conclusion: ..........................................................................
   Premise: ........................................................................

4. Saleem: You are very handsome Pranav. So, you will surely get a software job very easily.
   Pranav: Yes, I know.

   Conclusion: ..........................................................................
   Premise: ........................................................................

5. Politician in a publicity campaign: In previous elections, you have elected Nagi Reddy our Chief Minister. Therefore, we had good rains and high yielding crops.

   Conclusion: ..........................................................................
   Premise: ........................................................................

   Conclusion: ..........................................................................
   Premise: ........................................................................
So, for the coming elections vote for Nagi Reddy for good rains and high yielding crops.

**Conclusion:**

**Premise:**

6. **Advertisement:** Swati won the Miss Beauty competition recently because she used Head and Shoulders shampoo.

**Conclusion:**

**Premise:**

7. **Advertisement:** Take COMPLAN (a health drink) everyday and then, you will get good EAMCET rank.

**Conclusion:**

**Premise:**

8. **Karthik:** My daddy hung Ashtalakshmi Yantram in front of our shop and suddenly he won a lottery.

**Conclusion:**

**Premise:**

9. **Mary:** If you do any work on Tuesday, you will not complete that work.

**Conclusion:**

**Premise:**

10. **Reshma:** Vishal got first prize in essay writing competition last month because he used Cello faster pen.

**Conclusion:**

**Premise:**
Lesson 8

Identifying Assumptions

In the following, identify the assumptions and write down other possibilities.

1. Rahul: I wore black shirt during quarterly examinations. I got A grade in those exams. Therefore, I will wear black shirt for the coming final examinations.
   Assumption(s): .............................................
   Other Possibilities: ..........................................

2. Priyanka: I went to Sai Baba temple before my first final examination in class VII. I put my hall-ticket at the feet of the idol. I got very good marks. So, for final exams in this year, I will go to Sai Baba temple and place my hall ticket at his feet.
   Assumption(s): ...........................................
   Other Possibilities: ..........................................

3. Varun: Vishal’s dad has become suddenly rich. They have bought a bungalow and a car.
   Sampath: Yes, his dad earned a lot of money through lotteries.
   Varun: How do you know?
   Sampath: I saw him buying a lottery twice at the bus stand.
   Assumption(s): .............................................
   Other Possibilities: ..........................................

4. Saleem: You are very handsome Pranav. So, you will surely get a software job very easily.
   Pranav: Yes, I know.
   Assumption(s): .............................................
   Other Possibilities: ..........................................

5. Politician in a publicity campaign: In previous elections, you have elected Nagi Reddy our Chief Minister. Therefore, we had good rains and high yielding crops.
So, for the coming elections vote for Nagi Reddy for good rains and high yielding crops.

Assumption(s): .................................................................................................................................

Other Possibilities: .................................................................................................................................

6. Advertisement: Swati won the Miss Beauty competition recently because she used Head and Shoulders shampoo.

Assumption(s): .................................................................................................................................

Other Possibilities: .................................................................................................................................

7. Advertisement: Take COMPLAN (a health drink) everyday and then, you will get good EAMCET rank.

Assumption(s): .................................................................................................................................

Other Possibilities: .................................................................................................................................

8. Karthik: My daddy hung Ashtalakshmi Yantram in front of our shop and suddenly he won a lottery.

Assumption(s): .................................................................................................................................

Other Possibilities: .................................................................................................................................

9. Mary: If you do any work on Tuesday, you will not complete that work.

Assumption(s): .................................................................................................................................

Other Possibilities: .................................................................................................................................

10. Reshma: Vishal got first prize in essay writing competition last month because he used Cello faster pen.

Assumption(s): .................................................................................................................................

Other Possibilities: .................................................................................................................................
Lesson 9

Distinguishing between facts and opinions

PART - I

Directions: Say whether each of the following statements a FACT (F) or an OPINION (O).

1. The Sun rises in the East.  (   )
2. The flag of India has white colour.  (   )
3. Hyderabad is a very beautiful city.  (   )
4. I think going to the zoo is better than going to a movie. (   )
5. Red is a nicer colour than blue.  (   )
6. The sun is larger than the moon.  (   )
7. The sun is more important to us than the moon.  (   )
8. Insects have six legs.  (   )
9. The Prime Minister of India in 2014 will be Rahul Gandhi. (   )
10. Men are better pilots than women.  (   )
11. People will live on the moon one day.  (   )
12. Mathematics is more difficult than Social Studies.  (   )
13. Everyone should have a computer.  (   )
14. Fruit and vegetables are healthy food.  (   )
15. Eight is a nicer number than nine.  (   )
16. Pluto is the most distant planet.  (   )
17. ‘Sanjay’ is a better name than ‘Srinivas’.  (   )
18. Red traffic lights mean STOP.  (   )
19. Most children like to watch Cartoon Network channel. (   )
20. Cricket is the best game.  (   )
21. Ten rupees is equal to two five-rupee coins.  (   )
22. The best month of the year is May.  (   )
23. 'H' is the eight letter of the alphabet  (   )
24. Green is a nicer colour than blue.  (   )
25. Big hats look better than small hats.  (   )
PART II
A. Directions: Read the passage. Choose the best answer to each question.

John Brown is up for election for a position on the school board. John grew up in this county. He is married with two children. He works very hard. John has lots of friends in the community. He's an honest man and will work hard for everyone. So get out there and vote for John Brown—he's the best!

1. Which idea from the passage is a fact?
A. John Brown is the best.  
B. John Brown works hard.  
C. John Brown is an honest man.  
D. John Brown is running for a job on the school board.

2. Which idea from this passage is an opinion?
A. John Brown is running for a job on the school board.  
B. John Brown was born in this county.  
C. John Brown is the best.  
D. John Brown is married.

B. Directions: Choose the correct statement to answer each question.

1. Which statement is a fact?
A. Niharika and her brother are from India.  
B. I think that's the largest pumpkin in the world!  
C. That is the most beautiful cactus in the shop.  
D. Abraham Lincoln was a wonderful president.

2. Which statement is an opinion?
A. Gabriella was born on September 14, 1996.  
B. Her parents are Jennifer and Paul.  
C. She is the cutest little girl.  
D. She lives in New York.

3. Which statement is not a fact?
A. Cows have four feet.  
B. The sun is a star.  
C. Cats are the best pets.  
D. A German shepherd is a dog.

3 Which statement is NOT an opinion?
A. Dogs are good pets.  
B. Stacy is my younger sister.  
C. Mysteries are the best books to read on vacation.  
D. Quilting is easy to do.

4. Which statement is an opinion?
A. Vegetables are good for you.  
B. Candy corn is not a vegetable.  
C. Pumpkins are a squash.  
D. The best vegetable is
PART - III

TASK 1

Directions: Look at the two pictures given below and write 5 FACTS and 5 OPINIONS about them.


Facts
1. .................................................................................................................................
2. .................................................................................................................................
3. .................................................................................................................................
4. .................................................................................................................................
5. .................................................................................................................................

Opinions
1. .................................................................................................................................
2. .................................................................................................................................
3. .................................................................................................................................
4. .................................................................................................................................
5. .................................................................................................................................
TASK 2

Directions: Look at the two pictures given below and write a factual description

Lesson 10

Distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information

I. In the following, put tick mark for the sentences that are related and ‘X’ mark for the sentences unrelated.

1. When you are buying a pen, you should know:
   a) the colour of the pen ( )
   b) the prices of your pencil and eraser ( )
   c) the company name of the pen ( )
   d) whether it is a ball point pen or ink pen ( )

2. When you want to go for a picnic with your friends, you should know:
   a) where all of you should meet before you start to go ( )
   b) the house addresses of all the friends ( )
   c) whether you are going by bus or by train ( )
   d) the places you are going to visit ( )

3. When you want to attend your relative’s wedding, you should know:
   a) the time and place of wedding ( )
   b) the house addresses of the bride and the bridegroom ( )
   c) the educational qualifications of the bridegroom ( )
   d) how many people are attending the wedding ( )

4. When you want to join a new school, you should know:
   a) whether the school offers co-education ( )
   b) how much fee they charge ( )
   c) the school’s pass percentage in SSC in the previous year ( )
   d) how many male and female teachers are there ( )

5. When your sister makes chapati for you, she should know:
   a) whether you like it roast or soft ( )
   b) what curry you would like to eat with it ( )
   c) how many chapathis would you like to eat ( )
   d) how many dosas you want to eat ( )
II. In the following conversations, write the part that is not needed in the answer to the question.

1. Father: Your classes end at 3.30 pm. You can come home within half an hour. Now, it's 7.00 pm. Why are you late? Where have you gone?
   Son: Daddy, when did you return from Bangalore? What have you brought for me?
   Father: I've asked you why you are late to home.
   Son: Actually, I went to my friend's house. We played cricket there.

2. Vishnu: Where are you going for vacation?
   Abdul: We’re going to Mumbai, and my father is buying a bike for me.

   Vishal replied, “It's an oil packet, and I went to the park.”

4. “What’s on TV at four o’clock?” asked Joseph
   Mary replied, “There will be a quiz show at seven o’clock, and Uncle Suresh is coming over tonight.”

5. “Can you tell me how far it is to Sultan Bazar?” asked the man.
   Ranbir replied, “Sultan Bazar is 1 kilometre long, and it’s about 4 kilometres from here.”

III. The physical descriptions of four persons are given below. In each description, there is a statement that is not related to the physical appearance. Write down what is not relevant in the answer sheet.

1. Goutami
   She has short black hair tied in a pony tail. She is quite short and rather slim. She has big brown eyes and dimples. Goutami’s favourite foods are chicken biryanai and Haleem.

2. Tarun
   Tarun is of medium height and slim build. His hair is dark brown and his skin is quite pale. His main hobby is collecting stamps. Tarun has quite a large nose.

3. Swaroopa
   Swaroopa is quite tall. She has curly dark hair. She is a little overweight. When she grows up, she would like to become a doctor. Swaroopa has blue eyes.

4. Ranjit
   Ranjit is of medium height and is quite overweight. He has short fair hair. He has a small mole on his lower lip. Ranjit is a player in the town cricket team.
Lesson 11

Developing Criteria

A. Imagine that you are going to do the following and list out the steps involved.

1. Purchasing a pen.
   1) .................................................................................................................................
   2) .................................................................................................................................
   3) .................................................................................................................................

2. Planning for a picnic in your school
   1) .................................................................................................................................
   2) .................................................................................................................................
   3) .................................................................................................................................

3. Washing Clothes
   1) .................................................................................................................................
   2) .................................................................................................................................
   3) .................................................................................................................................
B. List four criteria someone might consider when he or she is:

1. Purchasing a pen
   a. ................................................
   b. ................................................
   c. ................................................
   d. ................................................

2. Choosing a friend
   a. ................................................
   b. ................................................
   c. ................................................
   d. ................................................

3. Planning for a picnic
   a. ................................................
   b. ................................................
   c. ................................................
   d. ................................................

4. Selecting a group for intermediate studies
   a. ................................................
   b. ................................................
   c. ................................................
   d. ................................................

5. Planning to go to restaurant
   a. ................................................
   b. ................................................
   c. ................................................
   d. ................................................
Lesson 12

Considering multiple perspectives

A. Imagine that the price of a pencil increases from Rs. 4 to Rs. 8. Write 2 consequences in the case of the following people.
   a. Students
      1. .............................................................................................................
      2. .............................................................................................................
   b. Wood seller
      1. .............................................................................................................
      2. .............................................................................................................
   c. Government
      1. .............................................................................................................
      2. .............................................................................................................
   d. Stationery shop owner
      1. .............................................................................................................
      2. .............................................................................................................

B. There was a bomb blast in Hyderabad in which more than 16 people died. A terrorist organization is responsible for this blast. Is it good for the people? Is it good for the terrorists? Write down the consequences for both of them.
   a. People of Hyderabad
      1. .............................................................................................................
      2. .............................................................................................................
      3. ............................................................................................................
   b. Terrorists
      1. .............................................................................................................
      2. .............................................................................................................
      3. .............................................................................................................
C. Smoking is injurious to health. Smoking in some public places is banned. Imagine that manufacturing and selling cigarettes is banned. Who are influenced by this policy. Is it good for those people? Write two consequences for each of them.

1. ....................
   a. .............................................................................................................
   b. .............................................................................................................

2. ....................
   a. .............................................................................................................
   b. .............................................................................................................

3. ....................
   a. .............................................................................................................
   b. .............................................................................................................

4. ....................
   a. .............................................................................................................
   b. .............................................................................................................
**Metacognition (M1)**

**TASK 1**

Read the following passage and fill the chart that follows.

**AADHAR CARD**

Aadhaar is a unique Identification number issued by UIDAI to individuals for the purpose of establishing unique identification of every single person. Aadhaar is actually a 12-digit number and not a card which is unique for every individual who enroll or apply to get his/her Aadhaar number. The Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) is the regulatory body for this.

Aadhaar is meant for individuals of any age (including children) for the purpose of establishing identities. Since Aadhaar is for only individuals, it is different for all the members of a family. For deciding uniqueness of every individual, the demographic details (residence address information) of the person and his/her biometric information (photograph, iris-scan, fingerprints) is collected which is stored in a centralized database.

Aadhaar is not a compulsory approach instead, it is voluntary based and any individual who is interested in having Aadhaar number for himself/herself can enrol or apply to get Aadhaar number. An individual will be provided with only one unique Aadhaar number and not multiple unique ID numbers. Aadhaar number will be valid for the whole life of any individual and does not need to be changed or renewed from time-to-time. A person can get his/her Aadhaar number for free of cost.

The Aadhaar number can be used while opening a bank account, applying for passport, booking e-tickets and many other places where there is a need to give your identity. Aadhaar number will be your identity which will provide you with the simplest way of describing who you are?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>K</strong></th>
<th><strong>W</strong></th>
<th><strong>L</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What I know</td>
<td>What I want to know</td>
<td>We I learnt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Snakes

There are around 3000 snake species in the world, and about 375 of these are venomous. Anaconda can grow up to 38 feet in length, the brahminy blind snake is just 2 inches long, making it the smallest snake. The paradise tree-snake of South-east Asia can 'fly' through the air by flattening its body into an s-shaped ribbon. Snakes have more than 200 teeth, which they do not use to chew, since they point backwards, but bite and grip their prey securely. Most toxic snake of all is the Inland Taipan of Australia. It could kill 100 people with a single bite. Snakes have no eyelids. Instead of eyelids, snakes have a transparent scale protecting their eye. Snakes are found on every continent of the world except Antarctica. They also do not have ears. They are totally deaf. However, they get to 'hear' from the vibrations on the ground. Snakes smell with their tongue. Many people believe that the snakes do not have bones. They have. They also have organs like the heart, the lungs and the kidneys. They also have the blood. The snakes also possess the brain. Snakes cannot move very fast. The fastest speed recorded is 13 Km/hr. Most of the snakes are much slower than this and an adult human being can easily outrun any snake. The longest recorded life span for a snake is 30 years. This has been seen in the case of anacondas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What I know</td>
<td>What I want to know</td>
<td>We I learnt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Metacognition (M2)

Task 1
Write your metacognitive experiences of the task performance after doing the following.

**Frogs and toads**

*Read the article and answer the questions that follow it.*

Frogs and toads seem to be identical until you take a closer look. Both frogs and toads have big protruding eyes, long tongues, and strong back legs. With their long tongues, they can catch plenty of insects. With their strong back legs, they can hop on land or swim through the water. Both frogs and toads grow up in the water. However, toads are usually darker than frogs. Frogs have smooth, moist skin. Toads have dry, rough skin that is full of small bumps known as warts. But both frogs and toads have a poison on their skins that helps keep enemies away. Most toads live in fields or near the water, but most frogs live in or near the water.

Fill in the boxes given below with information from the article and then present the information from the passage in the graphic organizer (two egg-shaped circles) given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Graphic Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habit</td>
<td>Frogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall appearance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 2

Write your metacognitive experiences of the task performance after doing the following.

Observe the two pictures and write a paragraph (factual description) describing them.

Appendix 4

Assignment

Directions: Do as directed. Time: 2 ½ hours

Task 1 (See Lesson 1)

Write three properties and reasons for those properties for the following object. (You can use the SCUMPS strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bag</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2)</td>
<td>2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3)</td>
<td>3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2 (See Lesson 2 & 3)

Write **TWO SIMILARITIES** and **TWO DIFFERENCES** between the two of the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Similarities:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Ceiling fan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mixi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 3 (See Lesson 4 & 5)

The following words can be classified under four categories given in the table. Write the words in the related category. Note: Some words might fit into more than one category. Some words might fit into more than one category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>apartment</th>
<th>strawberries</th>
<th>shoes</th>
<th>jacket</th>
<th>moon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>coat</td>
<td>skirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>tent</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>office</td>
<td>dosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grass</td>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td>trousers</td>
<td>hat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 4 (See Lesson 6)

Read the following paragraphs on bananas and pineapples. Present the information in the graphic organizer given.

**Bananas**

Bananas are a yellow fruit that grows in hot climates. Sometimes it is called the “perfect fruit” because you don’t have to wash it and it is easy to carry. Bananas are good for muscles. For a delicious treat, add some banana slices to other foods, like cereal, ice cream, or a peanut butter sandwich. A banana is also an excellent breakfast food.

**Pineapples**

Pineapples are another example of a yellow fruit that grows in hot climates. Pineapples are very juicy and sweet. They taste wonderful when added to other foods, like pizza, ice cream, or cakes. Pineapples are not very easy to carry around because they are large and have prickly skin. Since you don’t eat the outer skin of a pineapple, you don’t have to wash it before you eat it.
Task 5 (See Lesson 7 & 8)

Identify the Conclusion, Premises, Assumptions and Other possibilities.

Viswanath: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office for work yesterday morning. I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

Conclusion: .........................................................................................................................

Premises: ............................................................................................................................

Assumption: .........................................................................................................................

Other Possibilities: ............................................................................................................... 

Task 6 (See Lesson 9)

Observe the picture given below and write three facts and three opinions.

Facts
1. .................................................................................................................................................
2. ..................................................................................................................................................
3. ..................................................................................................................................................

Opinions
1. .................................................................................................................................................
2. .................................................................................................................................................
3. .................................................................................................................................................
Task 7 (See Lesson 10)

In the conversation below, find out the irrelevant part in the answer and write that part in your answer sheet.

Johnny: I gave you my cricket bat yesterday. Where is the bat? Have you brought it?
Sundar: I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
Johnny: Where is my bat?
Sundar: I bought a Reebok bat.
Johnny: Where is my bat and have you brought it?
Sundar: Ok. Ok. I gave your bat to P.E.T. Sir.

Task 8 (See Lesson 11)

When your parents want to buy a new house, what aspects would you consider? List five of them.

1. .................................................... 2 ....................................................
3 ........................................ 4 ........................................ 5 ................................

Task 9 (See Lesson 12)

Recently, a terrorist named Afzal Guru was hanged. This kind of punishment is called capital punishment. Do you think capital punishment is good? Because Afzal Guru was hanged, who will get affected. Write down three groups of people and what happens in their cases.

1. ...........................
   a) ..........................................................................................................................
   b) ..........................................................................................................................
2. ...........................
   a) ..........................................................................................................................
   b) ..........................................................................................................................
3. ...........................
   a) ..........................................................................................................................
   b) ..........................................................................................................................

Task 10 (See Lesson on Metacognition 1 & 2)

Answer the following question.

1. In the tasks 1 to 10, what did you find interesting? Which task is difficult? What did you find difficult in it? Describe your experiences with it.
A: ..................................................................................................................................
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Appendix 5

Post-Intervention Assessment

Task 1 (A)

Read the passage about the Antarctica. Then fill in the web diagram with the facts from the passage. **You may also use any other type of diagram to present the information.**

Antarctica is the continent at the South Pole. Antarctica is surrounded by three oceans—the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian. It is the fifth largest continent and the coldest place on Earth. Because it is below the equator, winter in Antarctica takes place when it is summer in the United States. Metal shatters like glass in the brutal Antarctic winter. Temperatures drop to 120 below zero; a person without the right clothing would freeze solid in just a few minutes. Winds gusting up to 200 miles per hour come screaming down the ice, tearing into the piles of snow. With the exception of a few insects, Antarctica has no animal life on its land. However, penguins, seals, whales, krill, and seabirds thrive in the oceans around the continent. Likewise, few plants besides mosses grow on the ice-covered land of Antarctica. No people live permanently on this continent, but Antarctica is known for its scientific stations. Many nations, including the U.S., Chile, Norway, Great Britain, and Australia have large research centers where scientists study earthquakes, gravity, oceans, and weather conditions.

![Web Diagram](image)

Task 1(B)

Answer the following questions

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 1(A)? Describe your experiences with it.

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 1(A)?
Read the following and answer the questions.

Sudheer fought with his sister in the morning and hit her on the head with a stick. Then, his sister got so angry but she could not hit Sudheer because he is physically stronger than her. She said, “God will give you punishment today.” After that, Sudheer went to school. When he was returning home from school, he met with an accident and had an injury on his head. He came home crying. His sister saw him and said, “I told you in the morning. God has given you punishment.”

Do you think the conclusion drawn by Sudheer’s sister is right? Explain why/why not? You need to support your answer with reasons.

Task 2(B)

Answer the following questions

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 2(A)? Describe your experiences with it

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 2(A)?
Task 3(A)

Directions: Study the following information about two television sets. Answer the questions that follow.

Recently, your parents wanted to buy a television set. You and your parents went to a showroom to buy a TV. The salesman in the showroom showed the following television sets to you.

Weston TV

Bush TV

The salesman in the TV showroom gave the following information that is available in the catalogues of these TV sets.

Weston TV is made in Mumbai but Bush TV is made in Chennai. Weston TV's model number is W71718. Bush TV's model number is B57480. The size of Weston TV is 21 inches and the size of Bush TV is also 21 inches. Weston TV's weight is 2 kg but Bush TV's weight is 2 1/2 kg. The price of Weston TV is Rs. 16,000/- whereas Bush TV price is Rs. 14,000/-. We can watch 120 channels on Weston TV but 110 channels on Bush TV. Weston TV is brown in colour whereas Bush TV is in black in colour. Both the TV sets have flat screen. Both the screens are TFT screens. The base of the Weston TV is made of plastic but the base of Bush TV is made of iron. Both the TV's have remote controls. The size of the Weston TV's remote control is 8 inches but Bush TV's remote control is 10 inches. Weston TV has a guarantee of 2 years but Bush TV has only a guarantee of 1 1/2 years. In Weston TV, there is a facility of storing the live programmes but this facility is not there in Bush TV. Bush TV has a free gift offer. The free gift is TV stand, which is worth of Rs. 800/-. But Weston TV does not have any free gift.
You talked to your friends who used these two TV sets. They gave the following information.

Kamala: I have Bush TV. Bush TV is a wonderful TV set and it looks very good. The price of Bush TV is less than Weston TV. I like Bush TV because it is made in Chennai. Also, Bush TV is cheaper than Weston TV. Bush TV is very strong. It does not break easily. So, I bought Bush TV.

James: I bought Weston TV 3 years ago. I like the clarity of the display. Weston TV is always better than Bush TV because Weston TV is less in weight. I like a TV with less weight. I like brown colour. Brown colour looks better than black colour.

Rehman: I bought Weston TV because I watch more number of channels. Because its base is plastic it does not rust. It does not get damaged. Plastic is less in weight but iron is more in weight. That is why I bought Weston TV. Moreover, it has a guarantee of 2 years.

Now, write a response explaining which television set you would prefer to buy. You should give reasons in detail for your choice. Use all the information provided.

Task 3(B)

Answer the following questions

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 3(A)? Describe your experiences with it

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 3(A)?
Task 4 (A)

(i) Read the following and answer the questions.

Raj's parents have asked him to buy a kilo of wheat, 12 eggs, and a kilo of tomatoes. Raj went to the vegetable market and bought eggs and tomatoes. Then, he went to the merchant and asked for wheat. The merchant said, "Rs. 25/- a kilo." But you had gone to the same merchant two days before and he had said Rs. 15/-. Raj gave Rs. 25/- and brought home wheat.

If you were Raj, would you buy wheat? Why/why not? Write a response explaining what you would do in such case.

(ii) Read the following and answer the questions.

Three girls named Arpita, Sukanya, and Poojitha are very good friends. They always do homework together, play together, and go to movies together. One day all the three girls went to a flower market. They saw different kinds of flowers in the markets. Arpita likes rose colour very much and so she wanted to buy roses. Sukanya loves white colour and therefore she wanted to buy lilies. Poojitha said, "Yellow colour is more beautiful than white and rose colours." She wanted to buy Chamanti flowers.

In your opinion who is right—Arpita, Sukanya, or Poojitha? Why/why not? Write a response giving reasons for your choice.

Task 4(B)

Answer the following questions

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 4(A)? Describe your experiences with it

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 4(A)?
The Arctic is a large region of the Earth around the North Pole. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, continental shelves, land, smaller islands, and the northern part of some countries. Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to the region. Still others are Lapps, Yukon and Inuit.

The most common Arctic fish is the cod.

The Arctic climate is harsh. Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below zero in the winter. Violent winds make the weather even worse. Wildlife in the Arctic includes reindeer, polar bears, caribou, walrus, seals, birds, and arctic hares.

Task 1 (D)

1. This is very very interesting in making us think.

2. I voted very rise.

Task 1 (P)

1. No, we cannot tell what thing we went to or a park.

2. This is a very very interesting in writing and reading.
Task 2 (B)

Sangay, a 10-year-old boy, was allowed by his parents to go to the zoo on 11 July. He returned home in the evening at 8 p.m. Sangay's sister saw a wound in his leg and told his father and mother about it.

Task 2 (B)

It is very very interesting in this. We can't tell any thing.

Task 3 (B) A

Samsung's model number is S3122. Both the phones do not have M. With camera, Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold more addresses whereas only 900 addresses can be stored in S3122. There is vibration equally in the above phones. Nokia does not have loud speaker, but Samsung has this feature. Vishnu bought Samsung (S3122) 3 years ago. I like the clarity of the display, but its battery is very weak and goes down very quickly. I wanted to sell it but they did not offer me a good price. So, I am still using it now.

Task 3 (B) B

It is very very interesting in writing and reading. It is very very extend.

Task 4 (B) A

Rahul's parents have asked him to buy a kilo of rice and a kilo of meat from the market after buying meat from the chicken vendor. Rahul went to a merchant and asked ten rupees.
Task 4 (A)

A man went to a merchant and asked for rice. The merchant quoted Rs 40 for a kilo. I will take a rice.

Task 4 (B)

1) It is very very interesting in this paper.
2) Very very interesting over my work.
**Task 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reason for Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School bag</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>To fit books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clips / clips</td>
<td>To identify the item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>To close the bag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 2**

- **Similarities:**
  1. Both go through work with current
  2. Both go through machinery

- **Differences:**
  - Ceiling fan body has iron (but) mini body has plastic
  - Ceiling fan use for air (but) mini use for sound

**Task 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Strawberry</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Bread</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td>Candy</td>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trouser</td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bananas:
- Food
- Banana slices too many
- Food, like cereal
- Or avocado butter sand
- With it is also excellent yellow
- Use it is also very good for cold
- It is also easy to carry
- It is good for muscles
- Called it is called the perfect fruit

Pineapples:
- Food
- Other food like:
- Pizza or cakes:
- Corrosive
- Pineapples are not very easy to carry
- Skin
- Spiky skin
- Size
- Large
Conclusion: I mat with an accident when I was coming home from work. 

Possibilities: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office for work yesterday morning. Assuming because a black cat he met with the accident.

Other possibilities: he might have drank:
- he might have drank
- he might have not seen the visible
- he might not see the signages
- he might have bits

Task 6

Fact:
1. There have one quick stop.
2. There have one open (booth)
3. There have one person.

Opinion:
1) He is stealing
2) He is thief
3) He going hungry.

Task 7

Irrelevant fact: I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
I bought a Reebok bat.
Task-1

People: a) People are very happy
b) People are not come (correct)

Police: a) Police people were not
b) Police were poor

Terrorist: a) They feel very bad news
b) Terrorist will attack again

Task-2

In the task 1 to 10 I have intereasted but task 6 when answers are given there & ask the write separate the words so task 6 is interesting but task 2 is very distinct. There are picture is given and asked write a fact & story when there is not given any base. Nation I am distinct on the task-2 these difficult. Task-2 is very interesting & easy. There is
Post-Intervention Assessment 2019

Task 1 (A)

- States
- continent
- South Pole
- more ocean
- weather
- animals
- flying seals
- people

- Antartica
- season
- summer
- winter
- sight-seeing
- continent
- Chile
- Norway
- ocean exiles

Task 1 (B)

1) What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 1 (A)?
   - Writing was easy and it was happy. The passage was easy in this part. We are confusing in this part.
   - Writing seeing but it is very interesting.

2a) I (very) successful it is very very successful. I (very) easy and it is easy. Paper only we can write in our own knowledge. We can think and we can write our own knowledge it is successful. But I (very) successful.
Task 2(a)

1) Conclusion: Sudheer, when he returning home from school a bike came at a good speed and knocked him.

2) Reason: Sudheer fought with his sister in the morning and hit her on the head with a stick.

3) Assumption: God may give sudheer punishment because his sisters

4) Other possibilities: he might have fell on the road
   1) he might have drink and drive
   3) he might have Cliddy
   4) he might have sits
   5) he might have run very speed
   b) when he crossing the road his is seeing up

Task 2(b)

1(a) This is a very very easy and interesting paper. we can think our own knowledge and we can close our eyes and we can write like that also this is very very interesting paper this is very very easy refer very nice

2(a) I wrote this successful this is very very easy paper we can write in our own knowledge and we can write our own knowledge paper, we can think our own brain also this is very very good
SYLLABUS

I Buy a Bush TV.

I will buy bush TV it will be a wonderful only I will see a (poor quality) and colour I will ask her first money and quality how many years it will work and will be good or not how many channels are there and how much fare will be remote is good or not.

Kamala: Bush TV will be a wonderful and set and it will be looks very good.

James: Brown colour will be a looks better than black colour.

Task 3 (c)

This is a very very easy paper and it is a wonderful in the bush TV set and it looks very good little little hard only.

I wrote a little good only and I wrote a easy only.

I wrote a equal only it is successful it is good
Task 1 (A)

I)

When I am only Raj's parents have asked him why how much money Raj went to the market to buy eggs. He told one (geep) 5 rupees.

II)

Sukanya likes rose colour very much and so she wanted to buy roses. She wanted to buy lilies. Pooja said yellow colour is more beautiful than white and rose colours. She wanted to buy charanti flower.

White = Shanti
Red = love
Yellow = peace bull

Task 2 (B)

A) It was really interesting whether is given wheat or not and asked you bought not bought the wheat. The onion was very interesting but bad.

B) First about sir given a story asked write your opinion. I write successful occupation task (wen)
Appendix S2

1a) With we wrote really nice. Per this is hard we think and wrote

2a) Yes we wrote nice think and wrote that way. We wrote perfect.
task 2 (A) Sanjay a 10 year old boy was allowed by his parents to go to the zoo on a Sunday. He decided to stay in the evening at 8 pm. Sanjay after some wound on his leg and told his father and mother about it when his mother asked him what happened. Sanjay did not see the wound at first but some angry insects in the park must have bitten him on insects. I sit way the way that boy leg up & these one wound me did not know what insects.

Task 2 (B)

1. We wrote [really] nice that is a easy way
   way we wrote beautiful.

2. We think and writing [the way we were] nice.
Nokia's model number is E 1662 whereas Samsung's
model is G 7112 (both the brands do not have inbuilt
camera). Nokia is a very popular brand and it can
not lose address whereas any other address can be
stored in Samsung true is ultra. facilitate in the
above brand. Nokia does not have loud speaker
but Samsung has this facilitate there is no rings
in both phone but firm voice radio is
available in that. In Nokia there is a slight
feature only in display but this feature is not
available. Nokia is heavy in weight its look like
a long bus. Nokia is light but is very loud
as well. Once my mom gave us Nokia's brother
though I ? year ago my dad's phone is
Samsung. It looks like a smart phone. Nokia
only a music player. Bluetooth
was that long is nice phone and the phone
size is 1.6 inch. My friend also tests this
only. But ways I am willing for it to contact.
My teacher said, "It is so much easier that way!" I wrote nice.

2. I am trying and wrote, "How can we write nice.”

Aunt Rashi said, "Rubin’s parents have asked him to buy a kilo of mutton and 7/8 kg of rice. For the powder, they buy meat from the chicken store. Rubin went to a meat store and asked for rice. The meat vendor gave him a kilo for Rs 14.35. He bought a kilo of rice for Rs 12. How much money did Rubin spend in total?" I am also asking myself why’s me? My hope die not try. Pric they was taken on a went.
task 4(b)

So Vishal his sister and his mother have just watched a Hindi movie in which he played a very strong role. Shabaz Khan, after watching the movie, Vishal said that Shabaz Khan is a great actor and he looks like him but his sister disagree with him. She said that she knows because why now Salman Khan moved to Delhi instead of Mumbai. She says that why Sultan Khan is my favorite sportsman.

today 4(b)

1) that is a case  [the] why we vote nice out that

2) that is be so much nice is not the way we bysh nice.
Task 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School bag</td>
<td>Size - Big</td>
<td>Anything fits inside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colour - Many colours</td>
<td>Attraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shape - Square</td>
<td>Essay for the books or anything</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2 (See lesson 2.8)

Objects: Similarities - Difference
- Ceiling fan
  - Both are
  - Mixi

1. Similarities: - Both are used from summer to the current
   - Both are have copper wire.

2. Difference:
   - Fan gives air (but) Mixi not give
   - Mixi grinds (but) fan (does not grind).

Task 3 (See lesson 6.8)

Turn the paper

1742 / PD
- Clothes
  - Shoes
  - Shirt
  - Hat
  - Jacket
  - Coat
  - Skirt
  - Trousers

- Light
  - Moon
  - Damp
  - Sun
  - Candles

- Food
  - Strawberries
  - Dosa
  - Fruit
  - Grass
  - Seeds
  - Leaves

- Shelter
  - Apartment
  - Office
  - Tent

Task 4 (Lesson 6)
- Carry
  - Banana
  - Pineapple

- Both are yellow in colour.

- Not is very easy to carry.

- He had in ice cream skin.

- Don't wash and it is.
Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

Premise: I saw a black cat when I was going to my office for work yesterday.

Assumption: (because) black cat (accident) happened.

Other possibilities: He might have drunk.

- He might have been drunk.
- He might have driven too fast.
- He might have black cat crossing on road.
- He might have broken a light might full.

Task 6 (see lesson 10)

Units:
1) One man is going to out site.
2) One man is coming from quick stop shop.
3) One man is coming upon a bros.

Options:
1) One man is running down on road.
2) One man is looking like a friend.
3) One man is walking because sliding.
irrelevant fact

Sunday: I bought a real bat and a ball yesterday.

Sunada: I bought a Reebok bat

Some one else gave your bat to Sunada.

tab 8 (see lesson 11)

1) beautiful
2) Rent-
3) clean
4) vast
5) tall

Task a (see lesson 12)

People: A: People are very happy
        B: People are not happy (rewear)

Police: A: Police people were poor
        B: Police were poor

Terrorist: A: Terror will attack again
        B: Terror will not attack again

Talk - to (see lesson 10 or 39 or 182)

This answer will next paper

Yours ever
In the task 1 to 10 I have interested.

Task 5 when answer are given the task the whole work is easy and task 6 is very interesting but task 7 difficult then one picture is given and ask with a facts and opinions, when there is not give any information I am difficult on the task as there not given for the assumption, other possibilities so I face some difficult task 8 is very interesting.

I happy for the task of I write and draw graphic organizer also.

Thank you.
task 1 (A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Penguins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Krill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Seabirds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Likewise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mosses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oceans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Indian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Antarctica**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. U.S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Great Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientists study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Fresh water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Weather</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Equator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Summer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Task 1 (B)**

1. It was really very easy for writing because I now understand and thinking what are the information in there now. We also get it from task 1 (A). I especially like this scientific study and nations. I understand it and I do not understand Continents at the South Pole temperature area. I do not understand this thinks so I filled very well.
28) I read a first passage, then fill in the web diagram with the fact from a passage. It is very well and how to pronounce this word and new word also added from this passage. How to learn and how to write other 60 short words to present the information. And I my opinion is the read, write very well but I good how to write and how to understand. It is very successful in accomplishing task (B) Sir give a four boxes and I good make boxes. I done very well task 2 (A).

Conclusion:
- Sudheer when he was returning home from school a bike came at a great speed and knocked him.
- Promises: Sudheer fought with his sister in the morning and hit him on head with a stick.
- Assumption: Because Sudheer hit him from stick give punishment.

Other possibility:
- He might have giddy.
- He might have fell over.
- He might have bike knocked.
- He might have fall down.
- His friends might have beat him.
- He might have any one give punishment.
very well. I don't

understand this at all. It is very easy and sin is just for me. I read a first passage from this work. I am very new with task 2. I understand it is very hard to write. Because it is very easy. I did very well in this work.

Sa/13 Pol 2

Take 2 (K)
Model: 357880
Made in: Chennai
Weight: 2.5 Kg
Rate: 11,000
Channels: 110
Material: Metal
Iron: Size
Remote: Yes
Guarantee: 1/2 year
Facility: Staring

Model: WJ71718
Made in: India
Weight: 2 Kg
Rate: 16,000
Channels: 120
Material: Plastic
Size
Remote: Bixchos
Guarantee: 2 year
Facility: Free gift offer

Both:
- 21 inches
- TFT flat screen
- Remote control
- Remote have box
- Warranty:
- 5 years
- 1 year
I got a Weston TV because model name is very easy and made in Mumbai the size of Weston TV is 21 inches. Weston TV weight is 2 kg, the Weston TV is price is 16,000 because it has 120 channels. Weston TV is brown in colour and screen also RFT Screens. I got a fast iron on Plastic how is to see because remote which is 8 inches Weston TV has a 2 year guarantee Weston TV size is a facility of shorting.

I like the clarity of the display Weston TV also better than Zast TV because Weston TV is less in weight I like a TV with less weight I like a brown color. Brown color looks better than black color. I bought Weston TV because it lasted more number of channels because its back is flat and does not rust. It does not get damaged. I bought Weston TV moreover it has a guarantee of 2 years. I get a Weston TV Kamala salt for me it is very nice because Weston TV set and looks very good and James said Weston TV 2 years and Brown looks better than black colour.
It is very very hard to understand and think and write and it does not how I speak I don't but it is very interesting to write and example I give in an exam and how to write it how understand this passages explaining which television set you would prefer to buy and western TV and bus TV in both have similarities differences. Both it is very hard to write so you also get it western TV.

I read a first passage and then I did not understand this picture how to write this one and so tell for me you write which TV you get it and why you get and how are this and you take it in your fight. Who used these western TV here he gave the following information give from just one opinions are extend are successful in accomplishing task 3 (A) it is very well
184

I am not I got to a Vision Shop
and how its price of meet the merchant so
23/ a kilo and I gone to another two
day before her sell Ed 15/ and he
got 25/ I asked excuse you tell
before two days Ed 15/ and why are you
tell now 25/ and I got to another
shop now its price meet show me
a meet quality why price is increased
now of quality of meet I get a meet.

284
S'me time one Rose is beautiful some
time one yellow colour is more beautiful
from some time one love to white colour beautiful
so some time one all colour are love beautiful
so no colour is more beautiful.
So I was really easy to write sometime you think some words and attend the passages. So I think when you give a passage so you read first and what do you understand and what will be get a words and you write when you go to a market and now you are talk from her and get a information. So it is very interesting task (a).

2(b) I understand is task (a) so I think very well. So I think when we give a passage so write it essay and now is a task (a), task (10), task (2a), task (2b), task (5a), task (7a), task (8b). So I like all task I did fulfill a very well. I thinking are successful in accomplishing.
Task 1 (A)

1. Arctic is a large region of the earth around the north pole.
   
2. Eskimos lived in Arctic. Still others are Lapps, Yakuts, and Chukchi.
   
3. Wildlife includes wolves, polar bears, many birds, caribou, lemmings, walrus, and arctic hares lived in Arctic.
   
4. Arctic fish is the cause. Temperature can reach 70 degrees below freezing in the winter. Violent winds make weather even better.

Task 1 (B)

Am 1. Task 1 (A) is not easy, and not hard, but interesting.

Mind is work in easy and successfully.

2 Am. Am I am not complete successfully small mist in Task 1 (A)
Task 2 (A)
Sanjay age is 10 years old. Small boys are do to middle. He and his friends go to zoo. Animals are have bitten him.

Task 2 (B)

1) Task 2 (B) is hard, doesn't easy, not work in my mind. Good, not good.

2) Task 2 (B) mostly hard. I am not doesn't complete.

Task 3 (A)

1) I am by buying a Nokia (X1662). Nokia looking good. Battery is very strong. Nokia speaker is good. Samsung phone battery is very weak. And Nokia phone options I like. Nokia phone screen size 1.8 inches. Samsung phone screen size 1.6 inches.

Task 3 (B)

1) Task 3 (A) is very easy and interesting. I am enjoying.

2) Task 3 (A) is I hope completed nearly. It is very easy.
Task A(A)(i)

Jam bought a rice kilo for Rs. 43. Why so? (poor quality)

It's when is not quality. Today 43 Rs 43. Kilo. Tomorrow rice for 48 Rs. So they buy a rice.

Task A(A)(ii)

Salman Khan is a most handsome man. I like to.

Salman Khan age is 54 years old. But he is too young. And his acting is very good.

Task A(A)

1) Task A(A)(i) not easy and not hard. Task A(A)(ii) it is easy and interesting.

2) Task A(A)(i), A(A)(ii) completed successfully. I very interesting.
Task-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bag</td>
<td>Big/small</td>
<td>easy, easy to attract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>any colour</td>
<td>pick up easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use post in book</td>
<td>stylish, strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling fan</td>
<td>Both of use in house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini fan</td>
<td>Both of use in house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both of turn the sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maxi note a bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maxi size is big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mini use in kitchen but No ceiling fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan</td>
<td>Does not use in kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mini have small wings but ceiling fan comes king</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacket</td>
<td>grass</td>
<td>strawberries</td>
<td>guest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task

Banana
- Added
- easy to carry
- cereal, ice cream, peanut butter sandwich
- good for muscles
- excellent breakfast
- fast food
- small fruit
- smooth skin

Both
- fruits
- grow in hot climate
- taste: sweet
- colour: yellow
- don't wash before eating

Pineapples
- not very easy to carry
- added: pizza, ice cream, cakes
- very juicy and tasty
- large food fruit
- prickly skin
Task - 5

Conclusion: Vishwanath saw a black ves at yesterday morning.

Premises: Vishwanath met with an accident.

Assumption: He saw a black car met an accident.

Other possibilities: He might have does not drive well.
2. He might have drunk and drive
3. He might have vehicle breaks fail.
4. He might have drove speed.

Task - 6

Fact: the starting to sun.
1. He hands inside small bag.
2. Shop name: Quick stop.
3. He came out of shop.

Opinion
1. He stock what shop.
2. He's bag was under in money.
3. Shop owner call the police so he runned.
Task 7
I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday
I bought a Redbird bat

Tasks
1) House size
2) How many rooms
3) Near the school
4) Current, winter conditions

Task 8
Grant
1) Feel very pride
2) There will be more security

Public
1) Will feel very happy
2) They will fear about bomb
3) They will planned bomb bomb

Task 9
I learned tasks 1-10 in new words and understand.
Task 9 in 2nd is difficult. I am (crossed out) learnt

I am interested task 7 and relevant part. I learned new words, difficult tasks considering multiple perspectives.
Post-Intervention Assessment POI 51

Task 1 (A)

Task (B)

5th is good. 1st is easy. I learned in
new words, meanings. Task (1)(A) is interesting. I also
learned new things, new words. earthquakes,

completed Task (1)(B)
I think I am completed task 4 A. It's not hard and interesting. I learned new things.

Task 2 A

Other Possibilities

1. He might have lost control of road.
2. He might have know vehicle was coming.
3. He might have drunk and drive
4. He might have doesn't look that vehicle.
5. He might have bike breaks fail.
6. He might have want to accident
7. He might have bike tyre puncture.
K. Janaadhan
POI - 3
53/10

Task 2 (B)

1. I think Task 2 (A) not a hard & easy. Iam inte
   sting. I learned new words, new things and me
   rs. I don't know some words returning. Punisher
   physically fought, kroblked.

2. I think I am completed Task 2(A). But I worked
   hard, so I am completed task 2(A). I am learned new
   words, new things. now I don't se know some words.

Task 3 (A)

I Buy a weston T.V. (Waston T.V. good clarity
display, less weight and I like brown colour. n
number of channels. Its base is plastic it does not a
plastic less weight. It has a guarantee 2
years. Some programme storing in weston T.V.

Some people like bush T.V. (But its his opinion
Task-3 (A)

Weston T.V
- Made in: Mumbai
- Model No: W71718
- Weight: 2 kg
- Price: 16,000
- Channels: 120
- Colour: Brown
- Base: Plastic
- Remote size: 8 inches
- Guarantee: 2 years
- Facility: Storing Live Programs

Bush TV
- Made in: Chennai
- Model No: B-57480
- Weight: 2.5 kg
- Price: 14,000
- Channels: 110
- Colour: Black
- Base: Iron
- Remote size: 10 inches
- Guarantee: 1.5 years
- Offers: TV Stand

Screen:
- Flat, TFT
- Control:
- Remotes
- Things
- Electronic things
- Use:
- Seeing
Task 3 (a)

I think this Task is some hard text. Not very easy but interesting. I think this Task use to me. I learned new new things. I understand some names and words. base, rust, damage, wetton, cheaper.

Task 4 (A)(ii)

1. I will asked the questions merchant how to increase the price
2. I will bargain with merchant
3. I will got to next shop
4. I will asked the same questions other merchant
5. I will compare the merchants why we are issue the price high

Task 4 (A)(iii)

My opinion is red colour is good. Sruthi, Surya opinion but its there opinion. Sunkaya loves white. Arp like red colour. Pojitha like yellow colour
sometimes red is good colour. Some times white is good colour. Sometimes yellow is good colour. Most people like other colours.

**Task 4 (B)**

1. Task 4 (A(i)) is mostly hard. Task 4 (A(ii)) is easy.
   Task 4 (A(i)) 4 (A(ii)) are interesting. And I learned learned new words, new things. Together, different little flowers. Chamant!

2. I think Task 4 (A(i)) is did not complete well. But Task 4 (A(ii)) is completed well. So that I am learned more things, words, and meanings. I understood.
Appendix S4/1

**TASK 1 (A)**

1. The Arctic is a large region of the Earth around the North Pole. 
2. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, thousands of smaller islands, and the northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia. More others are dapples, yaks, and chukchi. Wildlife in the Arctic includes polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, walruses, and Arctic hares. The most common arctic fish is the Char. This fish is the most common fish. Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below freezing in the winter. Violent winds make the weather even bitter.

**TASK 1 (B)**

I am interested in what experiences we are experiencing there and hard.
Task 2 (A)

Sanjay's sister is not right why Sanjay isn't going. He is different Place going.

Task 2 (B)

This passage is interesting.

Sanjay's sister is not going. So my successful in accomplishing task. 2(A).
**Task 3(A)**

My friend is taking is loan by Samsung phone but why Samsung phone battery so hy Samsung phone buy.

---

**Task 3(B)**

This Passage is hard why I am not compelled to

---

I am successful in accomplishing 60% saying.
Task 4(A)

1) I am Rahul, I could buy rice why rice is Rs. 4.3 for a kilo. Now Rs. 3.9. Then now less so I am rice 2 kg buy why 3 days ago cooking rice @ 4 is castile kavello so I am 2 kg buy.

2) His Mother Aamir Khan why Aamir Khan has dholki saathar taking you.

Task 4(B)

2) I am successful in the gpa & completed.
## Task 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bag</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>Pat Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>attraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat</td>
<td></td>
<td>Books in the Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>attraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Task 2

- Ceiling fan, Dixi
- Both of them are taken sound.
- Both of them are ran used.
- Both of them are both of them are.
- Different ceiling fan.
- Ceiling fan on the upside.
- Dixi have a on the upside.
- Ceiling fan have
### Task 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothing &amp; Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoes, jacket, coat, skirt, tent, shirt, trousers, hat</td>
<td>moon, sun, candle, lamp</td>
<td>strawberries, fruit, seeds, dosa, grass, leaves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 4

- Size
  - Medium
  - Big

- Colour
  - Yellow

- Bananas
  - Skin
  - Grow in hot climate
  - Breakfast food
  - For muscle growth

- Pineapples
  - Skin
  - Grow in hot climate

- Both

Task 5

* Conclusion: Vissooanath became yesterday making accident

* Premise: Vissooanath saw a black cat
Assumption: because a black cat so yesterday making accident.

Other possibilities:
- Youth "might" have "sleeping.
- Youth "might" have "driving.
- Youth "might" have "The Pearl Jam.
- Youth "might" have "Farry Conner.

Page 6

Facts: one man "hitting" ashop.
Falling "shyng" man hand.
One small bag door open.
Opening a man "taking a quick stop at bord.
Opinions: a man me "Nick".

He his a thirp."
Task 7

1. Where is the bat?
2. I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
3. I bought a baseball bat.

Mark: 8

1. new hose.
2. hose, adjective
3. water and casrete
4. hose, artistic action
5. hose, weather

Task 9

1. Police: Police have a problem.
   Police have a tension.

2. People: People have a happy.
   People have a not tension
   Sunday also round.
I read the passage.
I understood the passage.
I filled the table.
I chose the graphic organizer.
and I wrote in the graphic organizer.
CLOTHES, LIGHT, FOOD, SHELTER, and
easy are Task 3. I am so contrasting
easy writing or easy.
Passage Task 1 (B)

It is very interesting and after metals and very hard. It did not and to well me. a) I'm animals. It did not Antarctica nations woods hard and weather conditions hard.
2. From Antarctica animals very easy successful (omitted) why interesting and Antarctica oceans, temperatures and this please no people live permanently on this continent Passage very, very interesting and in Antarctica metal? trying but no completed.

Task 2 (A)

Concussion. Sudher had an argued with premises. Sudher visited sister on the (head) stick. Get
Somasun. Sudher got on the head stick get stick.
Other (possible lies)

* He might have drinking.
* He might have driving.
* He might have go with speed.
* He might have sleep.
* He might have broke fell.
* He might have try see purchase.
* He might have loud cross.

Task 2 (B)

9. I am task 2 (A) interesting and task (D) seem more hard but I try able.

10. I am woods but no did not right setting.

11. I am task 2 (A) interesting and other possibilities conclusion easy completed. Task (2) the passage were same and it seemed hard understanding.
Task 3(A)

Weston TV
- Model: Weston TV 7102
- Weight: 2 kg
- Colour: Brown
- Size: 21 inches
- Remote:
- Mount:
- Type:
- Price: £14,500

Bush TV
- Model: Bush TV 74 B57480
- Weight: 2 kg
- Colour: Black
- Screen: 21 inches
- Remote:
- Mount:
- Price: £14,000
Task 3 (b)

I am interesting and Bann Bush TV not completed. why this trying but hard with weighting.

E Bann. Bush TV words or had.

Task 3 (c)

I am interesting western TV. Western TV Easy completed and Western TV easy. so my Western TV weighting.

Task 4 (a)

I got any why to be 258 why? Am two days out of supplies why?

I am going to next shop?

Do we have light why move?
Every Western buy, why Western TV I bought 3 years ago, I like the clarity of the display. Western TV is always better than Bush TV because Western TV is less in weight. I like a TV with less weight. I like brown colour, brown colour looks better than black colour. I bought Western TV because I watch more number of channels. Because its base is plastic does not rust. It does not get damaged. Plastic is less in weight, but iron is more in weight. That is why I bought Western TV. Moreover, it has a guarantee of years. Kamala Bush TV like opinion on Bush there but opinion.
Task 4 (A)

* How is the quilt? 😐
* How is the throw? What night more.
  * what color?
  * why not enlarged.

Task 4 (A) 2.

* Arpita - roses colour best. roses buy like
  * sakuma - white (blue) like buy.
* Pojitha - yellow colour not - Chantani like but

they is also good colours but it's their opinion.

Task 4 (B)

I am Task 4 (A) not interesting so I am did not complete well why Task 4 (A) so words very hard so my did not write well.
I am Task (4A) very interesting. Interesting so I am I did very easy written. Task (4A) very interesting so I am did written well.
Appendix S5

Task 1 (A)

**ARCTIC**

- Arctic is a large region of the earth.
- The Arctic around the North Pole.
- This region includes the Arctic Ocean.

**ARCTIC**

- Arctic region includes the open land, Iceland, thousands.
- The northern parts of three continental parts: North America, Europe, and Asia.

Task 1 (B)

1. The task (A) was really interesting. My experiences were good.

2. The task was hard. I can't do more.
Task 2 (A)

Saijaya and sister 'Sanjay' go to the zoo. There were some very animals in the zoo the animals were dangerous. So I think the animal in the park must have bitten him.

Task 2 (B)

The task 2 (B) was really easy and interesting.

The Task 2 (B) were new I can not be see and learn. I like the Task 2 (B).
Task 2(A)

Nokia is a very popular, Nokia phones are wonderful phones, they look good (1662) is very good model, Nokia phones are can not be repaired, and used for a long time; tho I to buy a Nokia mobile

Task 2(B)

0 The Task 2(B) was really interesting

0 I like the is task so,
Task 4 (A)
I am going to (where) (shop) and to buy rice, and good rice take to the freeze.

I open these choose all correct

Task 4 (B)
The talk was interesting.

6 All people come to the other choose
so I think some people come (risk)
Shahrukh Khan are Salmon Khan and
Aamir Khan are others
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 1: Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School bag</td>
<td>small/big</td>
<td>put books and any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>any colors</td>
<td>think</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use</td>
<td>put; they books and any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thinks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2: Similarities: Ceiling fan = mini

Both of them electronic machines.
Both of them use a in room.
Both of them

Differences:
Ceiling fans are in differences colour
and mini are in differences colour
Ceiling fans fixed up; mini in plate in the kitchen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>LIGHT</th>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>SHELTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bowl</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td>grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Easy to eat
- Sweet if not ripe
- Yellow
- Don't eat the outer skin
- Don't wash before eating
- Crowns
Task 5

Conclusion: Viswanath will be seen black

Premise: Viswanath wore a black coat.

Assumption: Because black cat met an accident

Other possibilities: He might have drunk and go to the men road

Task 6

Facts: He is a man
He is a lawyer
He is running fastly

Opinions: He is a thief
He is to a any place
He is to any body

Task 7

I bought a Reebok bat
ok I gave your bat to pet sir.
I bought a new bat and a ball
yesterday
Ask "good" "organ" "who" "many" "money"?
"good" "house" "buy" "may"
"All" "residents"

Police → They will "tension"
→ All area will be "fight"

Security

Peoples → all "peoples" will be good

feast
→ "peoples" will happy.

Terrorist → They will be "fearex"
→ They will be "fear" to "men"

Afzal.

The task 9 was very interesting.
5th task was "difficult"

7th task was very interesting.

or the task was not very good
tasks.
Task 1 (A) Antarctica

1. The continent at the South Pole.
2. Surrounded by the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean.
3. It is the 7th largest continent on Earth.

Animals and Plants

1. Penguins, seals, whales, fur seals, and seabirds thrive in the ocean around the continent.
2. Few plants besides mosses grow on the ice covered land of Antarctica.

Task 1 (B) This is a very interesting Task.

I think I have all completed and I think I am.

Weather

1. Temperature: 170 below zero.
2. A person without right clothing would freeze solid in just a few minutes.
3. Winds gusting up to 130 mph can scream down the ice.

People

There are no people to live in the Antarctica.
conclusion: Sudheer had an accident and injury to his head.

Assumption(s): Sudheer's head hit her on the head with a stick.

Other possibilities: He might have go to the middle of road,
He might have play on the road
He might have cross the road
He might have the back brake failed
He might have the brake was damaged
was critical due to never get.

This task was really hard and interesting
but was really like this task
I think was not completed this task
had and now.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Screen Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS1480</td>
<td>KENWOOD</td>
<td>14 kg</td>
<td>15 inches</td>
<td>£400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS1718</td>
<td>SONY</td>
<td>24 kg</td>
<td>16 inches</td>
<td>£750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications**
- **Screen Size**: Both the TV sets have flat screen.
- **Remote Control**: Both the remote controls are as per the given price.
- **Channel**: 160 stations can be tuned.
- **Guarantee**: 1 year
- **Dimensions**:
  - **Height**: 10 inches
  - **Width**: 12 inches
  - **Depth**: 15 inches

**Features**
- **Design**: Made in black plastic.
- **Model**: Made in England.
- **Price Range**: £400 - £750

**Additional**
- **Weight**: 14 kg
- **Screen Size**: 15 inches
- **Remote Control**: Both the remote controls are as per the given price.
- **Model Number**: BS1480, BS1718

Total: £1150 for 2 TVs.
Weston TV is a good and costly. The Weston TV was made in Mumbai. This TV model number is 71718, and Weston TV size is as in base, this TV weight is 2.5 kg, price of Weston TV is Rs 16,000. Weston TV has 170 channels, the colour is brown, and TV sets have flat screen. Weston TV is made of plastic; this TV have remote, remote size is 8 inches. Weston TV has a guarantee of a year. This TV clarity was very good.

Kamala said but she opened.

This task was very interesting and new and good.

I think in completed the task (19) and this is very compulsory.
I will ask the same questions.
why real increase?
why your ask us risk?
No I will be go to the next shop and
ask the same questions.
I will be bazaar.

My opinion is all colours are.
good, Haptita likes rose colours.
Sukanya love white & colours, liking
Poojitha loves yellow colours, some time
with white (colours) was very good.
people like other colours.

Task (4A) i) is mostly hard. Task (4A ii) is easy.
Task 4 (A) ii), 4(A) iii) are interesting.

I think task 4(A) iii) is not complete well.
But, Task 4 (A) ii) is completed well so that
I am learned more things, words, and mean.
I understand this.
This task was really easy.

I think I will be completed this task.
Task-1 (A)

1. The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole.
2. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, and thousands of smaller islands.
3. The northern parts of these countries are those in North America.

4. Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to these areas.
5. Still others are Lapps, Yukuts, and Chukchi.
6. Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many kinds of birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, raccoons, and arctic hares.

7. The most common cold Arctic fish is the char.
8. The Arctic climate is harsh.
9. Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below freezing in the winter.

10. Violent winds make the weather even bitter.
11. The Arctic Ocean is vast.
12. In ocean are some lulas, they are there, delphinus.
Task 1 (B)

Interesting but (it) answers are not search

Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole. They are some of the oceans are Arctic ocean, Greenland, Iceland, thousands of the smaller Islands. (Northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe and Asia, these are northern

Arctic wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, beavers, seals, walrus, and arctic hares.

I will pass but some much of marks.

Task 2 (A)

Sanjay - 10 years old, Sanjay and sister went to zoo one a Sunday. And he returned home in the evening at 5 p.m. His sister had a wound, He told his Mother and father about it. Sanjay what happened returned rapidly. Then Sanjay sister said, "In park some animals, we should have bitten me.

Task 2 (B)

Interesting, Sanjay went to park then there Sanjay sister leg wounded. Then he told they, "Mother and father. Then the sister said, "Some animals were bitten home."

Yes, I will pass.
Task 3 (A)

Nokia's model number is 8110. 8110. Nokia hand

Samsung model number is 3812. It handle

900 address. Samsung size is 1.5. In these vibration facility

Samsung loud speaker FM Radio is available. Samsung offer

a feature through we can use languages other than 7

African languages along with Hindi. Bluetooth and wi

Calendar and calculator features are there in both the pha

Task 3 (B)

My easy, Samsung is most famous of the phone. This size is

1.6 inches. In these phones have 7 African languages and

English Calendar and calculator. Calendar use if we were any time we were calculating, we we we

can't understood, then we use it.

Yes, I will pass.
Rahul's parents have asked him to buy a kilo of rice and \( \frac{3}{4} \) kilo of meat from the market. Rahul went to the market and asked for rice. Instead of rice, he bought \( \frac{1}{2} \) kilo for \( \frac{4}{3} \) Rs.

I bought rice 3 days ago. I bought 3 kg. As he is I didn't buy in these. I bought another shop.

His mother is write, Shahrukh Khan, Hindi movie in which the lead side was played.

Task 4 (B)

Work hard it is not understanding, that I not interesting in it.

No, I will pass.
Assignment

Task 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School bag</td>
<td>Medium size, any colour, can hold books, put away things</td>
<td>Easy to lift any load, where attraction for study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Similarities</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling fan</td>
<td>Both machines have a current use.</td>
<td>Ceiling fan can be fixed up, but mixer cannot. Ceiling fan has a big wing, but mixer has small wings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacket, shoes, clothes, skirt, shirt</td>
<td>moon, sun, candle, lamp</td>
<td>strawberries, food, fruit, dosa, seeds</td>
<td>apartment, tent, office, grass, leaves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 1

- Banana
- Orange
- Both

- Banana is a fruit.
- Orange is a fruit.
- Can give good muscles.
- Excellent breakfast.
- Easy to eat.
- Can be eaten with other foods, like eggs.
- Can be made into ice cream.
- Don't wash before eating.

Pineapples
- Pineapples are juicy and sweet fruit.
- Can not give good muscles.
- Dry foods, like pizza, cakes

Task 2

1. Conclusion: Viswanath saw a black cat while he going to the office.
3. Conclusion: Viswanath met with an accident.
4. Premises: Viswanath saw a black cat.
5. Assumption: Because of black cat met with accident.
6. Other possibilities: He might have drunk and drive.
   - He might be drunk.
   - He might have an unlucky.
   - He might have car brakes are failed.
Task 6 & Task 7

- There is one of the shop name
- One person took a bag and running.
- He is a man.
- He is an prisoner.
- He might have falling down.
- He is shops owner.
- He is a thief.

Task 8

- I brought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
- I bought a Reebok bat.

Task 9

- It has to big.
- It takes to a 8 floors.
- One of the garden.
- It play that it has a cricket ground.

Task 9 or

- Government
- He is very profit.
- He not Combining government.
- People
- All people not fear.
- All people feeling very happily.
Police: Police very happily feel. Police are not feeling being.

Task 12: Task 5 is [ ] very easy. And I am interested all of tasks but task 5 is [ ]. I feeling very happily.
Post-Intervention Assessment

Task 1(a)
- Ocean
  - Atlantic
  - Pacific
  - Indian

- Antarctica
  - Coldest
  - Winter
  - Summer

- Animals
  - Penguin
  - Seal
  - Walrus

- Seabirds

Task 08

The I happen easy is pass reading. And sitting small one was an easy big answer is tough because I didn’t really see what I read but some much of sentence is easy. what I wrote in task 1(a) for me also don’t no paragraph is interesting.
Task-2 (A)

Conclusion: Sudeen met with an accident and Sudeen had an injury on his head.
Assumption: Sudeen hit the sister.

Other possibilities:
- He might have drank alcohol.
- He might have walked on the road.
- He might have broken the brakes on the road.
- He might have spread徐 driving on the road.
- He might have Sudeen is blind.

Task-2 (B)
Task-2 (B)

I very hard in promised because that gentleman

9. I didn’t understand therefore it do talked about

but stay in interesting. In this passage though

in conclusion. Promising assumption but than possibility.

because punishment. Then sudden times told 1 don’t
(23) Weston TV got in tree is 2 years ago. If we can
program is too strong in Weston TV. It colour is very good. It inches is 21 inch weight 2 kg
if iron is there (check) will come plastic is not. That's Weston TV is best
Kamale & Kamala is have a opinion but
such TV also best

(24) I did not write successfully but I will
it is my opinion my opinion

Task 1 (A)

(25) If I be in any place I will do argue.
From question I question shop owner. I
why rates increase? I finally decision is
I will book

(26) Apart from rose colour subanya love white colour.
Poortika said yellow colour is more beautifully
tan-white and all colour are all colours are
beautifully. They are opinion is difficult but
some times Warsaw are tight than white singe
is stop, yellow is at traffic yellow is keep ready.
Red also on use traffic is stop.
I interesting the flowers colors. I like the all flowers. I learn the new words and spelling (mistake). Some of the hard sentences.

23) I do not the writing passage one lives the passage. I like flowers are very colorful. Very good. Successfully writing are reading I think the new words are kinds or Apsita very difficult name. I didn't listen any where.
(Task 1 (A))

i) the Arctic is a large part of the earth around the North pole

ii) This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland

iii) the northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia

iv) the region people or native

v) the most common Arctic fish is the char

vi) Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below freezing in the winter.

vii) Violent winds make the weather even bitter

viii) the Arctic climate is harsh

ix) Wild life in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, walruses, and lepseic hares

(Task 1 (B))

1a) Wildlife is very harsh

2a) 75% (passing) I did it!
sanjay's sister is wrong because im 200 animals
do not beats so sanjay's sister wrong

(Task) 2 (A)

(Task) 2 (B)

sanjay's father told his mother "some animal in(th)
park must have bitten him"
50% percent I did it

(Task) 3 (A)

I am buying a Nokia mobile Nokia is very popular
brand and it can hold 1,000 addresses whereas only 900
addresses can be stored in samsung in nokia there
is a special feature called " ir " nokia display
sizes are : Nokia - 1.8 inches, Samsung - 1.6 inches
Samsung phones Bluetooth and video options are not available
in these phone so I buy only Nokia mobile

(Task) 3 (B)

I am interesting for all this information
90% I did it
(Task) u (A)

(i) I am Rahat did not buy rice I go another shop

(ii) visited his sister his right because I am 1am of salmon khm

(Task) u (B)

1A: buying a rice is easy

2A: 75% I did it
Task 1: school bag, medium size, to contain wear, many colours - ideméléy, many books, tifliers, cloth, thread, to strengthen, clip, zip, many shapes.

Task 2: ceiling tam, maxi, tafra are in different colours
(i) Both of them using & electric
(ii) Both of them have vegetables

differences:
(i) tam (gave) ax
(ii) maxi (have) cutter
Conclusion: I met with an accident when I am coming home from work.

Premises:
- Witness saw a black cab.

Assumption:
- Witness saw a black cab.
- I met with an accident because I saw a black cab.

Other possibilities: He might have drank and drive
- He might have talking over phone
- He might have a headache
- He might have a break fail his vehicle

Task 6:
1. He (driving) to outside (F)
2. He (bag) have bomb (O)
3. Shop owner (might) bit him (O)
4. He might have urgent work (F)
5. His relations might have accident (O)
6. He might (their) (O)
I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.

-seeing wasta
-seeing areas
-seeing dust have are not
-water problem have are not
-electric power problem have are not

Government
-Government [will get] more not
-Government get many problems

People
-all people trust

-All people not be freely a go to any place

-terrorist have bomb

-Terrorist
-Terrorists try to escape
-Terrorists to plan to the next attack

-interesting
-book difficult because
-I am obsessed
I am interesting all tasks but 7th task
so interesting that irrelevant find the irrelevant
and existing. I am so interested but 9th task was
so difficult because I didn’t understand that
matter teasing this matter not understand cleverly.
I am leaning this what I don’t now I know any
that similarities, metacognition, categorizing, assumptions
relevant and irrelevant, criteria, and perspectives
this are I know.
Task 1 (A)

Animals
(i) penguins
(ii) seals
(iii) krill

Antarctica

Scientists study
(i) earthquakes
(ii) gravity
(iii) oceans

Antarctica oceans
(i) Atlantic
(ii) Pacific
(iii) Indian

Scientific station
(i) U.S.
(ii) Norway
(iii) Great Britain

Task 1 (B)

I am interesting scientific study didn't understand some words, like metal shatters, bubba, screaming, whales, krill, seabirds, thrive, glistening and
I am looking at an interesting task 1 (A) but I didn't understand some words in the passage that is partial. The words are: boxes, screaming, wheels, krill, seabirds, thrive, and guessing. This are the words I hope I am to have write 50% percent.

Task 2 (A)

Conclusion: Sudheer met within accident and Sudheer had and injury on his head.

Premises: Sudheer is the sister.

Assumption: Sudheer is the sister, then met with the accident and Sudheer had an injury on his head.

Other possibilities:

1. He might have drunk and drive.
2. He might have gone/ break fail.
3. Sudheer might have not seeing signals.
4. He might have practice driving.
5. He might have broken traffic signals.
vi) He might have talking phone

vii) He might have bike stealing not work

Task 2*(B)

1) I am interesting. "God will give you punishment today.
I didn't understand some words that is knocked, I am interesting.

2) I am interesting only that boy sister accident I un
successful complete 60% percent.
I will buy Westom TV as it is made in Mumbai. Westom TV's model number is WT7118. The size of Westom TV is 21 inches. Westom TV's weight is 2 kg. The price of Westom TV is Rs. 16,000. Westom TV has 100 channels. We can see the Westom TV made of plastic. The Westom TV's remote control is 8 inches. Westom TV has a guarantee of 2 years. Westom TV does not have any type of gift. I like the clarity of the display.
Weston TV is always better than Bush TV because
Weston TV is less in weight. I like a TV with less
weight. I like brown colour. Brown colour looks
better than black. Colour. Kamala said Bush TV
is Wonder TV set and its looks very good. Its
be opinion

Task 3 (B)

1. I am interesting for both TV's but I didn't under
stand some words that is 'TFT screen'. and many
word's.

2. I am interesting task (3) A but I didn't understand
I hope I am twice 40% percent

Task 4 (A)

1. I will questioning mechanical owner why wheat
price increases. I am 6000 days back this
mechanical owner price 15/- but now 25/- (bypass) why
increases. Wheat price 10/- after I will go to another
shop I will ask same questions what is the
wheat price? What is your gave rate?
aspika likes rose colour saksamya loves white colour and pojitha said "yellow colour sometime rose colour see very wonderful colour and sometimes white colour very nice and yellow colour also very good that opinion

Task u (8)

I am interesting for task u (8) I didn't understand somewhere in passage some word's that is together and I am understand them

I am interesting task (u) # I hope I am writing 60 % percent
Task 14:

- The Arctic region includes arctic ocean.
- It contains ice, land, thousands of smaller islands.
- Northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia.
- Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to the region.
- Still others are Lapps, Yakuts, and Chukchi.
- Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caucaus, lemmings, voles, walruses, and arctic hares.
- The most common Arctic fish is the char. The Arctic climate is harsh.
- Temperature reaches 70 degrees below freezing in winter. Violent winds make the weather even colder.
Task 18 :-

I think this is the easy task for me. This is some hard to think about this and write.

yes! I am successful in accomplishing this task.

Task 24 :-

I think Sanjay's sister is not right, why because in zoo every animal in its compound and it cannot come outside. than how an animal can bite Sanjay. I think he slipped anywhere and dies.
Task 2 B:—

This is not a hard task because Answer: if in question we have to think.

2. yes! I am successful in accomplishing this task.

Task 3 A:—

I read All in Task 3 A by reading this. I knew about Nokia and Samsung. I'll buy Nokia only because its battery is not weak and its display is good it has calendar vibration etc. I like these features in nokia.

Task 3 B:—

This is little bit hard to know and we have to read and know.

4. I did well in this task by reading Tiny paragraphs.
Task 4A:

I am in Rahul's place. I can't buy Jifi goto another shop. why because yesterday he told 39 Rupees, today 43 tomorrow he will tell 50 Rupees, that is why I can't buy in that shop.

I think Vihaan's sister is right. why because in real also Salman Khan is a handsome hero other two also but he is little bit. because other two are something he is in middle and he looks good.

Task 4B:

This is hard because we have to talk about one particular person, if we talk about Salman others are underestimated. yes I am successful in accomplishing this task.
Kayitha Suyam

Assignment

**Task (1)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Size: Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>Color: any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>To keep books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net</td>
<td>Tinned, plastic, leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts</td>
<td>Lids, pockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reasons for properties**

- To wear easily
- For good look
- Books doesn't fall anywhere
- To be strong
- To close it
- For good look

**Task (2)**

**Similarities and Differences**

Ceiling Fan: 

Mixi: 1. Both will work with the electricity.
2. Both can be kept in a particular place.
**Task (3) Categorizing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>LIGHT</th>
<th>SHELTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td>radio</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>grass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacket</td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Task 5**

**Conclusion:** He saw a black cat and he met with an accident.

**Premise:** He saw a black cat when he was going to office and he met with an accident.

**Assumption:** He saw a black cat and he met with an accident.

**Other possibilities:** He might drunk while he was coming back to home.

1. He might drive the vehicle in a wrong way.
2. The vehicle's brakes might have failed.
3. He might got speed while he driving his vehicle.
4. He might don't know how to drive a vehicle.
Task 6

Facts:
1. In the picture the person is running.
2. Behind him there's a shop.
3. He has a cane in his hand.

Opinions:
1. He might came for shopping.
2. He might running to another shop for a other thing.
3. It might something big.

Task 7

Sunday - I bought a new bat and ball yesterday.

Sunday - I bought a beach bat.

Task 8
Is it big or small?
Is its amount to buy is high?
Does it have good water facility?
Is it good place.
Is it sufficient.

**TASK 0**

Terrorists: 1. They feel angry because of zaiia's
guire get capital punishment
2. They will be against.

Common people: 0. They think good
0. Because he is a bad one.

**Task 0**

In tasks 0 to 10, The 4th is very interesting
and is difficult to do because I don't
know about a charisma.
**TASK (1A)**

3 oceans
- Indian
- Pacific
- Atlantic

Antarctica

Temperature dropped 120° below zero.

**Seabirds**
- Penguins, whales
- Seabirds in ocean around the continent.

**CONDITION**
- Have a large research
- where the scientists study
- about earthquakes
- oceans etc

**TASK (1B)**

1. In task 1A, some hard to find out about the temperature, but this is a wonderful.
   
2. I am not sure that I am successful in this task.

**TASK (2A)**

**Conclusions**
- Sudheer returning from the school, a bike knocked him, he had an injury on his head.
Premise: Sudheer had beat his sister.

Assumption: Sudheer had met with an accident because he beat his sister in the morning.

Other possibilities: Sudheer might haven’t be walked on footpath.
1. He might played while he walking on the road.
2. He might walked on the road.
3. He might haven’t havent seen the bike.
4. The bike driver might be drunk when he driving the bike.

Task (2A)

In this task other possibilities is Some hard others are very easy because I did that imprvious thing that’s why this is very easy. I am successful in this task because I did conclusion premise, assumptions, other possibilities very well, and I learned identifying conclusion and premise or any thing
Weight: 2 kg

- 1 euro
- Weight: 0.5 kg
- Not freigh
- No stand
- Plastic
- Beige
- 2-way remote
- 30,000 channels
- PMR:
- 15 out
- Clear:
- 110 channels
- 3 remote:
- 10,000 channels
- PRIZE
- W1/18
- MID
- RU:
- Mumba
- Manufactured:
- Boch Bun TV
- 5/813
- Printed by:
- Koyal Banyon 5/813
I will buy Westen because it have more channels and not a weighty one. I am not underestimating bush TV. That is also good but it has a too heavy case. It will costs that is why I am fixed to buy Westen, and it will be easy to carry here and there when we are shifting from one place to another place. But bush TV is not sufficient to carry here and there that is very heavy I think. The Westen TV has 2 years guarantee and bush has only 1 1/2 year. Bush has good qualities but that is not good from Westen.

**TASK (38)**

This is really interesting and easy to do.

This is a wonderful task and I have knowledge and I learned new matters about TV's by this task and it is good. I am successful in this task.

Because I did well in Graphic organizer. Some hard to do answering but task is very easy. I learned how to write a compound sentence.
Task 2A (b)

If I am in Raj's place I will not buy the wheat, because last time he told 15/- today he told 25/-, day after tomorrow he will tell 30/-. That is why I will not buy there.

I will go to other shop and ask the merchant about the problem like these:

- When the rate is raised?
- Is the quality changed?
- Is only the shop taking 25/-?
- "I will ask him to show the receipt."

This type of questions.

(c) In these three girls anyone is not correct because that is their opinion and sometimes rose is good, sometimes yellow is good. We can't tell which is great here.
TASK (4B)

Task (4AD1) is some hard to consider which colour is great. Apart from that all are very very easy. Task (4BII) is very tough before i read it, after reading i got success fully done it easily to do and i completed.

I am successful in completing (4BI)(4BII) task because i wrote very well about raj's place and also about three girls Arpitha, Sukanya and poejitha. about their opinions this is very easy to do.
I was really interested in the Arctic because I like animals very much. I am thinking that I wrote well.
Task 2 (A)

Yes! I am thinking that if we will say something about that would mean we can think it is wrong. If he is not telling anything about would then we should think his sister is correct.

Task 2 (B)

4) It is very hard. Because if conservation of Sanjay, his mother, and his sister has not given fully and if we see that wound we can tell that it is really a wound or some animal in the park must have bitten him. But it is interesting very much.

2) I'm thinking that 0 done well and good.

Task 3 (A)

I will buy Nokia phone because Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold 1,000 addresses whereas only 900 addresses can be stored in Samsung. In Nokia, there is a special feature called “T9” dictionary with which you can type messages very quick.
but in Samsung this feature is not available. The display also very big for Nokia (1.8 inch), Samsung small (1.6 inches). Nokia phone are very cute and they look good. I like the clarity of display best for Samsung its battery is very week and goes down very quickly. I like Nokia Speaker. It is very loud. If it fell down by accident it will not broke.

Task 3 (A)

(1) It is easy and very interesting about p.
(2) It is very good experience for me.
(3) I wrote Task 3 (A) very well.

Task 4 (A)

If I'm in Rahul's place, I will not buy this. I will go to another shop and I will buy theirs. Because only for 3 days if he is increasing 4 Rs then how can we mid-class peoples will live.
Task 4 (A)

ii) I think Salman Khan is handsome. Because I also love him very much. Because his personality, his height and his action is very good.

Task 9 (B)

1) Task 4 (A) ii: is really very hard for me. Because I didn't watch Hindi movies more. Just I saw only some movies with this idea. I wrote the answer ii.

2) I wrote good I think.
Assignment

Task 1
Write three properties and reasons for those properties for the following object:

**School Bag**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use</td>
<td>keep books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material</td>
<td>thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parts</td>
<td>zips/ pockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- size: small/medium/large
- wear: good look
- material: thread
- use: keep books
- parts: zips/pockets
- shape: any
- not fall on any wear
- doesn't fall books
- to close the bag
- to good look
Task 2

Write two similarities and two differences between the two of the following:

Objects * Ceiling fan
* mixi

Similarities
1) Both work with electricity.
2) They both have got controls.

Differences
1) Mixi can grind any thing. But fan can not grind any thing.
2) Fan will give air and mixi will not give air.

Task 3

The following words can be classified under four categories given in the table. Write the words in the related category.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>LIGHT</th>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>SHELTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>Candle</td>
<td>Strawberries</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>'Moon'</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>Grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 4

- Banana
  - Taste: Very juicy and sweet
  - Color: Yellow
  - Carrying: It is easy to carry
  - Skin: Soft
  - Smell: It is not easy to carry

- Pineapple
  - Taste: Slightly sour
  - Color: Green
  - Carrying: Slices to other foods
  - Skin: Hard
  - Smell: Like ice cream
He refused the breathalyser. Opposite vehicle might be driven very fast.

He might be in possession of a dangerous weapon. Opposite vehicle might be not driven nicely.

He might be drunk and he drove.

He might not be driven nicely.

Other possibilities:

When he was coming home from work.

When he was coming home from work, he met with an accident.

When he was coming home, he met with an accident.

Assumption: Visually saw a black cat before going into office. 0.4 miles from office.

Discussion: Visually saw a black cat when he was coming home from work.

Conclusion: Visually met with an accident when he was coming home from work.

Assumption: refused, suggested.

Identify the conclusion, premise, assumptions.
Task 6

Observe the picture given below and write three facts and opinions.

Facts
1. One person is running.
2. There is a shop.
3. He is coming from the shop.

Opinions
1. He might be a thief.
2. He stole some thing from the shop.
3. Shop keeper is chasing him.

Task 7.

In the conversation below, find out the irrelevant part in the answer and write the part in your answer sheet.

1) Sundar bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
2) Sundar bought a Reebok bat.
Task 8
When your parents want to buy a new house, what aspects would you consider? List five of them.
1) vaastu
2) new or old
3) any cracks are there
4) How many rooms are there
5) That house inside of the house it is day or light

Task 9
1) People
   a) It is good for him
   b) He killed so many people that's why he should kill him.
2) Relations of terrorist
   a) It is not good.
   b) If he killed the people you put him in jail.

Task 10
Task 1 to Task 10, all are very interesting.
Task 9 is very difficult. To write three groups of people and what happen in their mind.
**TASK 1(A)**

Oceans
1. Atlantic
2. Pacific
3. Indian

Sea bird
1. Penguins
2. Seals
3. Whales
4. Krill

Temperature
150 below

**TASK 1(B)**

Answer the following questions:

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task?
   - Hard:
   - Many people nation, including the U.S., Chile, Norway, Great Britain and Australia have large research centers where scientists study earthquakes, oceans and weather conditions. I felt somewhat difficult
Easy:
All must all are very easy for me.

Interestingly:
I know only some sentences about Antarctica. But in this passage, there is more interesting sentences about Antarctica.

2. To what extent you are successful in accomplishing Task 4 (a)?

Ans: I think I done it very nice (comparing with others.

TASK 2 (A)

Conclusion: Sudheer was returning home from school. A bike came and knocked him. He got a head hurt at his head.

Premise: Sudheer beat his sister in the morning.

Assumption: He beat his sister with an accident when he is creature home from school. Because in the morning he beat his sister.
Other possibilities:

i) The bike driver might be drunk and drive.
ii) Student walk on the road careles.
iii) On the there might be not have signals.
iv) Student there roads are not good.
v) They might be going in the night.
vi) His sister send the bike driven to hit him.

TASK 2 (B)

1) What was really hard/easy/interesting in tasks?
   Easy:
   The conclusion, premise & assumptions is very
   Easy.
   Interesting:
   full passage were full interesting and very fun
2) To what extent you are successful in accounting
   task (2)?
   As I done it very well.
TASK 3(A)

Reasons | What will I buy
---|---

I will buy Weston TV because it made in Mumbai. Weston TV's model no is W71718. The size of Weston TV is 21 inches it will fit in my shelf. Weston's TV weight is less than Bush TV. Price is costly only quality is more good. I want to see more channels in Weston there is 120 channels. I like the colour brown more than black. The base of the Weston TV is made with plastic. It does not damage.
TASK 3 (b)

1. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 3?
   
   - Nothing is hard in this passage.
   
   - Easy
   
   - All are easy in this passage. Every word is very easy here.
   
   - Interesting
   
   - To know about T.V. is very interesting and all the information is very interesting.

2. To what extent you are successful in Task (3) A?

   - To write in Graphic organizer and to write about T.V. I successfully accomplished Task 3 (A). My opinion is very nice.
TASK 4 (c)

1. If I'm in Raj's place, I will not buy the wheat because in only 2 days if they increase to Rs per kg. I will avoid it and how mid classes people will get the wheat if you increase the price of the wheat. If I buy it is also a transactional position only. The government is not taking full care of crops. it will be is difficult than i also be a human beings in the world.

2. There are opinions of they. we cannot say that this is very difficult to say that. we do. In some cases, the colour will be difficult to see. In some times it is not good. In some times it is nice. One person will have his own opinion.

3. What was really hard / easy / interesting in Task 4?

Hard!

To know what others opinion in this case were very difficult and how we can say that his colours are nice. The colours are not nice.

Easv!
Easiest thing is easy. In this, we should move more and more to write this. I think in all tasks this is only very difficult. My opinion: it is very difficult.

Interesting.

To write, we should think more. This is very interesting.
Task - 1 (A)  

1. The Arctic is a large region of the Northern Hemisphere.
2. Its inhabitants are Eskimos, Inuits, Yakuts, and Chukchee.

Appendix (D)  

1. Habitat: Fish, birds, and reindeer.
2. Climate: Harsh.
4. Temperature: Very cold.

Arctic

Task - 1 (B)

1. The most common Arctic fish is the char. It was very hard and interesting because I had not heard the name of char.
2. The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole. This is the easy because we have learned.

3. I am successful in this task because it is easy to read, write, and it is interesting and it is like a story.
Task 2 (A)
Sanjay's sister was not wrong because in zoo the animal will be in there. Sanjay's mat fell down and got wounded in his leg.

Task 2 (B)
The hard is the Sanjay's sister had told question easy interesting the same answers.

Task 3 (A)
1) Nokia phone is the best phone because in Nokia it is a very popular brand and it can hold 1000 addresses, whereas only 100 addresses can be stored in Samsung. In Nokia, there is a special feature called 'T9' dictionary and in it many languages along with Hindi. It is very loud. It fell down so many times but nothing broke.

Task 3 (B)
) In this hard is not there and This is so easy. Task interesting is about Samsung phone
I am successful in this task because I know about Nokia phone. My father has the Nokia phone from ten years and it fell down so many times, but nothing broke.

Task U(A)

1) If in place of Rahul I will be means will buy the rice for the merchant because what we now after two days the rice price will increase.

2) Salman Khan is the handsome hero and Salman Khan had a movie more popular and I like the Salman Khan more.

Task - U(B)

1) The hard is that rice will be less price. Easy and interesting is that Vimal, his sister, and his mother will lead role about hero's.

2) I am not successful in this Task U(A) because I did not know about rice and hero's more.
Task - 1

Object: School Bag

Properties:
- boots
- raincoats
- zips

Reasons for Properties:
1) boots for reading
2) raincoats for writing
3) zips for closing the bag.

Task - 2

Similarities:
- Ceiling Fan, Mixi
  - Mixi has a size round plate
  - Ceiling Fan has round plate
  - It works with electric. Mixi
  - Ceiling Fan works with electric

Differences:
- Mixi is used for making any grind manual
- Ceiling Fan has a big plate, mixi has small plate

Task - 3

Cloth Eds:
- jacket
- shoes
- coat
- skirt
- hat
- shirt

Light:
- candle
- moon
- sun

Food:
- dosa
- leaves
- fruit
- strawberries
- seeds

Shelter:
- office
- tent
- moon
- apartment
Task 4

- Bananas are good for much. They are not very easy to carry.
- Pineapples are very juicy and sweet. It is easy to carry. Pineapples are not grown very easy to carry.
- A banana is not a climate. Pineapples is used to making break fast food. They is called for making of cakes, ice cream, etc.

Task 5

Conclusion → Vignesh saw a black cat when he was going to office for work yesterday, he met with an accident.

Premises → He had seen a black cat yesterday, so that he met with an accident.

Assumption → He met with an accident because he had seen a black cat.

Other Possibilities: 1) by waking the accident held might
                2) the driver might be driving
                3) he might be not drive fast
Fact
1) The man had taken some thing from shop.
2) The man is not thief because the shop name is quick step.
3) The sees woman is running.

Opinions
5) The man had come to shop he might be a thief are not why is running like a thief he might have some agent work.

Task - 7
Sunday.
5) I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
2) I bought a Reebok bat.

Task - 8
5) V. Varshini
2) New or old
3) Any beaches are there
4) How many rooms are there
5) Inside of the house it is dark or light.
Task 9 5/10

1) People
   a) It is good for him
   b) He killed so many people that's why we should killed him.

Reduction of terrorist

2) It is not good
3) If he killed the people you put him in Jail

Task 10
1) In Task 10 I felt very difficult because I did not know how to do it
2) Task 37/35 was very interesting because I liked to support it.
Task 1 (a)

1. Oceans
   a) Atlantic
   b) Pacific
   c) Indian

2. Antarctica

Antarctica has no animal life on its land. It is known for its scientific stations. Metal shatters like glass in the brutal Antarctic winter.

Animals
1. Few insects
2. Penguins, seals, whales, krill, and seabirds
3. Antarctic fur seal

Countries
including the U.S., Russia, Britain, Norway, and Australia.

Temperatures
- In winter, drops to 120 below zero
- Winds gusting up to 200 miles per hour
- Sea ice
- Chile, Norway

Task 1 (b)

1) Reading the passage was really hard for me.
2) Really easy reading the passage
3) Really interesting writing the tables.

I am not successful in accomplishing Task-1 (b) because I can't understand some more in the passage. It is somewhat difficult, the table also.
Sudheer's sister is not right
Sudheer might not seen the very car coming
The driver might drinking
The Sudheer might felt felt item on the road
The driver & might have done intention

Task - 2(b)

1. It felt hard writing the other possibilities.
   a) easy to read the passage
   b) interesting the Sudheer's sister because she split the Sudheer will hit her than the god.
      "god will give you punishment today"

2. I am successful in accomplishing Task 2(a) &
   Because I had understand the passage very well.
   I like the Sudheer's sister more because it very interesting thing. I like Sudheer's sister because
   I will also tell the same line to my sister
   if she will hit me.
Task 3 (A)

I will buy Weston TV because Weston TV is made in Mumbai. The price of Weston TV is Rs. 16,000. We can watch 150 channels. Weston TV is seen in colour. Weston TV has a guarantee of 2 years. Weston TV has a facility of storing the live program.

Task 3 (B)

1) My interesting is of friends and information.
2) Write about Weston TV and how TV is very easy.
3) Reading about TV passage is hard.

If I am successful in accomplishing Task 3 (A) because I had understood the passage very well and I understand which TV I have to buy.

Task 4 (A)

If I will be a Raj the I will not buy the wheat because the wheat will increase also and decrease.
I will buy the rose. Because, Arpita is right. Because rose is very beautiful. I like the rose colour than the white and yellow.

Task - 4 (B)

1) I felt hard about this three friends choose.
2) Raj's buying the wheat is very easy.
3) I felt interesting this friends choosing the colour of flowers.

2) I am successful in this task - 4 (B) because the not the friends choose is not very well and I will not like this three colours.
Task 1A

The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, and thousands of smaller islands and the northern part of three continents. Many of its inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to the region, wild life in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, Caribou, Lemmings, etc. The most common fish is the charr.

6) Temperatures can reach 70 degrees freezing in the winter and strong winds make the weather even colder.

Task 1B

Interesting is Task 1A: Int the having Arctic what methods and difficult training in the Arctic what animal having care after the describe before in the Arctic in Task 1A?
Task (B)

I am: Nearly successful in a complaining

Task (A) Why I am so excited for (A)

I am (B) really successful in Task (B) or rank (A)

Task 2 (A)

No. Sanjay, a 10-year-old boy was allowed by his parents to go to the Zoo on Sunday.

But Sanjay leg. was some animals in the Park. Must have bitten him.

Why means: Sanjay was go to Zoo

No. This way on the Zoo some animal in the Park. Must have bitten him?


Task 2 (B)

Answer

14 Task (A) is really interesting in Task (B)

Why means: won the Park & (A), having intelligent questions, having (B) like so much. Task (A) do means you're all be some knowledge.
Task 2(B)

Yess, intent in successful in accomplishing
Task 2(A) & Pam, nearly successful in a
Comparing Task 2(B) in Task 2(A)
Pam, successful, Sanjay was to see and so
That's may on the 300 animal one like
That existed was till Nov. to Pam with
un-successful in accomplishing Task 2(A)

Task 2(A)

Pam like only Samsung. Why means that.
Phones have. So many, methods are there.
3 Years ago. I like the clarity of the
Screen display. But Samsung calls and balance
Very weak. Q95. Still, down very weak
Oka. Jr. Samsung calls having the many.
Perspective knowledge having the many languages
African languages along with Hindi. But
You can use only English language to open
Nokia. But not having so many languages
In Nokia does not have cloud feature. But,
Samsung has this facility.
Task 3 (B)

At its interesting in Task 3(B) what is having in phones. What methods for different types of phones and technologies in the phones are. But it having is only two. Same song. Lime same song same song is interesting.

Task 3 (B)

Yes. In extent were you successful in accomplishing.

Task 4 (A)

I am having Rahul. Place. I don’t buy rice why. Means on the shops having 10 kilos of rice is very costly. Having so much rate. That’s why I don’t buy rice on the shop. I buy rice another shop. But I don’t buy that rice another shop. That First where telling so many money shops. That first where telling I don’t want that shop.

For 1. Kilo what’s away I don’t want that shop.

I am buy another shops.
Task (a) 

1. If a bald man has the most hands, why means this every having body and it is [stalled] man. This is [stalled] man that is [stalled] man. Khan, he is the other [stalled]. It is right. Why means having body of it. 

Task (b) 

5. It is hard for me. Why means this especially is [stalled] on the man what way. This is really in hand. 

4. I am not successful in accomplishing. 

Task (c)
Task 1.
Write three properties and reasons for those properties for the following object: School Bag.

Properties Reasons for Properties
- Color: Green, not dull, many wear.
- Use: Keep books, good book.
- Shape: Any, to close the bag.

Task 2.
Write two similarities and two differences between the two of the following object: ceiling fan.

Similarities
1. They can operate with electricity.
2. They can have got ventilators.

Differences
1. Fan can provide cooling effect. Fan cannot do.
2. Fan will give air, and mix air; will not give air.
The following words can be classified under the categories given in the table. Write the word in the related category:

Clothes: Light, Food, Shelter
Shirt, Lamp, Fruit, Apartment
Shoes, Orange, Seeds, Client

Street, Candle, Strawberries, Office

Moon, Reames, Woody

Trash: Bananas, Both, Smooth

Perfect, Fruitless, Color
Carry, Easy to Wash, Carrot
Skin, Sweet

Taste: Very Juicy and Sweet
Carrot, It is not easy to carry
Skin, Pretty

Sometimes, Salad
Task 5: Underlined.

Finish the conclusion.

Conclusion: Vishwanath met with an accident when he was coming from work.

Premises: Vishwanath saw a black cat while he was going to the office for work.

Assumption: Vishwanath saw a black cat while going to the office for work, and he met with an accident when he was coming home from work.

Other Possibilities:

1) The night was not driven well.
2) He might be drunk and under the influence.
3) Opposite vehicle might not drive well.
4) He might be under the influence.
5) The night was driven very fast.
6) Opposite vehicles might be driven very fast.
7) He crossed the traffic rules.

Task 6: Complete the picture given below and write true facts and opinions.

Fact: One person is running.

1. There is a shop.
2. He is coming from the shop.
Task 7:
On the conversation below, signal out the circumspect part in the answer, and write that part in your answer sheet.

1. Thunder bought a new hat and a ball yesterday.
2. Thunder bought a Rebook bat.

Task 8:
When your parents want to buy a new house, what aspects would you consider? List five of them.

1) Was the living room
2) New or used
3) Any features are there
4) How many rooms are there
5) Inside of the house having colored light
Task 9

1. People

- It is good for him
- He killed so many people that we should kill him.
- Realization of otherwise

But it is not good

1. He who kills the people you meet, put him in jail.

Task 10

1. Task to task 10 except task all are very interesting. Task 10 is very difficult to write similar groups of people and what happens in their cases.
Trash 1B answered the following question:
Is what was really hard, easy, interesting to them.
A: Task 1A was very interesting and easy.
B: Really it was interesting. Task 1B was hard.
C: Temperature of the bacteria was very cold. Task 1A was not birds, cold and oceans and another thing is very close, interesting. Task 1A is full hard. It is very interesting.
TASK 1B

2. To what extent are successful in accomplishing

Task 1A

An idea: continents are planted at the south pole. Antarctica has ice. The ice there is close to the Antarctic zone. Animals and birds live there in Antarctica. In Antarctica there is snow that thing is cold. Task 1B is very successful. It is very difficult and very easy. It is very hard. Task 1B.

Task 2. C.F.

Conclusion: Sudler was an accident.

Permise: Because Sudler was doing the... by her.

Assumption: Sudler was doing something. She got an accident. She broke a rule. She took... and beating her. She... in the punishment.

Other Possibility: Sudler was not at the vehicle. That we got accident. That's way. We will see. Not vehicle. That's way we got accident. Sudler was with friends. That's way we got accident. We went with friends. She... into the second vehicle. That vehicle was not see. She... first's time. We got accident.
Task (B) addresses the following questions:
1) Task (B) was very hard and very angry another one is interesting. Really it is.
Task (B) is very interesting.

Task (B) was very successful in accomplishing
in Task (2A) was really 

Task (B) is very difficult in
Task (1D).

Warten TV
Path  South TV

Made

Mumbai
Mumbai
Made
Made

渠道 184
Channel 16

B /channel
493

Channel
16

Weight
24

Weight
17 kg

Price
590

Price
5,948

Comes
Made

Made

Plastic

Plastic
Now you are considering purchasing a new television. Let's review some options and reasons why choosing a local brand might be the best choice:

- **Wester TV** has been around longer and customers are more familiar with the brand. The warranty is 2 years, while Bush TV offers a 3-year warranty.
- **Wester TV** has a higher reputation for quality and reliability, with a lower rate of returns and repairs.
- **Wester TV** is known for its superior picture quality and sound, providing an immersive viewing experience.
- **Wester TV** offers a wider variety of features, including enhanced smart capabilities and better connectivity options.
- **Wester TV** is more energy-efficient, reducing your electricity costs and environmental impact.
- **Wester TV** is more cost-effective in the long run, with lower maintenance and repair costs compared to Bush TV.

**Truck (8, 8)**

- The really is Wester TV. Truck (8, 8) is very strong and it is very hard. The truck is very strong and it is very hard.
- *Scribbled out: The truck is very strong and it is very hard. The truck is very strong and it is very hard.*

2. Ban was successful in accomplishing his task in the truck. This truck was very strong and it is useful for the family. It can have 120 channels and the Wester TV is guaranteed 3 years. The Bush TV is not better than Bush. You will TV better

- For Wester TV. But not buying Bush TV.
I am not buy in wheat to because rate will be higher that way & will not buy wheat. Yesterday wheat 15%, Rs. 10. Today wheat Rate Rs. 15. It is not Rs. 15 Rs. Today wheat Rate Rs. 15.

That day wheat should not buy. wheat today also that same shop.

It is not their right why mean persons have. like colour. they you. Should have. an equal class. Jame. But some day is want yellow colour. another day mean green colour. All the people of same favourite & is not same. That's why we do not want their rich. Another
Task #1 is very interesting and easy. The reality is very hard.

I wrote <del>in the para</del> successful in a accomplishing in a Task #1. It is <del>left</del> of the Task #1 to Task #2. Task #1 is 2nd one is very hard. I don't understand that's why Task #1 & #2 is very hard,
Appendix S10.1

Arctic: The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, and many of the islands around the continent of North America. The continents around the Arctic regions are North America, Europe, and Asia, and many of the inhabitants are Eskimos. People make amulets. The wildlife of the Arctic region are wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, seals, whales, and arctic hares. The temperature of Arctic regions are extremely below freezing in the winter, which made the weather even bitter.

Task 1

1. Hard think in Task 1(a) is hard question. and easy is that we can plant it (E).

2. Very plant and very will this is very good mistake.
1. The Ganesha's sister is --- right because if animal
has biloor, the thing would be there so around
is there in Ganesha's legs.

2. Hard as we should we know about conclusion.
Easy as it was to say it amusing and interesting is
the animal the other one think happen.

2. By sensing and noting the conclusion and
by understanding the conclusion.

I want to buy the Nokia because the Nokia
have the held 1,000 addresses, Nokia have FM radio
Nokia is heavy in weight (But Nokia's speaker
is good), it fell down so many times but
nothing happened.
1. The information about phone is interesting, hard to ask our friends easily to write about phone.

2. I did it very well because it is so interesting passage.

Task 4(b)

If I were Brad Pitt, I would try to go to it, because we should eat it. If we met by it, it will increase more.

2(ii) Salman Khan is not handsome man because he have body and good look.

Tasks (c)

Hard is we should by rice are not easy. No of passage interesting the handsome man from hero.

2) I did very well and interesting this time.
Task 1
Write three properties and reasons for those properties for the following object.

School Bag

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>Keep books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket</td>
<td>Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2
Write two similarities and two differences between the two of the following objects: ceiling fan and mix.

Similarities
1. They are works with electricity
2. These are have got controllers
## Differences

1. Mee can grind any thing but fan can not grind
2. Fan will gives air and Mee will not gives air

### Task 3

The following words can be classified under four categories given in the table while the words in the matched category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>LIGHT</th>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>SHELTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>straw, berries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>deer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The matched words are:
- Hat
- Office
Task 4

- Bananas
  - Taste: Perfect fruit
  - Carrying: It is easy to carry
  - Skin: Smooth
  - Parts: Three parts

- Apples
  - Taste: Very juicy and sweet
  - Carrying: It is not easy to carry
  - Skin: Pouncy
  - Parts: Don’t have parts

- Both
  - Washing: Don’t have to wash before eat
  - Climate: Cold climates taste add some buena suerte to other foods like ice cream

Task 5

Identity the conclusion, premises, assumptions, and other possibilities.

Conclusion: Venkates met with an accident when he was coming home from work.

Premises: Venkates saw a black cat when he was coming to the office to work.
Assumption: Vishwanath saw a black cat before going to the office work and he met with an accident when he was coming home from work.

Other possibilities

1. He might be not driven nicely.
2. He might be drunk and he drove.
3. Opposite vehicles might be not driven nicely.
4. He might be in tension.
5. He might be driven very fast.
6. Opposite vehicles might be driven very fast.
7. He crossed the traffic rules.
Task 6

Observe the picture given below and write three facts and opinions.

Facts
1. One person is running.
2. There is a shop.
3. He is coming from the shop.

Opinions
1. He might be a thief.
2. He stole something from the shop.
3. Shopkeeper is chasing him.

Task 2

In the conversation below, find out the irrelevant part in the answer and write that part in your answer sheet.

1. Sandra bought a new hat and a ball yesterday.
2. Sandy bought a football and a ball.

Task 8

When your parents want to buy a new house, what aspects would you consider? (50+50)
New York is odd and many seems are there.

Table 9

Problem

If a person kill many people that is only up

People

It is good for him

If he killed the people you put him in

Grades of people and what happen in

This later's

90's

12/9

MTT
Task 1B

What was really hard/easy/interesting in task 1A.

As hard is to find the places and the passage to understand the meanings of the passage.

It's easy to read the passage and draw the diagram and write the following answer.

The interesting is to know about the Antarctic ocean and the information about it what are the around the Antarctica ocean and are there animals are not are there live people or not are there very cooled and ice. All types snow fall in that ocean.
To what extent are you successful in accomplishing Task 1(a)?

I did it very well and very neatly. It is very easy. I did it successful but very far from ask u. But I did it & she did not get hangings out. I do whole hangings.

Task 2(A)

I heard the Sudanese listen (red circle) that is not right because he might have got grid, he might have come the road will the vehicle is coming. The driver might have drive fast, he might have running on the road, he might have talking with his friend, he might coming in centre of the road.

Task 2(B)

What is the conclusion of the passage and the story.

Easy: The reading of the passage and the words and doing the work and writing of answers.

Interesting: The reading of passage and writing
I will buy the Western TV because it made in Mumbai, the model is also new. James said that it's screen is very flat. So I like its price, also very less and colour is brown with plastic base and remote of 8 inches (and 8"

of 21 inches). Screens TV and less weight, and good qualities.
Hard which TV to choose and which not. It's easy to know about the TV and reading of passage and TV diagrams, interesting the meaning of the passage and friends' opinions and facts.

I did it very well and good.

Task 1(a)
Yes, I would buy this wheat because that the tied parents has said.

No, I would not buy it because why the price is increased this much fast and could have helped to decrease the price than only I will buy the wheat other wise I will not buy.

It is their opinion not a fact. That colour will depend on that particular thing. Some tingting will nice, some time white will nice. We cannot say that which is nice and which is bad.
1. The first passage is very hard and we also because find the opinions of this what we should do.

E.g. that is there opinion he cannot see that the red colour is beautiful (8) black and yellow that is there opinion.

Interesting to find there opinions and the facts and meaning of passage and the meanings.

2. I did very well and interestingly I wrote the two passage answer very well and easily. The opinion of the girls Amala, Sukanya and Poojitha is not interesting they go together any best there opinion is different from each other I heard about there three girls opinion and I wrote the
Task 1 (A)

1. A. The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole. No

2. A. North America, Europe, and Asia. Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos.

3. A. Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, seals, walruses, and Arctic hares.

4. A. The Arctic climate is harsh.

5. A. Violent winds make the weather even harder.

Task 1 (B)

Task 1 (A) interesting is easy
In Task 1 (A) having wildlife animals
I like so Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, seals, walruses, and Arctic hares.
In Task 1 (A) Arctic some many different animals having. This Task 1 (A) is successful in accomplishing and in animals extent successful Arctic.

Task 1 (A)

- Arctic
  - Arctic ocean
  - Greenland
  - Ice land
  - North America
    - Europe
    - Asia
  - Wolves
  - Polar bears
  - Foxes
  - Birds
  - Eskimos
  - Lama
  - Yakuts
  - Chukchi
Task 3 (A)

I like Nokia why means Nokia have different phones Nokia have a loud speaker it fell down (mean) not broke. why means Nokia is old companies Nokia display is (bigger) Nokia have small phone this model (in 1993) is now Nokia 1.8 inches Samsung 1.6 inches is small length Nokia have a Bluetooth and games videos world clock so many have in a Nokia there is a special feature is called 'to' dictionary. This I like Nokia.

Task 3 (B)

its Task 3 (A) is interesting and hard any phone is having Bluetooth, games, videos, languages EM radio calendar and calculator, internet, Facebook, time, torch, alarm and date calling phone.
Task 2 (A)
Sanjay is not bitten him animal why.
neat sister is telling lies. That boy is not telling falling down. be cause animals is not bite why means animals are inside of the zoo. That's why Sanjay sister says. I will not agree.

Task 2 (B)
Task 2 (A) is very interesting and easy. you not go you only your go with with family you go means like this bite's. you went go your friends.

Task 2 (A) a very successful in accomplishing Task 2 (A). I like it. this para Task 2 (A)
Task 4 (A)

(i) I will buy a kilo of rice. Why means, mother is telling, buy means I will buy.

(ii) I will telling three heroes is handsome movies is nice. Mother telling nice. Vishal is telling nice sister is telling nice. All telling nice.

Task 4 (B)

I like interesting. In task 4(A) is nice. This task is easy.
Task-1
write three properties and reasons for those properties for the following object.

School Bag

properties Reasons for properties

Size small not fall on anywhere
use keep books good book
colour thread to close the
parts zips pockets bag
Shape any to good book

Task-2
write two similarities and two differences between the two of the following objects: ceiling fan, mixer

Similarities
1. These are worked with electricity.
2. These are have get content oxes.
Differences

1. mixer can grind anything but a fan cannot grind.
2. a fan will give air and mixer will not give air.

Task 3

The following words can be classified under four categories given in the table. Write the words in the related category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>LIGHT</th>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>SHELTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacket</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>beans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td>dosa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task-4

Bananas

- Taste
- Perfect fruit
- Carry
- It is easy to carry
- Smooth
- Color
- Fruit: yellow
- Washing: don't have to wash before eat
- Climate: Hot climates
- Taste: Some banana dislike

Pine apples

- Taste
- Very quickly and sweet
- Carry
- It is not easy to carry
- Skin
- Thinly

Task-5

Identify the conclusion, premises, assumptions, and other possibilities.

Conclusion: Vishwanath met with an accident when he was coming from work.

Premises: Vishwanath saw a black cat when he was going to the office for work.

Assumption: Vishwanath saw a black cat before going to the office for work and he met with an accident when he was coming home from work.
other possibilities

1. He might be not driven nicely
2. He might be drunk and he driven
3. Opposite vehicles might be not driven nicely
4. He might be in tension
5. He might be driven very fast.
6. Opposite vehicles might be driven very bad.
7. He crossed the traffic rules.

Task 6

Observe the picture given below and three facts and opinions.

Facts

1. One person is running
2. There is a shop
3. He is coming from the shop

Opinions

1. He might be a thief from the shop
2. He stole some thing from the shop.
4. How many rooms are there.

5. Inside of the house if is dark and light.

Task-9
1. People
   a. It is good for him
   b. He killed so many people that's why we should kill him.

2. Relations of (Terrorist)
   a. It is not good
   b. It he killed the people you put him in jail

Task-10
1. Task to task 10 except task all are very interesting. Task a is very difficult to write them groups of people and what happen in their cases.
3) Shopkeeper issheeting him.

Task - 7

In the conversation below tick out the irrelevant part in the answer and write that part in your answer sheet.

1. Sunder bought a new hat and a ball yesterday.
2. Sunder bought a Reebok bat.

Task - 8

When your parents want to buy a new house what aspects would you consider? List three of them.

1. Vaasthu
2. New or old
3. Any cracks are there.
Task 1 (A)

1. Atlantic
2. Pacific
3. Indian

Task 1 (B)

This Task 1 (A) some hard what hard means research centers some hard that U.S, Chile, Norway, Britain. That is hard easy means animals, seasons, oceans, sea. This Task 1 (A) easy. The interesting Task 1 (A) interesting is Antarctica is country is very interesting.
I will be successful in accomplishing Task 2(A) is Tom successful in Task 2(A).

**Task 2(A)**

1. **Situation:** Sudheer fought with his sister. Sudheer conclusion: - was returning home from school a bike knocked him. He had an injury on his head.

2. **Premises:** Sudheer met his sister.

3. **Assumption:** Sudheer met with an accident because in the morning he met his sister.

4. **Other possibilities:** Sudheer might have didn't walk on the road properly.
   i) Sudheer might have didn’t get on road.
   ii) Sudheer he might have enemies and they met him assailed.
   iii) On the road there will not have signals.
   iv) The bike rider might may be drunk and drive.
   v) Sudheer he might have enemies and they met him an accident.
vi) There roads might not have properly.

vii) There might have a roads

viii) There might didn't have street lights.

Task 2 (B)

1. This is a really hard why means there have big passage in passage write assumption (premise, conclusion, other possibilities) write so much. This is very easy not some words are easy but this Task 2 (A) so much interesting. in Task 2 (A) this passage like a story.

2. This Task 2 (A) I will successful in accomplishing. Task 2 (A) I am successful in. This passage. Passage some default why means some many words have this passage but I successful in the Task 2 (A).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 3 (A)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESTON TV</strong></td>
<td><strong>BUSH TV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Made in Chennai *</td>
<td>* Made in Mumbai *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Model number: WESTON TV 135+480 *</td>
<td>* Model number: WESTON TV W11718 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Screen size: inch *</td>
<td>* Screen size: inch *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>Prize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kg</td>
<td>2,5 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer free gift offer</td>
<td>Offer free gift offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not have free gift guarantee</td>
<td>1 1/2 years guarantee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I will buy a Weston because it has more channels and not a heavier one. I am not underestimating Bush TV. That is also good but it has more base. It will suit that is why I am fixed to buy Weston, and it will be easy to carry here and there when we are shifting from one place to another but Bush TV is not sufficient to carry here and there that is very heavy. Its thickness. Weston TV is good.

Task (3B)

1. This is really interesting and easy to do. This is a wonderful task and how knowledge.

2. I am successful in this task because I did well. Weston TV very good. I am buy Weston TV why means Weston TV have some many channels.
If Jam in Raj's place I will not buy the wheat, because last time he told 13 today he told 25.1. Day after tomorrow he will tell 50%. That is why I will not buy there. I will go to other shop and ask the merchant about the problem like these.

1. When the rate is raised?
2. Is the quality changed?
3. Is only the shop taking 25%?
4. I will ask him to show the wheat?

This type of questions

ii) In these three girls any one not Jam have this place I like shoes. This the girls like couleur. Dessert. The two girls. Game is the very three couleur.
1. This is Task 4(a) very really easy why means this two passage easy why means I am this place have buy to wheat, eggs tomatoes. This very interesting I well now very interesting. This is passage have make and think yesterday. This Task 4(a) very.

2. This very interesting I will successful in the two passage I am successful in the Task 4(a) very interesting.
1. The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North Pole.
2. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Scotland, thousands of smaller islands, and the northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia.
3. In Arctic climate is harsh. Temperatures can reach 70°F below freezing in the winter.
4. The violent winds make the weather even worse.
5. Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to the region.
6. Other are Inuits, Yukuts, and Chukchis.

Task 2 (D)

In task A those paragraphs are very interesting to me because it is about Arctic Ocean and continent names. Wildlife in the Arctic.
Successful in the writing & learning about artic and wild life. It is very easy to read and write so I'm successful in accomplishing.

Task 2(A)
The Sanjay's sister was wrong because in zoo every animal is in the closed. Sanjay was fell down but his sister was wrong.

Task 2(B)
It was very easy to write and learning is interesting so, it is not hard.

Successful in writing and understanding in task 2(B). I enjoyed for learning about Sanjay's matter.

Task 3(A)
I choose Nokia phone because it fell but it doesn't broke. My mother have nokia phone so, I like nokia company and its value. My mother have nokia phone before 5 years.
In task 2(b) about the nokia phone and samsung phone it is not hard it is very interesting about phone I have experience about nokia and samsung phones. I like nokia company.

I successfully in experience and about nokia. In task 3 successfully those informations and advices.

Task 4(b).

In this case I would like to buy only because the price is changing so quickly so we have to buy that quick are compulsory.

(a) The viral’s sister is right because salman khan is the best actor handsome. I agree this.
In this case, the cases are really easy and interesting and it is not that much hard. I enjoy in this case.

I am successful in accomplishing the cases. I am successful in both the cases.
Assignment

Task 1 (Lesson 1)

1. Properties of a bag: - files, books, pens, pencil, scale, rubber, sharpener, pouch.
2. Reasons for properties:
   - Pairs to open the bag.
   - Pen, pencil, rubber to use for writing.

Task 2 (Lesson 2a)

2a. Similarities of a ceiling fan and desk fan:

- Desk fans move in one direction but fans have to move round to generate the thing.

- Ceiling fans have sound while it moves round.
- Ceiling fans have 3 blades.
- Desk fans do not have 3 blades.
- Desk fans will move round very fast.
- Ceiling fans did not move fast.
Task 2 (Lesson 6)

Bananas are good for muscles and are also an excellent breakfast food. Some time ago I called the perfect fruit pineapple. Both bananas and pineapples are very tasty, but while you don't have to wash a banana before you eat it, you do have to wash a pineapple before you eat it.
Task 5 (Lesson - 728)

Visual: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office for work yesterday morning. I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

Premises: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office.

Task 6 (Lesson - 9)

Fact & Opinion

1) He was going so fast.
2) He has taken some things.
3) The shop name is "Quick Stop."
He did not go slow.
The shop keeper not looking.
The shop name also "Quickstep" for this name he under stood the shop is closing.

Task-1 (Lesson-10)

Irrelevant Part

Johny:  - I gave you my bat yesterday. Where is the bat? Have you brought it?

J.D: - I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday. I bought a Reebok bat.
Task 8 (Lesson 11)

1. Your parents want to buy a new house. What aspect would you consider?

2. We will guarantee the house.
3. We will see how many years it stay.
4. The money is enough for the house.
5. We will stay there freely.

Task 9 (Lesson 12)

1. People
   a. People will be happy about Azalqae hanged.
   b. We will pray the Azalqae spirit go smoothly and roughly.

2. Terrorist
   a. Terrorist sad about Azalqae was hanged.
   b. Some terrorist was happy he hanged.
family

The family of Afzal Guru, they are so quiet about Afzal Guru was hanged.
The family of Afzal Guru so tell he got good punishment.

Task-10 (lesson on metacognition 1 to 2)

In the tasks 1 to 10, what did you find interest? Which task is difficult? What did you find difficult in it? Describe your experience.

1. I got interest in task 1.
2. I got difficult in task 6.
3. I find difficult in it because, task 6 is different so what I have to do not ok.
4. I did not get right task experience but I wish what I write it is correct.
Post-intervention Assessment

Oceans
Surrounding oceans
Atlantic, Pacific, Indian Ocean

Antarctica

Temperature
Drop to 120 below zero, a person without clothes would freeze solid in just a few minutes

Seabirds
No animal life ofMLS t
However, penguins, seals, whales, krill, and seabirds thrive in the ocean around the continent

Condition
Have large research centers where scientists study earthquakes, gravity, oceans, and weather conditions
Task 1 B.

1) She really easy to read and write, and finding the answers to write in my sheet. and I really enjoy read in reading.

2) I am successful in writing conditions, temperature, seabirds and continent. The temperature now I know in Antarctica.

Task 2 A.

Sudheer's sister is right because small sister did brother don't want to beat big sister or brother after this knowing they are respect. we are calls but sudheer beat to this sister she said not said anything but she said god will give you punishment, she said and sudheer got his punishment so, sudheer sister is right.
I got easy to write because I like writing so
I got easy to writing and I got interest in
reading passage and writing the temperature an
condition. I got hard what shall I write. But
I am thing what I wrote that is easy.

I am success in my questions to writing answers.
I am enjoy writing & finding the answers and I
got some gernal knowledge it in. I really succeed
in my reading and writing. I am really happy some
completed task - 1 B.

Sudheer sister's may be right & wrong. Because
she said god give you punishment but sudheer mea
one accident may be the bike man have drank and
drive.
Conclusion: - Sudheer fought with his sis in the morning.

Premise: - When Sudheer was returning home from school he read a accident.

Other possibilities: - Sudheer fought with his sisters in the morning and hit her on the head with a stick.

Task 2.3.

I got interest in task 2.3 learning board writing these question answers. I got easy to write and read. In task 2.3 the manners is there to learn.

I succeed writing all tasks and I succeed the hard task also. I wish what i wrote in the tasks that i surely correct.
(ask (8 A))

- Weston (T.V.)
  - Made in Germany
  - Made in England
- Bush (T.V.)
  - Made in England
  - Made in Germany

- Both
  - Model No. 7118
  - Weight: 2.12 kg
- Sets IV
  - Size: 21 inches
  - Flat base
  - Screen: 120
  - Weight: 21.5 kg

- Bush (T.V.)
  - Model No. R57480
  - Weight: 21.5 kg

- Size:
  - 16,000 y.
  - Colour: Brown
- Base:
  - Made with plastic channels
  - Made with iron channels

- Colour:
  - Black colour
I choose Weston TV because its base is plastic it does not rust. It has guaranteed years. Weston TV is less in weight. The plastic weight less than iron. Brown color looks better than the black. Weston TV, there is facility of strong the live programmes but this facility not in Bush TV. Weston TV model number also I like with 1718.

I got hard deciding the TV and which TV I have to choose. I got interesting to read those information and talking to my friends about Bush TV and Weston TV. But I enjoy with task 8A to task 8B.

I succeed writing the choice and I succeed reading the passage as well as talking with my friends. I really enjoy talking with friends and reading information.
I will buy wheat at Rs. 25/- per kg. Because, all markets and vegetable markets have become rupees more so, I have to buy wheat 25/- per kg. day by day it is the price is going up. No one done this well nice.

Sukanya was right because white color is beautiful than the rose and chamanti. The liliaceae looks really nice and beautiful. The lilies flower smell is really wonderful than the chamanti flower and rose flower. So, like to choose lilly (Sukanya's decision).

Task (4B)

I got hard in task 4 AB to take decision. So, I got hard in this. I got easy in task 4 AB. I wish what I wrote that is correct, but I really enjoy in all tasks.
I succeeded in task H.1 A & task H. B. I really succeed in task H. A.\textsuperscript{ii}) but I got difficulties in task H. A.\textsuperscript{ii}) but I did nicely in all tasks. All tasks are very easy. I enjoyed reading the passage.
(1) The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the North pole. This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, thousands of smaller islands, and the northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe and Asia. Many of the inhabitants estimate people native to the region still others are Lapps, Yakuts, and Chukchi.

(2) Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, birds, seals, lemommis, voles, walrus and arctic hares. The common Arctic fish is the cod. The Arctic Climate is harsh. Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below freezing in the winter. Violent wind make weather even bitter.

Task 2(A)

(1) Sanjay a 10-year old was allowed by his

(2) I think this Sanjay is a bad boy. This sister tell thank is a such. The Sanjay go to see and would it leg one animal is bad.

Really Correct
(1) The Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, many birds (caribou, lemmings, voles, owls) and Arctic hare. The most common fish is the (2) (3) to degrees before freezing in the winter. Wealthy even better.

2) You take were successful.

Task 2 (b)

4) The Surgeon, a 10 years old boy, go to school it is very bad. Thus, his sister tell him the Surgeon is bad boy is leg would it easy some animals bitten him is very interesting.

3) The story was very interesting. I will write the story is my own write this story will be very nice intends to this story in interesting.
Task 3 (A)

I will buy Nokia phone. Nokia is a very popular brand and is capable of holding 1000 address whereas only 250 address is a special feature and Nokia is costly and it's a branch. The Nokia phone is very quickly supporting.

I will buy the Samsung's mobile.
Both phones do not have camera whereas only 200 addresses can be stored in Samsung. This is vibrator facility in the above phones. Samsung has this facility there is phone music player is both side.

1) The Samsung phone not buy first and uncle and
   Android is very hard.
2) The Nokia phone is very easy to use
   Any user will use it.
3) The Samsung and Nokia both mobile are very
Task 4 (A)
I will be place in Rahul I cannot take rice.
I will take meet chicken and go to home.
The 3 days ago I will ask merchant rice 39
per kg. rice merchant tell us per kg. That's
so I will not take the rice.

Task 4 (B)
The sister is the correct.
The salmon is the popular
and the hit film very hit.
The salmon film is very nice.
The salmon is the year ago
and his film are very nice.
That to I will correct the salmon.
Task 4 (B)

1. The mother is the correct Amir Khan is very popular and his films very hit
2. The Amir Khan films are very nice
3. The Amir Khan is the year ago his films are very nice

Task 3 (B)

1. The Samsung phone not big size and uncle is ambits its very hard.
2. The Nokia phone is very bad, Samsung

Task 4 (B)

1. The mother is the correct Amir is interesting
2. Thekish is the correct Shashu Khan
Task-1
Gr. Rahul

Write three properties and reasons for those properties for the following object:

**School Bag**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>keep book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task-2

Write two similarities and two differences between the two objects of the following:

- Objects: ceiling fan
- Objects: mixer

**Similarities**
1) Both are worked with electricity
2) Both are have got contacts

**Differences**
1) mixer can grind any thing but fans can not good
2) fan will give air and mixer will not give all.
Task 3

The following words can be classified under categories given in the table. Write the words in the related category:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothe</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Aparraam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirts</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tshirts</td>
<td>Coat</td>
<td>Leave</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Diagrams:**

- **Bananas:**
  - Taste: Sweet, Ripe, Stuck
  - Excellent: Color
  - Strong: Skin

- **Pineapples:**
  - Taste: Very Sweet, Good
  - Color: Grey, Green, Ripe
  - Skin: Grey, Green, Ripe
Task 5

Conclusion: Vishwaath (meet) with an (accident) when he was coming from the accident.

Premise: Vishwaath saw a black car in the accident got offices from work.

Assumption: Vishwaath saw a black car in the accident got offices from work and he met with the accident.

Other possibilities: He might be not closing nicely.
1) He might be closing on and the delay of this.
2) Opposite vehicles might be not correct.
3) He might in the road.
4) He might be driving very fast.
5) Opposite vehicles might be traveling.
Task 6

Facts
1. One person is running.
2. There is a fire in the shop.
3. He is coming into the shop.

Opinion
1. He might be a thief.
2. He stole some toys from the shop.
3. Shopkeeper

Task 7
1. Sunday: bought a new ball and a ball yesterday.
2. Johnny: bought a Reebok boot.

Task 8
1. I've a shoe.
2. New, old.
3. My cracks are there.
4. How many cracks there.
Task 9
1) people
2) It is good for him
3) He is good. Killed so many people. That's why you should kill him.
4) Reading for封锁?
5) It is not good
6) It is killed the people you past him

Task 10
1) Task to take to except. Task all are very difficult. It is very difficult to cheat the government people and what happen in their coast.
Task 1 (a)

1. Antarctica
   2. Place
   3. Earth

Antarctica

1. Label
   2. Forest
   3. Bight

1. Chile
   2. Ice
   3.寒冷

Task 1 (b)

1. Antarctica is the continent at the south pole. Antarctica is surrounded by three oceans: The Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans.

2. Antarctica takes place when it is summer in the United States. Metal shatters like glass in the brutal Antarctic winter.

Task 2 (a)

Conclusion: when the student was returning home from school on bike, he saw him.

Premise: student beat his sister.

Assumption: (shouted) met with an accident because in the morning he beat his sister.

Other possibilities:

-either wall has didn't coincide on the wall
2) I am bike going speed

3) The other possibilities are not going the Redel chase Road.

**Task 2 (b)**

Suvey fought with his sister in the morning and hit her on the head with a sick. Then his sister got so angry but she could not hit Suvey because he is physically stronger than she said good.

**Task 3 (a)**

- **Bush TV**
  - Made: Channel
  - Model number: 110
  - Screen size: 21 inch
  - Weight: 2.2 kg
  - Colour: Black
  - Mode: Plastic
  - remote: Yes
  - Sound: Yes

- **Weston TV**
  - Made: Channel
  - Model number: 2.118
  - Screen size: 21 inch
  - Weight: 2.1 kg
  - Colour: Black
  - Mode: Plastic
  - remote: No
  - Sound: No
Task 3(a)

I will buy Bush TV because it was cheaper and it is of quantity. It was cheaper than the Bush TV it is made in my favourite made channel 100 channels.

Task 3(b)

Bush TV's model number is B57480. The size of Weston TV is 21 inches and the size of Bush TV is Rs 16,000/- have but 120.

Task 4 (a)

1) If I'm in Raj place I will (against) then
2) First I will ask them why cost expanded
3) The Government takes income taxes more.
4) The last three days that cost 10/- today 20/-
5) I did not brought wheat and will be not taken to home

(ii) Ett three opinion The Arpit, sukanya and Rujatha are very good friends. They always do home work together and go to the market together. One day all the three girls went to a flower market. They saw different types of flower in the market white and rose colours and she wanted to buy Chamaill flower.

Task 4 (b)

1) Raj's parents have asked him to buy a kilos of wheat 12
2) eggs kilos of tomatoes; Raj went to the vegetable
3) These girls named Arpita Sukanya and Rujatha are good friends.

I will give preference to buy Nokia phones because Nokia phones are wonderful phones and they look good. Nokia phones not have a loud volume but its quality is good and their phones work a lot time. In this Nokia phones have good features and freshly give anything. In Nokia, there is a special feature called 819 dictionary where you can type messages very quickly. The display sizes are as Nokia-18 inches it very good. As Calendar and calculator features are than in Nokia.

There is always easy as Nokia. There nothing hard. It is very interesting because so I learn today which phone is good there. It is very interesting. In this task I like Nokia because Nokia's battery is very power. I closed it across eleven very quickly is Nokia. Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold 1,000 addresses where stored Nokia phone.

I can write attended all questions is successfully. I can easily handle these tasks. I like it very much.
If I have (3) rakhul place I did not buy nice because last he got 80.0. Often these days that's much of money I cannot give him to buy rice. And I against him why did he were increased that a much cost I can ask this

(ii) I think wishful wishful because shahrukh khan is handsome, in his family (walla) Hindi film poor shahrukh khan's. But wishful from other houses. These hit not good thing. I wish wishful his come his decision were good.

Text (c)

The board is (i) in this story not complete and good and better. It is not have interesting because in this story there only heroes the heroes are very popular heroes we can't say which there is the best. I'd say it is not have easy a interesting.

(i) I like rakhul story because I make more sentences in (I) rakhul place and I again the shop seen. This filling very easy and interesting.
Yes, I can complete successfully and unaltered all things. This took a lot of good.
Task 1
Write three properties and three uses for the following object. 

School bag
properties: 

size: small
use: keep books
material: thread
parts: zips
shape: any

uses: not fall on any man

doesn't fall balls
to clean the bag

to good book.
Task 1.
Write two similarities and two differences between the two cob the balloting.

Objects
- coding
- mini

Similarities
1) These are works with electricity.
2) These are have good continuation

Differences
1) Mini can gain any thing and train can not gain.
2) Train will give air and mini will not gives air.

Task 2.
The balloting wounds can be classified under four categories given in the table.
Write the wounds in the selected category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>LIGHT</th>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>SHELTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>bedroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>strawberies</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>beans</td>
<td>close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task: Consider the following attributes of bananas and pears:

Bananas:
- Perfect fruit
- Sweet
- It is easy to eat
- Smooth skin
- Can be washed
- Contains some starch
- They taste like banana ice cream
- Bananas are a good source of fiber
- They do not cause itchy skin
- They are not prickly

Pears:
- Very juicy and sweet
- It is not easy to eat
- It is not easy to wash
- Can be prickly
- It is not easy to peel

Questions:
1. Are bananas and pears the same?
2. Are they different?
3. What are the similarities?
4. What are the differences?
Task:
Identify the conclusion, premises, assumptions and other possibilities.

Conclusion: Vishwanath met with an accident when he was coming from work.
Premises: Vishwanath saw a black cat when he was going to the office work and he met with an accident when he was coming home from work.

Assumptions: Vishwanath saw a black cat before going to the office work and he met with an accident when he was coming home from work.

Other possibilities:
1) He might be not driving nicely.
2) He might be drunk, and he drove.
3) Opposite vehicles might be not driven nicely.
4) He might be in tension.
5) He might be driving very fast.
6) Opposite vehicles might be driven very badly.
7) He crossed the zebra crossing.
Task 6
Observe the picture given below and tick these facts and opinions:

- One person is running.
- There is a shop.
- He is coming from the shop.

Opinions:
- He might be a thief.
- He should be punished.
- Shopkeeper is cheating him.

Task 7
In the conversation below, blank out the incorrect word or word and write that in your answer sheet:

Sunder bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.

Task 8
When your parents want to buy a new house, what experts would you consider to help you out of them?

1) Usual
2) New vs old
3) Any cracks are there
4) How many rooms are there
5) Inside of the house is it clean or slight
Task 9
4) people
5) It is good for him
6) He killed so many people that's why we should kill him.
7) resolutions are terrorist
8) it is not good.
9) if he killed the people, you put him in jail!

Task 10
Task 1 to task 10 except task 9 all are useless interesting. Task 1 is very difficult to write those groups of people and what happen in that case.
Saw humpback whales, killer whales, and seabirds flying close to the area around the continent. The water temperature is deep to minus 20 degrees Celsius. This was very interesting. I attempted all this and Task 7 successfully.

Task 2(a)

1. Conclusion: When the auditor was returning home from school, a bike knocked him. He had an injury on his head.
2. Premises: Auditor & his sister.
3. Assumption: Auditor met with an accident because in the morning he met his sister.
4. Other possibilities: Auditor might have walked properly.
   1) Auditor might have walked on the road properly.
   2) The bike rider might have drunk and driven.
   3) On the road there will not have slip.
   4) Auditor might have met with enemies and not met him at all.
5. Things should not have happened.
6) There is no bike, there is not one.
7) They might be going in the night.
8) They might have almost died.
Task 1
- Oceans
  1. Atlantic Ocean
  2. Pacific Ocean
  3. Indian Ocean

Weather conditions
- Earth Quakes
- Gravity
- Winds
- Ocean

Antarctica

等问题包括
1. Chile
2. Norway
3. Great Britain
4. Australia

Task 1 (B)
It was always interesting to see and it was very easy. In this, I learn there are many nations, including the U.S., Chile, Norway, Great Britain, and Australia have research centers. There is nothing harsh.

I attempted all the questions successfully in accomplishing in Task 2. It was mostly sunny in Antarctica, and at the time when it was summer in the United States and I learn animals, penguins.
Task 2 (B)

1. Task 2 (A) It was already interesting and easy. In that story it was interesting and it very simple story it's understood that it is easy. The conclusion paragraph is very easy. The passage were interesting.

2. Too bad in this task all the answers can't attend very well.
Task 2(B)

Wesleyan TV
- Make: 8m-kuuskai
- Model number: W-7T118
- Weight: 2.1 kg
- Color: AS-1600JT
- Channels: 120
- Sound: Stereo TV
- Remote: Made
- Plastic
- Screen size: 21 inches
- Guarantee: 2 years
- Not free gift

Bush TV
- Made in
- Model number: B-5740
- Weight: 7.9 kg
- Color: AS-1600JT
- Channels: 140
- No. of
- Black
- Made: 10
- Screen size: 21 inches
- Guarantee: 16 years

I will buy Bush TV because it was cheaper and it is good quality. It is cheaper than the Wesleyan TV. It is made cheaper and has a heavy weight, and it is made in 10 inches. Bush TV has a remote gift offer. The remote gift is a TV stand, which is worth Rs. 500. That's why I will buy Bush TV.
Task 2.

1. It was already interesting and easy but there were some hand. hard. 
2. In the hard castile foam which I am buying TV and sending TV.
3. easy. In those interring is easy. We find out the three faculties and the tenth qualitise.
4. Interesting in Task 3. The interesting is learning of TV is quality and it's channel. How many much correct? Colour. Where it's made. Which because I know for years, it gives guarantee.

I'm successfully attended all Task 3. It is very and it's different. This Task 4. I asked TV's facilities and it's quality.

Task 4.

1) If I am in real place I will argue that.
2) Also I will ask them why the cost is expensive.
3) The government doesn't take these costs which.
4) The last time cost was over two days or what happened then was twice or two days.
5) I will report end on your import they will you leave where.
6) Get these people they didn't ask you how the goods or what.
7) What about crops are they no "good crops"
The flowers he didn't give each other?

How many centers did you have without

In my opinion, we can say with one
is best. Some people like different colors.
I didn't find which one is the best. There were those flowers that have their
Speciality. One flower has a good smell, one flower
have smoking good. In this, flowers are always
use our self. They always in advantage.

Task 4 (C)

1. It is always interesting and hard, and easy.
   In first part, para it is very easy, and second
   is some hard.

   Head: by preparing questions, by first para,
and second para already hard. It is very
difficult. For finding which one best flowers
it is always small intangible.

   interesting. This first para is interesting.
   From read first interesting story.

   easy: there is nothing easy.
   But some of these have easy that is
   to write from second para

   I am already all questions successfully and it
   was with.
The Arctic is a large region of the earth near the North pole. Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, walruses, and Arctic hares.

The Arctic climate is harsh. Many of its inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to the region. The most common Arctic fish is the...
Task 2 (A)

I think the Sanjay is a bad boy. The his sister tell that is a such. The Sanjay go to zoo and wound is leg. one animal is wound the his really correct.

Task 2 (B)

The Sanjay nine years old boy is go to zoo it is very hard. The his sister tell the Sanjay is bad boy is leg wound its easy. Some animals bitten him is very interesting.

The story was very interesting. I will write the story is my own write this story will be very nice. thats to this story is interesting.
I will buy Nokia phone.

Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold 1000 addresses whereas only 900 addresses is a special feature and the Nokia phone is costly and it a brand, the Nokia phone is very warranty supporting.

I will not buy the Samsung mobile.

That Samsung phones will be touch screen mobiles and other talk's phones and other phones Samsung phones are very big; the Samsung phones are full to young college boys and girls not use very age uncle's and aunties screen touch mobiles.

the Samsung mobiles will be not use with buttons.
TASK 3 (B)

The Samsung phones not buy Age Air uncles and aunts its very hard.
The Nokia phone is very easy to use Age Air uncles aunts.

The Samsung and Nokia both mobiles are very interesting.

TASK 4 (A)

I will be place in Rahul. I cannot take rice. I will take nice chicken and go to home. The 3 days ago
I will go a Merchant rice $9 per kg.

He tell I will today go to the

rice merchant tell $2 per kg.

that's to I will not take the
rice.
(ii) The vishal is the correct. 817/5

The shahrukh khan is very popular.
and the his films very hit.
the shahrukh khan films are very nice.
The shahrukh khan is the years ago.
his films are very nice.
That's to I will correct the shahrukh khan

TASK 4 (B)

(2) The his sister tell like salman khan but
not salman khan the shahrukh khan his both tell
ing its very hard. The salman khan films
are very easy. The shahrukh khan films
are very interesting.

The shahrukh khan films are very nice
are you see only the shahrukh khan
films then to I will see only
shahrukh khan films. I will try in our
words.
Task 1

**School bag**

- Property reason

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Wear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>Notebook</td>
<td>Not roll on any wear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Observe roll box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>To close the bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>To good look</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2

Between the two of the following

- Objects
  - Ceiling fan
  - Mixer

**Similarities**

1. There are [wash] with electricing

2. These are [contras]

**Differences**

1. [mixer] can be [use] fruit juice
2. Fan will use [air] power
### TASK 2

The following can be under four categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>Candle</td>
<td>Strong leaves</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td></td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>at a price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TASK 4

- **Bananas**
  - Taste: perfect fruit
  - Carry: very heavy
  - Easy to skin: smooth

- **Pineapples**
  - Taste: very juicy
  - Carry: very light
  - Skin: prickly

Venn Diagram:
- Both: smooth skin, heavy carry
- Pineapples: very juicy, prickly skin
- Bananas: perfect fruit, smooth skin, very heavy, easy to skin
TASK 5

I clean city. The conclusion, premise, assumption and other possibilities.

**Conclusion:** Viswanath met with an accident when he was coming from office.

**Premise:** Viswanath saw a black between govt to office from home.

**Assumption:** Viswanath saw a black before going home from work.

TASK 6

**Fact**

1. One person is running
2. There is a shop
3. He is coming from the shop

**Opinion**

5. He might be a nightly
6. The shop sometime for the shop
7. The shop keeper is chasing
TASK - 7
1. Sunder bought a new cat and a ball yesterday.
2. Sunder bought a rubber boat.

TASK - 8
1. VAHSTU.
2. It is good for him.
3. How many rooms are there?
5. Inside or through day on light.

TASK - 9
1. people.
2. It is good for him.
3. He killed many people that he killed.
4. Relation of structure.
5. It is not good.
6. It killed that you him in 2013.

TASK - 10
1. task to task to express task are very nice
2. task is very difficult to write. The grouped people and what happen in their cases.
**Post-Intervention Assessment**

**Task 1 (A)**

1. Antarctica is the continent the South Pole.
2. Antarctica is surrounded by three oceans.
3. The Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Indian Ocean.
4. The largest and the coldest place on Earth.
5. In Antarctica takes place its summer in winter state.
6. Likewise few plants beside mosses.
7. Australia have large research.
8. No people live permanently.
10. Many nations include the US, Chile, Norway, Great Britain.
11. Scientists study earthquakes.

**Task - 1(B)**

1. The really was easy US, Chile, Norway, Great Britain hard is. Scientists include earthquakes.

   (Interesting). The three oceans are interesting.

2. Antarctica takes place when its summer in United States. Metal shells look grass in the bian Antarctica winter.
The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.

The long answer on his head. Good luck. Do your best again.
I will buy Bush T.V. because it was cheaper and it is good quality. It was cheaper than the Bush T.V. It is made in China, and it has my favourite brown. Bush T.V. has a free gift offer. The free gift is T.V. stand which was worth Rs. 800/-, that’s why I will buy Bush T.V.
TASK 3 (b)

hard: to write other possibilities it was hard.

Easily: The conclusion premise is very easy.

Interesting: The story was interesting and it was a very simple story.

In this task all the answers it attempted very well.

TASK 3a (c)

If I'm in any place I will against them.

First I will visit them why cost expended

The government raise income taxes more.

The last two days that cost 15/- today 25/- what happened will two days.

I did not enough the wheat and I will not take to home.

The farmer will did not give wheat.

How many centres did you have wheat.

What about crops the crops will not good.

The farmer give very much...
FASH

(i) She has an opinion. The Aspita, Sukanya, Pooja, they are very good friends. The red rose, white rose, chenani flower are three flowers are good. All flowers are also good. The Pooja says the yellow colour is more beautiful. The Sukanya loves the white colour. Aspita like red rose colour. That's why will not tell that is her opinion.

Task 4-(B)

Hard: The wheat rate is change.

Interesting: The three girls says is interesting.

Easy: The colours is good that Easy.

The girls are three colours saying. The wheat rate is change that is good.
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Task 1(A)

1. Arctic Ocean
2. Greenland
3. Iceland

1. North Pole
2. North America
3. Europe

Arctic

1. Includes
   - Whales
   - Birds
   - Lemmings

1. Temperature
2. Freezing
3. Winter

(A1) The interesting but only thing is Jam things by task one was interesting but they write one to three and to wrote.

(A2) The successful has achieved task 1(A) many people applying the word is I am not achieved successful but only things this task 1(A) but I am like this passage because I am thinking so many question but see so many question I am thing this question and Answers.
(A1) Sanjay said I am going to the zoo on a Sunday but his parents said no go zoo because very dangerous animals because he had a small boy but his sisters said you Sanjay but the Sanjay said his parents come on mom I am going to the zoo finally Sanjay going zoo and is very happy boy.

(2B) I am extent this passage very very interesting this page my opening essay day I got this paper. Not successful defending the passage by worse the passage very very interesting.

(3A) I am using the Nokia mobiles because he has very good mobiles he had a camera vibrations and 1.8 inches Bluetooth and Video display size and 7 other languages calendar and calculator features are these in both the phones.

(3A) I am really things this Nokia mobiles very interesting some boys body says that why bring Nokia phones because Samsung the model is old because the phones is very beautiful is Nokia.
(A) I am except this nokia mobile phones I am successful, being that nokia mobiles phones.

Task 4(A)

(A) Rahul presents asked him to bring kilo and m: market shop but the rahul say of kg chick R's 30 paid money only.

Task 4(B)

(A) I am interesting the passage of the page but the merchant.

Task 4(A) ii)

My favourite hero is Admis khan but is style is very very good.

Task 4(B)

2) I am the except the successful I. am defind this the passage where the completing.
Assignment
Name - Abdul

Task 1:
1. School bag of properties:
2. School bag is any colours
3. School bag are any where
4. School bag are these good price.

Task 2:
1. Reasons for properties:
   1. The properties of school is good
   2. The properties of these are where
   3. The properties as the trust

Task 3:
1. Similarities:
   1. These are ceiling fans and mixer are same
   2. These are both good price.

Task 4:
1. Differences:
   1. These are differences between ceiling fans and mixer fans both differences wires
   2. Both are differences colours
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Clothes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trousers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jacket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Coat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Skirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ShellBox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1-lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2-fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3-Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4-Door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5-Leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6-Dosa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bananas**

1. Bananas are a yellow fruit.
2. Sometimes it is called the perfect fruit.
3. Bananas are good for muscles.
4. A banana is also an excellent breakfast.

**Pineapple**

1. Pineapples are another example of a yellow fruit.
2. Pineapples are very juicy and sweet.
3. Pineapples taste very good.
4. When added to other foods like pizza, ice...
(1) Identify the conclusion, premises, assumptions, and other possibilities

1. Conclusion: Viswanath: I saw a black cat.
2. Premises: I was going to the office.
3. Assumption: I met with an accident.
4. Other possibilities: I was coming home week.

(2) Observe the picture given below write these facts and these opinion

**Facts**

1. This man not going in their
2. This man not standing in theirs
3. This man not going shop opening

**Opinion**

1. This man standing theirs
2. This man going whose
3. This man take the pocket

**Task-2**

When your parents want to buy a new house, in aspects would you can
1. I gave you my cricket bat yesterday, where is the bat? have you brought it?
2. I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
3. Where is my bat.

4. I bought a baseball bat.

Task: 9

People

a) It is good for him

b) He killed so many people that's why we should kill him.

Relations of assassins

a) It is not good

b) If he killed the people you put him in jail.

Task: 10

1) In task 10 it felt difficult because it.

I did not know how to do it.

2) Task 7.5 was very interesting because I killed to.

suggest it.
Task 1:

Then fill in the web diagram.

Then fill in the web diagram.

1. South pole
2. North pole
3. Continent

Antarctica

1. Atlantic
2. Pacific
3. Indian

1. Glacier
2. Seabirds
3. Mosses

(A) This was the interesting passage in this task.
This was the really beautiful passage in this task.
This was only the diagram in this task.
This was the really beautiful passage in this task. The mind is improve.

(A) I am successful doing this work.
I am successful extent the work.
I am not do the accomplishing successful.
I am successful interesting this work.
Task 2

Assumption: Suheer fought with his sisters in the morning and hit her on the head with a stick.

Conclusion: After that, Suheer went to school.

Other possibilities: His sisters saw him and said...

(A) I was interesting this task in this passage.
(B) I was interesting Suheer's sisters but his saws.
(C) I was really interesting in this task - 2.

(A) I was saws other possibilities
(B) I was really doing the week.

I was the beautiful task - 2.

Bush TV

1. Western TV is made in Mumbai.
2. Western TV model number is W7418.
3. Western TV size is 21 inches.
4. The price of Western TV is Rs. 16,000.
5. Western TV channels are 120.
6. Western TV weight is 2 kg.

Bush TV

Bush TV is made in Chennai.

2. Bush TV model number is B57418.
3. Bush TV size is 16 inches.
4. The price of Bush TV is Rs. 14,000.
5. Bush TV channels are 110.
6. Bush TV weight is 2½ kg.

Both TV sizes are the same.
Task 3

(A1) The really interesting task 3 in the passage.
Kamala: Says the really interesting. Bush TV is the best.
But I am (say) western TV is best.
Also, Bush TV is cheaper than Western TV.
Bush TV is very strong.
It does not break easily.
I bought Western TV 3 years ago.
I like the clarity of the display.
I like a TV with less weight.

(A2) The really interesting task 3 successful in the passage.
The successful Western TV. Moreover, it has a guarantee of 2 years.
I really successful I bought Western TV because it has more number of channels.
I really successful brown colour looks better than black colour.
I was really successful plastic is less in weight but iron is more in weight.
I like a TV with less weight.
I was really successful television.
I was really successful response.
Task 4A
x How is the (utility)
_ How is the peace? What right more less why?
_ Why right encasement?

Task 4A-
_Aspita: roses colour but roses buy
_x poonitha: yellow colour but chomangi like buy
_ their also good colour but its theirs

Task 4B
I am past (A) not interesting so I am did not write well why task 4(A)
Words very hard so my did not write well
Appendix (19)

The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the pole. This region includes the Arctic Ocean (ice land, Iceland), thousands of islands, and a continental (North America, Europe, and Asia).

Many of the inhabitants are Caukins, people native to the region.

Still others are Lapps, Yukon, and Alaskan.

The northern parts of three

concepts

and life in the North provided lots

Polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou.
1. Knowledge, ideas, species, animals, and arctic hare.

2. The most common Arctic fish is the eel.

3. The Arctic climate is harsh.

4. Temperatures can reach -50 degrees below freezing in the winter.

5. This is a very successful.
Sanjay, a 10-year-old boy, returned home on a Sunday evening at 5 p.m. Sanjay's sister saw a wound on his leg. She said, "How did you get it?"

Task 2 (C)

Sanjay, a 10-year-old boy.

Task 3 (C)

Nokia's model is very useful. Its kids phones do not have in-built cameras. In Nokia, there is a special button and video options are not available in these phones. Calendar and calculator...
featuers are more in both to phone.

Ramune: I used Nokia for two years
Nokia phones are wonderful phones
and they look good. This model (1122)
is now a bit old-fashioned so I
I had I bought a heto phone.

Task 3 (A) 6

9) easy/interesting.
4) interesting.

Task 4 (A) 8

Further.
Parents have asked him to
buy a (K) bike. Yr. Ros
take to buy parents paid money
and bought both the items have
-task y (85%)

- merchant go to Price $14 of kil

B extent/decoupling

task y (94%)

(iii) Vishal has sister just married to Hindi movie was played by Salman khan because he is the most handsome man.
watches
coat
jacket
shirt
tent
trousers

5/19/4

right
lamp
candle
moon
sun

feed
steak
bacon
dog
grass

office

Bananas are good for muscles.
Breakfast is very important.

Both pineapple and orange juice are good for teeth.

Perfect fruits. It is easy to grow.

The juice is very refreshing.

Bacon is good for skin.

Banananas are good for skin.

Carry around to cause they are quickly skin.
**Task 5**

Consequence: I saw a black cat when visiting a friend.

Premise: I was coming home from work.

Assumption: I met an accident.

**Task 6**

**Facts, Opinions, Opinions**

1. Opened the door.
2. Someone got out inside.
3. Someone quickly stopped.
4. Inside is the table.
5. Inside are the shoes and bottles.
6. Someone inside is seen out side.

**Task 7**

Johnny: I give Reebok bat and cricket.
Sunday's I bought bat and box tense.

5/19/9 yesterday.

Penny in school is there.

Sunday's ok. Ok, I gave your bat p.e.t.

Sfr.

Task 8.

I see clean ness.

I see new mouse.

I see pure water.

I see my parents.

Task 9.

1) After mom was for been

2) After mom was bad terrorist.

3) The police was very don't sleep

4) He was being enormous.

3)

1) After mom was going somewhere

2) The crane was Bomb terrorist.
I am currently interested in exploring new ideas and understanding tasks. In identification, I am engaged in learning new tasks. I am interested in irrelevant, different tasks. Considering multiple perspectives.
Task 1 (A)

Task 2 (A)

Conclusions: Sudheer met within accident and Sudheer had an injury on his head.

Other possibilities: He might have деаdсhеd the drive.

He might have fallen the bike breaks.

He might have Con't watching the road.

He might have very speed drive.

He might have play on the road.

He might have Sudheer running on the road.
The very best is satisfactory because it doesn't confuse or make sentences difficult. The accident involving the student and the river was not interesting. The passage was hard to understand, and it was difficult to follow the narrative on the student and his friend. The story was very interesting.

Task 3 (c)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Both</th>
<th>Bus 3 TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Made</td>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>Chennai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>31 inches</td>
<td>30 + 40c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model number</td>
<td>21 inches</td>
<td>Mode number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote size</td>
<td>30 inches</td>
<td>16 + 30c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen gift</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made of</td>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>Iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5/19/14

Task 3 (6)

At task so interesting bust I like the task but not the task.

A task be successful the task on

Nurifty the task.

19/5

Task 2 (8)

At task so interesting bust I like the task. At task be successful the task.

A task be successful the task on

Nurifty the task.

5/19/14

I think of two. Burn t.v. than burn t.u.

body from then it's any very strong and both of them chance, lets or it looks very wonderful. I fine the burn t.u., then gas made in Chennai. I fine the biggest screen.

Western t.v. very good but games opinion.

Western t.v. it does not get damage.

9 is very good on this opinion.

Task 1 (8)
I do not the easy very hardly on of them from disabled, but no word of thing they have are 2½ kg very corision the weight but generally heavy 10 kg are to 85 kg but I like the channels the both at fine channels 
I starting to do not he the I close the passage I right this's right are wrong I like the young to th I note the very (content)

task 4 (c)
If [x] be in has price then [?] do foreign owner I excuse what like when they own shop when I kg get one end they I excuse the I will ask for owner why is be back with [graph to] increase any (sudding) basic is (increase) I fear
direct station

I will took.
three girls named Aspita, Sukanya, and Poopita. Aspita likes rose color. Sukanya comes with color and Poopita and yellow color is more beautiful than white and rose color. But the then the flower very beautiful and they difficult. Option also very flower beatiful. Sometimes very beautiful long.

I find interesting the flower colors. I like the way I learnt the new words. Spelling mistakes some the hard sentence.

I do not the repeating passage one but passage I like the flower of called then! Success, full completing are reading. In think the new words, kinds Aspita are very difficult name.
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Task 1 (A)

ARCTIC: The Arctic is a large region of the earth around the north pole. Includes Arctic ocean, Greenland, Iceland, thousands of smaller islands.

5 The Arctic a wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar foxes, many birds, caribou, reindeer, seals, walrus, and arctic hares.

5 The Arctic climate is harsh temperature can reach 10 degrees below freezing in the winter.

4 Strong winds make the weather even bit棘.

Task 1 (B) This task was a heard easily and the task 1(A) heard this task is describe your experiences with it.
Task (B)

1. I need a Task (A) and the Task (B)

I really interesting in a Task (C) and

Task (A)

Task 2(A) Sahjaj was 10 years old boy and it was logic to the zoo on a Sunday and it returned the home in the evening at 5 PM. He Sahjaj was 

on the road and his leg and told his

Task 2(B)

1) this Task was very easy and interesting

in the Task 2(A) and Task 2(B)

2) I need a Task 2(A) very bad and hot was interesting I thanks hot for the task.
Task 9(a)
1) I think a Samsung mobile is [number 918]
   Both the phones do not have in built camera and the [FM radio and (the interior)]
   and the etc. Samsung mobile was a very good and best phone in the
   Samsung mobile in there [Genius and use]
   and Bluetooth and services videopler and camera and images etc. I need a
   Samsung mobile is very good mobile.

Task 9(b)
1) I need the [these] task was very hard
   wear.
2) I think Task 9(d) and [this] very good and
   mobile wear that not good and the wear
Task 4(A)

(i) Rahul's parents have asked him to buy a kilo of rice and 3/4 kilo of meat from the market, but Rahul was scared of the meat and the merchant quoted Rs. 4.5 for a kilo of rice, so Rahul can buy a 45-rupees rice.

(ii) Vishal said that Shahrukh Khan is a very good actor and handsome. His acting was very good and good acting.

I think a Shahrukh Khan is very good.

Task 4(B)

1) The task was very hard and thick.

In the task...

2) I read the book. The task was very good.

Writing...
**Task 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>£5c to carry?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Any colour</td>
<td>Attraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen</td>
<td>In Books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 2**

Object:
- Both of them in using a (shoe)
- Both of them small legs and tail
- Both of them in the rain
- Both of them in using for (shoe)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Strawberries</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat</td>
<td>cloudy</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>Candle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duffle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bananas

- Easy to carry
- Added
- Good for muscles
- Good and black edges
- Smooth skin

Both

- Hot
- Easy to carry
- Other foods, like pizza, ice cream
- Fruit
- Good for muscles

Pineapples

- Yellow added
- Similar to cakes
**Task 5**

**Conclusion:** Viswakath saw a black cat and a

**Premise:** Viswakath met an accident

**Assumption:** Viswakath saw a black cat he

we wrote next day

other possibilities: he might have hot drive a

a Viswakath.

① he might have drink

② he might not drive

③ his car is ruined.

**Task 6**

**Fact:** One boy going for shop and he

was stool the quick stop shop and he

might have stool boy and he lose

in his hand and carrying stool boy

opinions: he might have stool boy

④ he is very bad boy

⑤ heownload the trap on quick stop.
Task 1
1) I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.
2) I bought a Reebok but

Task 2
1) House size
   a) Room clean or not clean
   b) How many rooms? How is the rent?

Task 3
1) Government
   a) The right loot of loos
   b) Then he made an offer of the company

Public
1a) It might have loos of feel very bad.
1b) Public are Terrorists are Punishment.

Terrorists
1a) Terrorists are doing very good work they did.
1b) Terrorist are keep one more of the bomb in any race.
Task 10

I think Task 10 is interesting and very easy.

I think Task 9 is very difficult and very hard work.

I think this experience is good and interesting.
Task 1

1. Penguins
2. Seals
3. Whales
4. Terri

Including U.S.
1. Chile
2. Norway
3. Great Britain

Beside of SE

Earthquakes
1. Volcano
2. Ocean
3. Weather satellites

Task 2

I think task 1 is easy and new things and new information. And task 2 is very easy and think a Antarctica new things and new words.
I think task 1A is very good and easy, and interesting. Task 1B and Task 1D are really interesting. So the tasks is very interesting. Did you succeed in completing task 1B, and task 1A?

Task 2A

Note possibilities:
1. He might have not fried.
2. His bike brake is sealed.
3. He might have sneaked in the drive.
4. He might have drank drive.
5. His bike is punctured.
6. His dive is too fast.
7. He might have shot drive.
TASK 9

1. Doing tasks was very hard and this task is very interesting and I love this task.
   There task is by new words and this task is very interesting.

2. I love task 9 and for this task I am committed and task 9 is new words and thinks a task.
   And this task is very interesting.
I buy a Bush Westch TV was very good and Westch TV a years ago Westch TV is always better than Bush I bought Westch TV is less in weight I hope a Westch TV is best (yes) good TV. I buy a Westch TV channels we 120 and Colour is brown weight is 75 but Bush TV was black and (Real) was 16,000 (Japanese) and I can buy a (West) TV.

I hope this is very interesting but very hard and for new interesting but very hard and very Real and can and call me and Task-GA is interesting.

I think a Task-GA was completed but this task is very interesting to: G/7 and Task-G/A I hope successfully it
I well get the this wheat and his shop
began to ask him. I went to
bought ginger with is wheat.

I well asked to way do you wheat? eat.
In case the him.

I go to next shop and in his shape
made increase the him.

I and lost reason buying a 15 copies
wheat.

In opinion is a white is best dew
and it's here opinion and about a
three covers is best and is three to his
co: read and is a opinion and his good
for every thing. Here. Here opinion.
task 4(v)

this task is easy and interesting

a task 4(v) read this task was
easy for everything. i hope a task 4(v)

interesting.

i think task 2(v) was very bad for in
this task am not interesting and very
hard there a this task is complicated
i think task 4(v) complicated.
Appendix 5241

Task 1(A)

0 large region
0 North Pole
0 Arctic Ocean

Task 1(B)

it is very easy because
it is inavia
it is no hard and it is interesting

Task 2(A)

Sanjay systres is not right because
in 200 many animals are there and
many people comes to see the zoo
they keep the written in case how can
bitten me. serious mill.
Why people not listen him.

Task 2 (b)

1) This is very interesting and easy.

2) I don't know

Task 3 (b)

1) I like Nokia phone because it is easy in weight. I bought it a year ago. It fell down so many times but nothing broken in Nokia I like model 662.

I like this because when I in meeting or class I not disturb.

Our soil and others when press the phone is way.

I like Nokia phone

Task (c)

1) This is very interesting and easy.

2) I don't know
1) Ask (A)

I want to buy rice where the rate is Rs. 3.50 per kg. I buy where is being from Rs. 3.99. That place was go and buy. Because in new rate I well go and buy.

Task 4(B)

I like this passage is easy and interesting and no hard.

I don't know but it is interesting.
2) Vishal sister is opsh because is watchd hind movie in hind movie the hero is salman khan is most hardon man.
### Task 1
(see lesson 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School bag</td>
<td>Size: Large (long)</td>
<td>1) Because big books are fit in that bag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shape: Square</td>
<td>2) Easy to carry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colour: Blue</td>
<td>3) People want their colour.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Task 2
(see lesson 2)

Object: Ceiling fan, mini fan.

1) Similarities, 2) Difference.

1) Both of them want
2) Both of them have

Difference:

1) Ceiling fan can give air, mini didn't give air.
2) Ceiling fan have wood, mini didn't have wood.

### Task 3
(see lesson 4)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>Leg.</th>
<th>foot</th>
<th>life item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shoes, jacket</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td>appointments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat, skirt</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>fruit stocks.</td>
<td>ten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td></td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Trash**

- Bananas: 1
- It didn't have to be carried, easy to carry.
- Fruit or lose it.
- It did not work before you eat.
- It did not work in hot climates.
- We add in two.

- Pineapple:
Task 5 (see lesson 7 and 8)

1) Conclusion - I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

2) Possible cause - I saw a black car where I was going to meet.

3) Possible cause - because of black car president and other possibilities - he might have been drunk.

   1) He might have been drunk.
   2) He might have been drunk.
   3) He might have walked quickly.
   4) He might have fallen a break.

Task 6 (see lesson 9)

1) Fact

2) We fought and broke and ran away

3) We broke the bone

4) With right hand to catch the bone.

Opinions

1) It's a knife

2) It's going to be our

3) I'd leg he no pain
Sunday - 0 I brushed a beetle.
  0 I bought a new cricket bat and ball yesterday.

Task 8
- 0 Door
- 0 Windows
- 0 Stairs
- 0 Left
- 0 colours

(Task 9)
1) People: a) People were happy
   b) People were sad
2) Police: a) Police were happy
   b) Police were sad

Terrorists: a) Other terrorists were bad
           b) They will keep the doors.

(Task 10)
1) Task 1 to 10 is very interesting.
2) Task 90 is difficult because in that bit I did not have an idea in, but some bits were not interesting, but easy this 1 to 10 task is very easy.
**Task 1(a)**

1. **Surrounded**
   - Atlantic ocean
   - Pacific Ocean
   - Indian Ocean

2. **Climate**
   - Equatorial
   - Winter
   - Summer

3. **Antarctic Animals**
   - Penguins
   - Seals
   - Whales
   - Krill

4. **Scenery**
   - Ice
e. Icebergs
5. **Rocks**

**Task 1(b)**

This task is not hard. But some part of this task is very hard, and it is very easy, because which word we want to write isn't very clear, and very soon and was.

The rule: this is very interesting, because the task is given by the teacher.

I am successful in completing the task. This task was not in temperatures and animals.

I did very well. It is very interesting.

10. Do a box in warm weather on a warm sunny day.
conclusion: and we gave you punishment if she went on a accident.

Reasons: because of hitting her sister, he got an accident.

Assumption: "because" of morning hit it is sister it is punished from get.

Other Reasons: 
1. He might have been in the morning.
2. He might have running on road.
3. He might have once come bleed and he love together.
4. He might have fall down.
5. His friends might had had him.

Task 2 (c)

As story was widely interesting and I was easy in this story always
Difficult in his work! Physically energy I was here in this what I pray and set
water is meaning of kind but I forget
His weight meaning I what he as.
In this case, Mrs. Shooter should not hit her sister because he hit her sister by not an accident and he is injury. This thing is very interesting and easy to write this story.

**Task 3 (B)**

- **Weston TV**
  - Made in Mumbai
  - Model number: W21218
  - Weight: 12 kgs
  - Price: ₹10,000
  - Channels: 120
  - Colour: Brown
  - TV base: Made by Plastic
  - Remote size: 8 inches
  - Guaranteed: 2 years

- **Bush TV**
  - Made in Chennai
  - Model number: OSJ-40
  - Weight: 2.5 kgs
  - Price: ₹14,000
  - Channels: 110
  - Colour: Black
  - TV base: Made by Iron
  - Remote size: 10 inches
  - Guaranteed: 1.5 years
5/21/12

I bought a Weston TV because it was in my name. It will be the very best and it made in America. In America, wealthy people were more they will be.

For this TV, only and false by this TV
it was $10,000 it have 200 channels and colour is bright and it is 2 year guarantee and it well be work 3 year. Bush TV have 1.72 year
only guarantee it's remote control size.8
inches and small, it have 120 channels.

My opinion

I bought a Weston TV 3 years ago. I like the clarity of play, Weston TV is always better than the Bush TV. Because, Bush TV is less in weight unlike TV with
less weight & big box box brown colour. Brown colour looking better than black colour.

This was very helpful.
TASK 2 (B)

1. It is really easy to write myself which gives but I want to buy what is not easy. I understand how many brands exist. I understand 3 years ago with none number of channels because it was difficult to do it.

2. I am successful to do this task. I like this task. It is interesting. I used my brain in it. It is not hard but easy in it.

TASK 4 (A)

As well as there are another march in June, there is no money. It was the world rule was increase in their two days. Animal two days two days. Wheat crop was stood on cost farmers. We were shock to increase the world wheat. It is the good quality of wheat.
It is given that the equation is very in revealing.

It is given that the equation is very in revealing.
TASK 1 (A).

(i) The Arctic is a large region at the north around the north pole.

(ii) Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, walruses, and arctic hares.

(iii) The most common Arctic fish is the char.

(iv) The Arctic climate is harsh.

TASK 1 (B).

1. (A) It is a very interesting but very hard.

   because It is interesting (erhere.

5. (A) I think 80% of right answers.

   (Deliberately)
TASK 2 (A)

1. Some animals not bitter to Sanjay.
   Because all animals are in zoo.

TASK 2 (B)

2. It is a very very easy and interesting written.

3. I thing Task 2 (B) are in answers is exactly correct.

TASK 3 (A)

4. I like only Nokia (Mobiail).

It is a very weight and branded company.

and this speaker is smoothly and more games in Mobiail.
1) When I go to shops buying a kilo price.

2) My opinion is a Salman Khan.

   because he is a six pack body.

Task 4 (B):

1) This worksheet is a very easy. I like Salman Khan.

2) I hope it is a right answer.

Task 3 (B):

1) It is a hard and interesting worksheet.

2) I think it is a right
### ASSIGNMENT

#### TASK 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bag</td>
<td>Size - big/small, colour - many colours, use - carry all books, shape - any shape, material - cloth, fasten with cloth.</td>
<td>convenient to carry books, attractive, easy to close the bag, fitness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TASK 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Similarities</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling fan, mixer</td>
<td>1) Both of them are missions. 2) Both of them are two functions.</td>
<td>1) Fan gives air mix (circulating air). 2) ceiling fan fit on slab, mixer does not fit on slab.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Task 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacket</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>dog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td>grass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Task 4

- Bananas is an excellent source of food and bananas are good for muscles.
- Pineapples are not good for muscles.
- Pineapples are not good in hot climates.
- Pineapples skin is very prickly.
- Pineapplesare also good in hot climates.
- Pineapples are not easily eaten.
- Bananas are easily eaten.
- Both pineapples and bananas are different.
TASK 5

conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

Assumptions: I saw a black cat which I was going to the office.

other possibilities: 1) He might have been dull and accident.
2) He might have take drugs.
3) He might have fire pumps which might have kicked so accident.
4) He might have gone to road.

TASK 6

Facts: 1) There is one quick stop
2) There is running one man.
3) The doors are closed.
Opinions - 1) He might have shopped. 2) He might have purchased. 3) He might have stolen in there.

Task - 1

Irrelevant part

Sunday: I bought a new bed and a ball yesterday.
Sunday: I bought a Reebok bed.

Task - 2

1) select 2) possess the money.

3) then are tails or non-tails 4) water facilities

Task - 3

People a) people are very happy.

b) people are no○○○

Terrorists: a) terrorists are lose one terrorist.

b) terrorists angry are police.
Task 10: I learn new words, other possibilities, graphic organizers.

Task 7 is interesting because it is different.
TASK 1 (A)

Animals
1) Penguins
2) Seals
3) Whales
4) Kittens
5) Seabirds

Nations
1) U.S.
2) Chile
3) Norway
4) Great Britain
5) Australia

Antarctica

Surrounded Oceans
1) The Atlantic
2) Pacific
3) Indian

Climates
1) Equator
2) Tundra
3) Mountain

(Task 1 (A) is not hard. It's a very easy interesting matter and I learn new words. Penguins, seals. Kittens and screaming, needing to freeze. Including mosses e.t.c.)
I did not(some words) understand some words.

Likewise, reading continent, mooses, earthquakes, continent.

Interesting words: Antarctica, Passage.

Task 1(A) in the gives on diagram and. I fill that diagram.

Task 2(A)

Conclusion: - Suleen went to school when he was returning home from school.

A bike came at a great speed and knocked him. He had an injury on his head.

Premise: - Because Suleen fought with his sister in the morning and hit him on the head with a stick.

Assumption: - Because Suleen he(?) hit in the morning and used punishment today so Suleen got an accident.
other possibilities:
1) He might have been running in road.
2) He might have not followed the signal rules.
3) He might have because failed to break.
4) He might have came wrong route.
5) He might have not control the bike.
6) He might have both public in them.

Task 2 (c)

Dr. It is a story was easy and interesting passage. This story was very different and exacting, and then is new words. Some words are I not understand.

But I learn some new words, I think.
I write very well in Task 2 (a).
Interesting words are 'returning', punishment, angry, injury, hit in stick... ex.

I not understand knocked wood.

Task 3(A)
Task 3 A).

2) I buy a weston TV.

Because, now in mumbai it's price is 1600/- (its a 120 channels and I like brown color). weston TV has a guarantee of 2 years (there is facility of storing the live programmes.

I buy a weston TV. But kamala said a Bush TV is a wonderful TV and it looks very good. this is kamala's opinion.

Task 3 (B)

(D) Task (3A) is very difficult and interesting but it is not understandable. I think opinion and I learn new words weston TV and Bush TV. I learned first time in the
I read the Weston TV. Bush TV's passage and I write a graphic organizer in both similarities. I think I write very well. I don't learn from friends' opinions but I write that successfully.

**Task 4 (A)**

I go to other shops and I ask the merchants and take information.

1) why [crossed out] price is increased?
2) [crossed out] 8 days is Rs. after 2 day.
3) why 10 is price increased?
4) before gives what a [crossed out] quality?
ii) white colour is a symbol of sancity
rose colour is a symbol of love
yellow colour is a symbol of happiness
three colours are good colors. all
of them are our opinions.

**TASK 1(B)**

1. TASK 1(A) is a very very very
easy. The two passages are very

2. TASK 1(B) is a I do it successfully.

However passage is an interesting matter.

Don't matter also interesting.
Arctic

1) Arctic is a large area of the earth around the north pole

2) Arctic is a big Arctic

3) Arctic temperatures can reach as low as 36 degrees below in the winter.

1) Arctic violent winds make the water east of

2) Arctic to the Lapps, Yakuts, and others.

3) Arctic ocean and Greenland. Peculiar phenomena in smaller islands. The Arctic

1) Arctic is most common the char

2) Arctic is how to bear pole

3) Arctic and how animals live

4) Arctic includes wolves and sea lions, seals, rein
arctic is the people native to the region.

Task 1 (b)

1) The arctic is a large region of the earth around the north pole. Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below freezing in the winter. Is words both of herd

2) arctic includes the ocean, greenland, iceland, thousands of smaller islands, many of the inha

habitants are eskimos, people native to the region, arctic in the wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles icea

arctic hares is words both interese

sting on easy
Nokia's phone a big and shape is long Nokia's.

Model number is K1662 whereas Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold 1,000 addresses.

There is a vibration facility in the phone, Nokia. There is no music player in the phone.

FM radio is available in them, in Nokia, there is a special feature called 'T9' dictionary with which you can type messages very quickly but in feature is not available out you can use only English language to operate Nokia. Nokia -- 118 inches.

Task 13(2)

I used Nokia for two years, Nokia Phone are wonderful beautiful phone Nokia look good model of K1662 old fashioned soft T sold it and I bought a new phone
Task 2(A)  S23/3  S28/3  HRC-3  C-4

Sanjay is a 10-year-old boy. The allowed his parents to go to the zoo on Sunday, allow me to say parents he home in the evening at 5 P.M. Sanjay's sister has told me to say in his tol. His father and mother about it. My mother and hope you are enjoying your holidays, your self some animal, flowers, birds. Both of the excellent and beautiful.

2) Sanjay's sister saw a wound in his leg and told his father and mother about it as words, and meanings both of birds.

3) Sanjay, a 10-year-old boy, or allowed by his parents to go to the zoo on Sunday evening. At 5 P.M., Sanjay mother and father asked him happened. Sanjay in reply in story and word's meaning or both of easy successful.
Nokia is weigh on alike alvery, but in the
Nokia speaker it is very loud or else do
many time nothing alvoke, but 3 years ago
my dad's phone is somuch

2) Nokia is able phone are beautiful, wonderful
Nokia model a good model are so cheaply the offer a good price, Nokia is a
right anew phone

Task 4 (A)

Rahul's parents have asked him to buy akilo on of rice 3/4 kilo if me
from the market, Rahul after buying meat from the chicken centre, the merchant quoted Rs. 43 for akilo. Three day ago bought akilo service for Rs. 41.
1) My sister and his mother have just watched a Hindi movie in which the lead role was played by Shahrukh Khan. Both of Beautiful and wonderful hero Star Shahrukh Khan because he is the most handsome man. Shahrukh is (smart) boy. Both of us loved boy.

2) Shahrukh Khan is a big boy. He is both by like & Shahrukh Khan movie is super and interesting movie Shahrukh Khan. Is most handsome man so much likes him the Shahrukh Khan. After watching the movie Shahrukh Khan.
Utpal, his sister and his mother have just watched a Hindi movie in which the lead role was played by Utpal after watching the movie said that is the song by most hand some man and so he likes him but his sister disagreed with him and likes he because he is the most stored among in these two actors are not therefore she is the best.
Task 1: Assignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School bag</td>
<td>Small, 2 pockets</td>
<td>Put books, bag can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big / small</td>
<td>Bag can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couloir</td>
<td>There are no pockets in the water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On pocket</td>
<td>Bag can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Put materials</td>
<td>Bag can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In book</td>
<td>There are no pockets in the water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clothes</td>
<td>Bag can be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hook &amp; Handle</td>
<td>There are no pockets in the water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both of zip</td>
<td>Bag can be used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2:

- Objects: Fan
- Properties:
  1. Fan is made of plastic
  2. Both of them are current
  3. Both of them have 4 legs

- Mix: Differences:
  - Ceiling fan body has bronc
  - Mixi body has plastic
2) ceiling fan use for air but mini use for cooling
3)崛起 fan and mini use in the current y dry is both of difficult and danger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>grass</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td>tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tasks:

- **Food:**
  - banana
  - bananas
  - banana slices
  - other foods
  - ice cream
  - peanut butter
  - sour pickles
  - fruits
  - perfects

- **Pineapples:**
  - pineapples are not very around prick
  - wash by skin
  - since you don't eat the outer skin pineapple have to wash it before you eat
  - oil
  - other food like ice cream
  - ice cream

- **Other:**
  - pizza
  - pie cream or cakes
  - carry
  - do not wash
  - cold
  - hot
  - wash
  - perfects
  - leaves
  - straw
Conclusion: I met with an accident while I was coming home from work.

Hypotheses: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office for work.

Assumptions: Because of the black cat I met with the accident.

Other possibilities:
1. He might have drunk.
2. He might have not seen on the road.
3. He might have been doing homework.
4. He might have come off for work yesterday in the morning.

Task-6

Facts:
1. He might have seen in the door.
2. He might have knocked on the window.
3. He might have one leg is in the door.
4) an object of steal
5) he might have one bag
6) he might have wonderful

Task 1
She is hurry up please
2) he is going fast
3) he is running
4) it is great please on the running

Task 2
I bought a new bat and a ball
yesterday.

I bought a rerebox also

Task 2
rent
clean
terrible
terrible
water
cold

1) small
2) wonderful
3) self
4) lights
5) fan
6) electricity
7) balls
Task 9

1. People: a) People are very happy and enjoying your selves
b) People are not very happy

c) Police: a) Police people are very happy
b) Police were poor
Police is working in the streets
terrorist: a) terrorist is very near
b) terrorist is far away

Task 10

The task is difficult in the task 1,2,3, 6, 7, describe experiences task 1, school bag is very interesting task 6, 7. It is very

Handing task 9. is both interesting are one boy is handing another. Wondering if a task handing are simple words
**Task 1 (A)**

**surrounded three oceans**

1. Atlantic
2. Pacific
3. Antarctica

**Animal**
1. Penguins
2. Seals
3. Whales
4. Kiiil
5. Lion
6. Egese

**many nations, including**
- the U.S.
  1. Chile
  2. made way
  3. Great Britain
  4. spread U.S.

**scientist study**
- Seath quakes
- gravity
- oceans

**Person**
1. Clothing
2. Freeze solid
3. Temple
4. = a bag
5. Cup

**Antarctica is very interesting story about all hard are easy a story is wonderful are Antarctica 4.2 meanings in writing very hard Antarctica animals are scientist Atlantic oceans surrounded U.S. many.**
are interesting. Antarctica boys. Few round boxes are answer

ing. Very have Antarctica story very interesting

care world is both of harding.

A Antarctica story accomplishing. In both of harding

successful in the story very successful. This Antarctica

meanings both of confusing this words are very intere.

sing. This Antarctica use any other type of diagrams

on both of scientist animals, oceans, very successful

on both of the known land are meanings

This both of the known land are meanings

Task - 2 (d)

Premise: Usually sleep in the morning and hit on the as stick

Conclusion: When he was returning home from school

Assumption: God has given Suhail punishment

hit brother

Other possibilities: 1) He might have drink

2) He might have slept (running)

3) He might have hit stone of

seeing

4) He might have in the road

seeing
5) He might have drinking on the cross
6) He might have did not see the bike
7) He might have seeing alcohol was on the road
8) He might have crossing in the accident
9) He might terrible in the road
10) He might inconvenienced in the play yard

**Task 2 (B)**

The story very wonderful. I am first reading the story. The story name is Sudheer and she sister. He there.
Sudheer and sister very quarrel. She was also loving. Sudheer and sister very quarrel. Indeed, very fear this.

There are very interesting. As very interesting. There are very amazing. I will give you punishment.

This meaning very baffling. That word is clear. This meaning this words are both of this is very easy meaning this words are both of this.

This story very successfully are very accomplishing.

This words are meanings, interesting words, both of successfully. Very interesting are enjoyable. helfen.

This story both of including are better pleasure. This story both of including are better pleasure.

This story both of including are better pleasure.
Weston TV:
- Weston TV is small.
- Both of channels Weston TV is made in Mumbai. Weston TV's model number is 0717-18. The size of Weston TV is 21 inches.
I am write this passage very successful. In the matter accomplishment task, I am very confusing. I am really wrote very nice. I am write correct this passage very wonderful.

**Task-4 (a)**

This story very wonderful. This matter very carefully one boy is Raj's parent asked to buy a kilo of wheat 12 eggs, a kilo of tomatoes. Raj is 2 kilo tomatoes.

The merchant to the vegetable eggs and tomatoes. Merchant tells the vegetable eggs and tomatoes, merchants both of.

Raj is thinking more price it seeing. Raj is kept good you keeping more price it seeing. Raj is gone to merchant two day before he took sal 15.

1) Three girls named Devita, Sukanya, and Poojitha are very good friends. There very wonderful. Three numbers very kind of you Sukanya loves white colour and therefore she wanted to buy white clothes. Poojitha said, yellow colour is more beautiful than white any other colour. She wanted to buy champhal flowers very beautiful are wonderful. Poojitha always do home work together, play together and go to movies together.
14) This passage very interesting. I like this passage good words are hard words. This story both of confusing are interesting, one boy is Raja’s parent asked him to buy a kilo of wheat, 12 eggs of tomato very easy. The merchant said 1 Rs, 25% a kilo but; gone to the same two days before home wheat; meaning very handing.

24) This matter very confusing are successful inacciolishing words are meanings very successful. A story very interesting, there are three girls a Ayitha, Srihanya, and poositha are very good friends. His successful poositha said, “yellow color if more beautiful than white and rose color” she wanted to buy chamant flowers very acclishing.
1. **Sen:** The Arctic is a large region of earth around the North Pole.

2. **Sen:** This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, thousands of smaller islands, the northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia.
“Is it really hard to ask a question? I think so. What is the most common Arctic fish? It is the char. The char is easy to catch. There are three interesting parts of the Arctic: North America, Europe, and Asia. The most common Arctic fish is the char. The Arctic is a very cold place. There are many birds and Arctic foxes. The Arctic includes polar bears, foxes, lemmings, walruses, and Arctic hares.”

Sen.: There are many other inhabitants of the region. Say, the people native to the region are beavers, and chukchi. Still others are hares, foxes, and chicken.”
Task 2 (A)

Anjali's sister said has song because Sanjay not reply the mother asked guessing then (he don't) know what happened.

Task 2 (B)

1. Anjali really hard a question because a don't know answer then this hard, there easy has gaming so close then easy writing and then interesting has why not telling the answer this is interesting.

2. I am successfully complete the Task 2 (A).

Task 3 (A)

Anjali I like Nokia's phone because the nokia is very popular brand it can hold 1000 addresses there vibration facility.
A wonderful thing is a special feature called 'i9 dictionary' with which you can type messages very quickly. The display size is Nokia's 1.8. calendar and calculator features. My friend told me to use Nokia for two years. Nokia phones are wonderful phones and they look good.

then I am take Nokia (X1602) phone, this is the reason.

Task 3(b)

1. Ani: there really hard has a difficult answer and a pass there easy has features. there interesting has there gaming friend's advises then this is interesting.

2. Ani: I am complete the Task 3(a),
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 4(A)</th>
<th>P.Subramanyam</th>
<th>PRE 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Ans: I would buy rice because parents have asked then I buy rice.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ans: Shahrukh Khan has handsome Hero because the presently rules the new movie has that's movie so handsome then his the handsome.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 4(B)**

1. Ans: the really hard has difficult questions easy has passage and interesting has who's handsome because don't know who's hard this is the interesting.

2. Ans: I am fully complete the task 4(A) and all tasks.
### Task 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Reasons for preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bag</td>
<td>- 8 big</td>
<td>- any thing fit in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- many colours</td>
<td>- attraction by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- square shape</td>
<td>- easily bit books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- any thing fit in the bag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Task 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Similarities: Work together in carbonation</th>
<th>Differences:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pencil Sharp</td>
<td>Both are used in carbonation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixi</td>
<td>Both do have copper wire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differences:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) can give air but mixi not give 2) Mixi have plastic body (but) tan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>have fibre body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Task 3

- this area have Back Side
Task - 5

Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

Premises: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office for work yesterday.

Assumption: Because a black cat accident happened.

Other possibilities: One car is black and it hit a wall, then the accident.

One boy is coming on road, then the accident.

He drunken and he come on road and then he accident.

He walking then his dog happened one drink the he seeing the happen and then happened accident.

He seeing the people and he come on then happened accident.

Task - 6

Facts:
1) One man is going.
2) He coming on the quick stop shop.
3) And quick stop shop are open.
Opinions: 1) He (redacted) things and not give us many and running.
2) He going bus because the bus he going.
3) there the old kids stop shop and one eat some where.

Task 7

Task 8

Task 9

Terrorist: 1) He lose one man.
2) He will attack again.

People: 1) People had happy.
2) People are sad.

Government: 1) fast the terrorist attack
2) and (government) happy.
Task 1

In the task I did I have interest. For Task 3, when answers are given, there ask me write (refer to) the words so Task 2 is interesting, but Task 1 is difficult. There is one piece given and asked write facts and opinions when there is not given any information. I can do the easy "graphic organizer" and "table".

A&S Lessons is (ready) interesting because one table is given and help the box is (read) interesting.

And lastly I like "Meta cognition" because meta cognition lesson is interesting and asking questions what what is the interesting? and which task is difficult? What do you find difficult in it? Discuss your experiences with it then I like it. This is the interest.
Task 1 (A)

Vegetation
- Plants
- Likewise
- Mosses grow

Animals
1) Penguins
2) Seals
3) Whales
4) Krill

Ocean
1) The Atlantic
2) Pacific
3) Indian

Nations
1) U.S.
2) Chile
3) Norway
4) Great Britain
5) Australia

Scientists
- Study
- Earthquakes
- Gravity
- Oceans

Climate
- Equal
- Winter
- Summer

Task 1 (B)

1. All there really interesting is filling "DIAGRAM" because they remove present the INFORMATION.

And, I don't in the Passage but then I understand the Passage. So I can still think
And then easy is twice given, the passage next one diagram given and told read the passage and fill the diagram, this is the really easy.

there hard is twice told the there no animals but there given the animals names then some students might write the "there no animals, they really no names to write there," then this is the really hard.

Am I am ready do passage successful.

Sir give four boxes but I very will I do "2" extra boxes. And I really and include this passage. I do very will Task - 1(a).
Task - 2 (4)

Conclusion: there happened accident.

Premise: because he hit his sister.

Assumption: Sudheer was hurt so little then he got punishment.

Other Possibility: 1) He might have crossing on the road then he happened accident.
2) He might get injured
   and happened accident.
3) He going his friends
   the one friend is so close then he running on the road then happened accident.
4) there might have hit
   is coming and is go
   the bike person not
   control the bike And is hited he then hap accident.
Aw! there really hard is a answer, becaue I not understand this answer then is the hard.
there easy is the passage becaue the story is really interesting, the story meaning is small and interesting, then this is the really "easy" and "interesting".

Aw! there six given passage not really interesting and meaning also good, then I understand this passage.
and I write the answer to answer then I am successfully complete the task 2(A).
Comparison of Western TV and Bush TV:

**Western TV**
- Made in Mumbai.
- Model number: W7171P.
- Size: 21 inches.
- Weight: 2 kg.
- Price: Rs. 16,000.
- Channels: 180.
- Colour: Brown.
- Base material: Plastic.
- Remote size: 8 inches.
- Warranty: 2 years.

**Bush TV**
- Made in Chennai.
- Model number: B37480.
- Size: 21 inches.
- Weight: 2.5 kg.
- Price: Rs. 14,000.
- Channels: 110.
- Colour: Black.
- Base material: Iron.
- Remote size: 10 inches.
- Warranty: 1/2 years.

Facility:
The Western TV has storing facility for 9 programmes.

Facility:
No storing facility.
I take western TV because western TV is made in Mumbai and western TV's model number is WT1718 is really easy and we can watch 120 channels on western TV but and western TV colour be brown colour. I not like black colour and Bush TV colour has black then I not like Bush TV. The western TV remote control is 8 inches and easy to press but Bush TV's remote control is 10 inches and not easy. I took the remote and western TV has a guarantee of 2 years because any repair to give in 2 years in company and give in any separate TV. But Bush TV has only a guarantee of 1½ years. There is a facility of storing the live programmes but this facility is not have there in Bush TV. Kamala (read) Bush TV is a wonderful TV but this man's opinion.
Task 2 (B)

1. Am! there really hard is this Passage but this Passage very interesting and this story easy and easy.

I do very will Task 3 (A).


Task 4 (A)

1) Am! I am going ask the why you taking Rs. 10 extra and I am go to next shu

the shop merchant to ask the why taking extra many$, what prices even and why? Then I take the wheat.

2) Am! there three colours are beautiful but some time yellow chamanui flow like. Some time red one like not.
Some time lilies flowers, like but thing
in our opinion.

Task 4 (B)

And there was really easy passages and
interesting stories and hard is

And I am do Task 4 (A) successfully
because there story and passages
are interesting and easy.
Task (A)

- Half of the Arctic Church
- Europe, Asia, North America
- Arctic Ocean
- Greenland, Iceland
- Freezing in the
- Violent winds
- Have even fallen

Task (B)

18. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 1 (A)?
   Describe your experience with the task.
   A: We really like. But this is hard, we think an

19. To what extent were you successful in accomplishing
   A: Yes we wrote. Write and nobody that was
   We wrote twice.
(A) Sanjay, a 10-years old boy was allowed by his parents to go to the zoo on a Sunday. He was home in the evening at 5 P.M. Sanjay's sister saw a wound in his leg and told his father and mother about it. When his mother asked him what happened, Sanjay did not reply. Sanjay's sister said some animal in the park must have bitten him. One insect is biting that way's that way's that boy leg up is more one wound. Me did not eat that what insect.

Task 2 (B)

1. What was really loud/easy/interesting in Task 2 (A)? Describe your experience.
2. We wrote really nice that is a easy that count we wrote nice.
3. To what extend you succeed in accomplishing Task 2 (B) we think and wrote that count we wrote nice.
Nokia's model number is 1108 whereas Samsung's model number is 5310. Both the phones do not have internet camera. Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold 1000 addresses whereas only 500 addresses can be stored in Samsung. There is vibration facility in the above phone Nokia does not have loud speakers but Samsung has this facility. There is no music player facility in both the phones but FM radio is available in them. In Nokia there is a special feature called QWERTY keyboard with which you can type messages very quickly but in Samsung this feature is not available. Nokia is heavy but Samsung it looks like a toy. But I like Nokia's sound it is very loud. It fell down so many times but nothing broke. I bought it 3 years ago my dad's phone is Samsung. He likes it so much so he did not like it. Why means Nokia is have music player blue have that was it to nice phone and that its size is 16 inches. My friends also taken this one but that was I am telling for u I am taken that's only.
what was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 3 (A)?

Describe your experiences with it.

To what extent were you successful in accomplishing Task 3 (A)?

I am back and wrote that way's we wrote
(a) Read the following and answer the questions.

Rahul's parents have asked him to buy a kilo of rice and 3/4 of a kilo of meat from the market. After buying meat from the chicken store, Rahul went to a market and asked for rice. The merchant quoted him Rs. 13 for a kilo. These days ago, Rahul had gone to the merchant and had bought a kilo of rice for Rs. 39. Rahul paid the money and brought back the rice he bought there. Can he make money from this transaction? If yes, why? If no, why?

(b) Vishaal's sister and his mother have just watched a Hindi movie in which the lead role was played by Shahrukh Khan. After watching the movie, Vishaal said, "Shahrukh Khan is the most hard-working man and so he likes him. But his sister disagreed with him and said, "Just because she liked Shahrukh Khan because why? Shahrukh Khan have not been the right choice for any one. Why is Shahrukh Khan is my favorite hero?"
1. What was really hard/easy interesting in Task 4 (A)? Describe your experiences with it.
   
   A: That is a very hard song's we role nice...

2. To what extent were you successful in accomplishing Task 4 (A)?

   A: That is a so much nice is here that ways we wrote nice...
Task-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Reasons for Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bag</td>
<td>clips / clips</td>
<td>To identify the room site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>colour</td>
<td>To close the bag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small / big</td>
<td>To hold the books.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task-2

**Similarities:**
1. Both of them work with current
2. Both of them are machines.

**Differences:**
1. Ceiling fan body has iron but mini body has ps.
2. Ceiling fan use for air and mini use for grill

Task-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shoe</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacket</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td>lamp</td>
<td>seeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bananas

Red
Banana slices butter
Boys like cereal
On a white butcher
Green and it is old
Excellent at fall from

Both

Food

Other food like
Pizza or Cola
Carry
Pineapple are not
Very easy to carry

Wash
Dowel well with
Both fruits

Size

Skin

Prickly skin

Size

Large

Pineapple
Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.
Premises: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office for work yesterday morning.
Assumption: because of black cat he met with the accident.

Other possibilities: he might have drunk.
He might have not seen the sign.

Other possibilities: He might have drunk.
He might have seen.
He might not see the sign.
He might have fits.
Fact: 1. They have one quick stop
2. They have one open road
3. They have one person

Final: 1. He is stealing
2. He is thief
3. He going hurry

Irrelevant Fact: I brought a new ball and a ball yesterday
I bought a soccer ball

Task 8:
People: People are very happy.
   b) People are not come (in use).

Police: Police: People was are not.
   b) Police were first.

Terrorist: a) They feel very badness.
   b) Terrorist will at least again.

Task: 10

In the task 1 to 10 I have interested for task 6, answers are given those & ask to write separate.

The reply: 1st task 6 is interesting but task is very difficult. There one picture is given and asked write a good & ordinary when there is not given any information. It am difficult on the task - 8 these not give for the assumption other possibility so I face some difficult task-8 is very interesting & easy there is given answers.
Task 1 (A)

- State & Areas
  - Continent
  - South Pole
  - Three oceans

- Water animals
  - Penguins
  - Seals
  - Krill

- Seasons
  - Summer
  - Winter
  - Right clothing

- Countries
  - Chile
  - Norway
  - Great Britain

Task 1 (B)

1a. What was really hard/easy/interesting in Task 1?

A. That is a really interesting Task 1(A) I am really...
Task 2 (A)

**Conclusion:** When he was returning home from school on a bike came at a great speed and knocked

**Premise:** The morning and hit her on the head with a stick

**Assumption:** God has given suitable punishment because hit her sister

**Other possibilities:**
- He might have fell on the road
- He might have drunk and drive.
- He might have cuddly.
- He might have fits
- He might have ran very speed.
- He might have did not see the bike
Task 2 (B)

That is a hard and also we think and wrote.
we did not no the Task 2 (A) now we no how to
can write.

I am write very nice. This is a very hard that way!
we wrote really successful and we think and wrote
I am kept on the paper (seemly) read and
write.

Not end for this Diagram
**Weston TV**

- Made in Mumbai
- Model number: WT-1118
- Weight: 2 kg
- Price: Rs. 10,000
- Channels: 120
- Colour: Brown
- Made of: Plastic
- Remote included
- Guarantee: 2 years

**Bush TV**

- Made in Chennai
- Model number: BS-7080
- Screen: 21 inches
- Weight: 2 1/2 kg
- Price: Rs. 14,000
- Channels: 110
- Colour: Black
- Made of: Iron
- Remote included
- Guarantee: 1 1/2 years
I am Raj. I go to a Kiran Shop and how much is the price of wheat. The merchant said 25%. And I went to the merchant two days before Kiran Shop is telling 25%. Why are they more price kept. Good quality is same. I will go to other shop. Why are you keeping more price. I will bring home wheat.

Some time, the rose colour beautiful, some time have yellow colour, beautiful. Some time have white colour, beautiful. So some times are all colours are very costed. So no colours are beautiful. Rose colour for love, yellow colour for peace, full white colour. Rose Sandhi.

Task 4 (A)

1. This is a book much hard and I am think and wrote, and this exams is very nice. And I think and wrote and look like a easily.

2. This is a book much hard, I am wrote successful and I am keep the and we be interest on the paper that says we wrote successful.
I have brought Bush TV. Why means Bush TV made in channel size 16 or 21 inches and there Bush TV weight is 2.5 kg. The price is Bush TV. Baby is only 1900/- we can watch 110 channels. Both the TV set have flat screen and both the screen are TV. Screens Weston TV is made of plastic but the base of Bush TV is made of iron weston TV fell down means it will break Bush TV fell down means glass only break Bush TV remote inches is a 10 inch the Bush TV has only a guarantee of 1/2 Bush TV is

In (Iron) storey the live programs are there and Bush TV has a price gift offer. The free gift is TV stand which is worth Rs. 800 and weston TV does not have any free gift. I am also take Bush TV is a very nice.

Task 3 (b)

1. This is a very interesting thing I think and wrote for we did not find that words for we express one person that way's we wrote nice.

2. Dom think and wrote that way's we successful wrote and I am kept on the paper. Quickly read and write that way's we wrote successfully.
Task 2(A)

This region includes:
1. Arctic Ocean
2. Green Land
3. Ice land etc.

This region near the Arctic:
1. North America
2. Europe
3. Asia

Wild life in the Arctic includes:
1. Walrus
2. Polar bear
3. Foxes
4. Many birds
5. Caribou
6. Tanning etc.

1. Arctic climate is harsh.
   - Temperature is very low, below freezing nearly.
   - Violent wind makes weather even colder.

Task 1(C)

1. Yes, it was easy enough on Task 2(A), when answers also in their passage.

2. Yes, I were extent successful in accomplishing Task 1(C).
Task 2 (A)

Sanjay's sister is wrong when Pabu was anything as either him he could be say his father, mother we would be not said them so he is where did fell down the earth so his sister drawn is wrong.

Task 2 (B)

1) It is really interesting in Task 2 (A), when not given for me any information for how Sanjay's wound on leg so it is very interesting.

2A. Yes, I some extent successful in completing Task 2 (A).
Task-3(A)

I would need to buy a phone as Nokia (6681).

Reasons:
1) It can hold 1000 addresses stored on Nokia.
2) These are vibration facilities.
3) There is a special feature called "Tag" dictionary with which I can type messages very quickly.
4) Its display sizes are 1:8" inches and calendar and calculated feature are there. In the Nokia.
5) Nokia's phone are water resistant and they look good.
6) Nokia's speaker is very loud.

Task-3(B)

It was really hard on task 3(A). But completed so easy, when task is given for good & bad (information). So it is really hard.

2A) Yes, I extent successfully on completing Task 3(A).
Task 4(a)

(a) I would not be able to buy rice, when there is no money. Even if I try to buy rice, it would be impossible.

(b) It is simply a sight, when Salman Khan is handsome and he has seen each.

Task 4(b)

(a) It is very easy. Our task (b) when there is given the information.

2a) Yes, I extent successful in accomplishing task 4(a)

Thank you
Task 1

Object: Properties: Reason for properties:
School bag: Big/small to fit the books
- clips/zip to close the bag
- colour identify from other bags

Task 2

Object: Similarities/Differences:

1) Ceiling fan: (a) Both of them are electric machines.
   (b) Both of them have wires.
   (c) Ceiling fan does not give air.
   (d) Fan can cool the room but ceiling fan does not cooling the room.
### Task 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. shoe</td>
<td>1. moon</td>
<td>1. strawberry</td>
<td>1. apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. jacket</td>
<td>2. sun</td>
<td>2. fruit</td>
<td>2. tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. coat</td>
<td>3. lam</td>
<td>3. seeds</td>
<td>3. office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. skirt</td>
<td>4. candle</td>
<td>4. data</td>
<td>4. pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. dress</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>5. leave</td>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fruit</th>
<th>Taste</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple</td>
<td>Very juicy &amp; sweet</td>
<td>Good for skin &amp; hair</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 5

Conclusion: I met an accident when I was coming home from work.

Premises: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office.

Assumption: Because of black cat, accident there.

Other possibilities: (1) They might have been at a brewery.

   1. He might have been drunk.
   2. He might have walked quickly.
   3. He might have drunk too much.
   4. He might have been an alcoholic.

Task 6

Facts:

1) He pushed with the door and ran away.
2) There is an e-bike.
3) That is a man.

Opinions:

1) He robbed the shop and ran quickly.
2) He has no money.
3) He is running for the bike.
Sunday: I bought a new bat & ball yesterday.

Task 8

1) Developed city or not
2) Home surroundings are clean or not
3) These have good water supply
4) These have an hour electricity supply
5) These have space on front house

Task 9

1) Police
2) Police people have to alert
3) Police people have fear

People

People have a fear

When terrorist blast a one more bomb
so people were fear.

Terrorist

Terrorist angry for the police people

Terrorist blast a bomb.
Task 10

In the tasks 1 to 10, I have fog task 3 when answer are given those & ask me write separate the words. So task 3 is interesting but task 9 difficult. These one picture is given and asked write a facts & opinions. when there is not given any information. I am difficult on the task 5. It was not given for the assumption, one possibility. So, I face some difficulty. task 7 is very interesting. There is given answer, so it was easy. I learnt some similarities & differences of the banana & pineapple. I learnt was wordy prickly, sweet, delicious. so I happy from the task 9. I write 2dou graphic organise also.

Thank you.
Task 7(A)

Conclusion: Sudheer right with an accident.

Premises: Sudheer hit his sister in the morning.

Assumption: Sudheer hit his sister got gave punishment.

Other possibilities: 1. He might have drunk & drove
   2. He might have suddenly crossed a road
   3. He might have_add
   4. He might have ran on the road
   5. He might have fell down.
   6. His friend might have[

Task 8

A conclusion, premises was really hard on task 2(A)
when there was not given any awareness so it was very hard. I learnt this passage some new ways punishment crying, fought etc. so I interested.

A First of all was given a passage and asked write a conclusion, premises, assumptions, other possibilities but I extent I was successful in accomplishing Task 7(A) I interested this people.
Task 3 (a)

Weston TV
- Made
- Model no: 711B
- Weight
- Legs
- Price: 16,000 /
- Channels: 100
- Colour: Brown
- Base: Made of plastic
- Remote size: 3 inches
- Guarantee: 2 years

But
- Made
- Model no: 85708B
- Weight
- Legs: 2 1/2
- Price: 14,000 /
- Channels: 110
- Colour: Black
- Base: Iron made
- Remote size: 10 inches
- Guarantee: 1 year
I (boy) bought western TV. Western TV had closing mid play. Western TV had less weight. Western TV had build quality. It looks beautiful. It was more price out at quality.

TV. Its base made by plastic. Its not wish. Its has more channels for the British TV. Its has remote control facility. Its has in on home size & TV screen. Its guaranteed 8 years. Its made in Brit. Its made by Humble. So I bought western TV. But inside said that TV or wonderless TV it looks very, that's her opinion.

Task 3 (a)

A. This task very interesting for me. When details of TV given in a paper I asked the which TV you bought. It was very easy. It is very interesting. The this model TV's not there.

b. First of all task - I has given a passage. Once asked on TV. Television you bought I am successfully accomplishing task - 9 (A).
Task 4 (A)

(1) If I were Raj I am go to another shop

2. asking the seller man what is the rates of

3. wheat. I ask wheat rate increasing of today but

4. yesterday wheat rate will be less 2. cost the

5. wheat far favourable for me. I bought a

wheat.

Task 4 (B)

1. Task 4 (B) was really interesting when there

2. is given wheat rate and asked you bought

3. not bought the wheat. He'd as very interesting.

4. but not.

2a First of all this given a passage asked

3a write your opinion. I write successful

accomplishing task (A).
1) The ARCTIC is a large region of the earth around the north pole.
2) ARCTIC region includes the Arctic ocean.
3) ARCTIC Greenland, Iceland, thousands of smaller islands, and the northern parts of the continents.

1) ARCTIC is: North America, Europe, and Asia.
2) Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos, people native to the region.
3) This is a skin, others are Lapps, Yakuts, and Chukchi.

1) ARCTIC wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, walruses, and arctic hares.
2) The most common Arctic fish is the char.
3) The Arctic climate is harsh.

1) The most common Arctic fish is the char. An includes: wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, walruses, and arctic hares.
2) Temperatures can reach 70 degrees below freeezing in the winter.
3) Violent winds make the weather even bitter.

**Task 1 (B)**

1b) The ARCTIC story is a really interesting story. Not easy, not hard, very interesting in the task. But cost confuses.

2a) Jam extent ARCTIC story is a very good 'sight. I successful in accomplishing Task.

**Task 2 (A)**

Sania, a 10-year-old boy this parents 'to go to the zoo on a Sunday he returned home in the evening at 5 p.m. so Sanjay's sister said, "Some animal in the park must have bitten him." Zoo Sanjay leg-stitching yes. Yes! Sanjay is a zoo in an animals so

Sania have bitten him.

**Task 1 (B)**

1d) This story interesting but some hard.
I Sanjay story is right is successful
yes I us story is good right

Task 3 (iv)

"Nokia" is model number is K 1662 whereas nokia is a very popular brand. These is vibration facility in the above phones. Nokia does not have loud speaker but Samsung has this facility. In nokia these is a special feature called 'To - dictionary with which you can type messages very quickly. Nokia use only English language to operate and to them (using) in English language. The display sizes are as follows Nokia - 1.8 inches: Bluetooth and video option are not available in these phones, calendar and calculator (features) are there in both the phones. Nokia phones are wonderful phones and they look good. This modern (1662) Nokia is heavy in weight. It looks like a box. I like Nokias speaker. It is very loud. It fell down so many times but nothing broke
So I like nokia so I am nokia phone

TASK 3 (B)

a) This very interesting not hard very easy
This task I like so much this task.

b) This task sights this task so very successful.

TASK 4 (A)

Rahul's parents have asked him to buy a
kilo of rice and 3/4 a kilo of meat from the
market. Rahul three days ago to the same
merchant, and had bought a kilo of rice for Rs 30
some time LS. rice (Rs) falling up
for kilo rice. So to not talking

i) I like hero is Shahrukh Khan. Is th
the best hero very good Jabbe.
Task (A) (B)

1. A very interesting task. Easy but just hard. This task.

2.a) I very right this story. This story is a successful.
### Task 1
**Object:** School bag
- **Properties:**
  - Size: small
  - All colours
  - Use:
    - Put books
    - Use for study
  - Clothes

**Reasons for People:**
- Put books
- Use for study
- Clothes is very good

### Task 2 (See Lesson 258)

**Objects:**
- Ceiling fan
- Mixer

**Similarities:**
1. Both of them are in the kitchen.
2. Both of them have a current.

**Differences:**
1. Ceiling fan body has iron but mixer body has plastic.
2. Ceiling fan use for air but mixer use for grind.

### Task 3 (See Lesson 485)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Grass</td>
<td>Tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 5 (see Lesson 7 & 8)

1) Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

2) Premises: I saw a black cat when I was going to the office for work.

3) Assumption: because of black cat, the mat with the accident.

Other Possibilities: 1) He might have drunk.

2) He might have fled

3) He might not see the sign

4) He might have ran

5) He might have not seen

Vickies

Task 6 (see lesson 9)

Facts:

1) There is one passenger, the running.

2) There have one open door

3) There have one quick stop

Opinions

1) He is thief

2) He is stealing

3) He is going house
TASK 7 (see Lesson 10)

Jane bought a new coat and a watch yesterday. I bought a Reebok taking.

TASK 8 (see Lesson 11)
1) rent
2) clean
3) beautiful
4) water
5) colour
6) vast
7) tall

TASK 9 (see Lesson 12)

PEOPLE: a) people are very happy.
       b) people are not

POLICE: a) police people were happy.
       b) police were poor

ACADEMIST: a) ACADEMIST is very tall
               b) ACADEMIST will attack again
Task-10 (see lesson on metacognition 1982)

a) In the tasks it is difficult. In the tasks 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 so very interesting. In the tasks 10-19 when answers one given there and ask the interesting but task-4 difficult. These one picture is given and asked write facts and definition when there is not given and information are difficult on the task-5. There not given for the assumption other possibility so I face some (difficult) task-7 it is very interesting. These is learnt some similarities and differences.
Task 1 (A)

- Continents
  1) North Pole
  2) Antarctic

- Countries
  1) China
  2) Russia
  3) Antarctica

- Water animals
  1) Penguins
  2) Seals
  3) Whale

Task 1 (B)

1A) No hard, this passage easy and interesting. I am really good very nice, we all know us. Each this is interesting question and we all are think. And before that was is a very easy and so interesting this task 1 (A).
I bought a Westen TV. Westen TV is made in Mumbai. Westen TV's model number is W71718. Westen TV's size is 21 inches. Westen TV's weight is 2.5 kg. Westen TV's price is Rs. 16,000/-, Westen TV has 110 channels. Westen TV is brown in colour. The base of the Westen TV is made of plastic. The size of Westen TV's remote control is 9 inches. Westen TV has a guarantee of 2 years. Westen TV has a facility of storing live programmes. So I will buy Westen TV. Rush to it is a wonder. TV set and it looks very good. This komaproine

Task 3 (B)

1A) This passage is not hard. Very easy. So interesting. I am really wrote very nice. We all wrote very easy. This is a interesting question and we all are think and wrote so this very interesting. Task 3 (B).

2A) I am write this passage very successful in accomplishing task. I am really wrote very nice. I am write complete this passage successfully.
1) I am Raj. I sold a kiwi shop and bought a piece of meat. The merchant sold 50 rupees. I paid 150 rupees before he gave me 45 rupees and he got 25 rupees. I made a comment. You are more price kept good, but quality is came I will go other shop why are you keeping more price I heeling.

2) some time have base colour beautiful. Some time have yellow colour beautiful. So some time have white colour is beautiful. So some times are all colours are very beautiful. so no colours are beautiful.

3) This is a so much hand and I am think and wrote. And this passage in how words came. And this exams is very nice and I am all think and wrote and look this an easy passage.

4) This is a so much Hand. And I am think I am wrote I am kept are and we kept interesting on the paper that was we wrote right this is successful in passage.
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Task 1 (A)

- a large weapon
- ocean
- non-memorable continent
- Arctic
- Greenland
- Iceland
- smaller land
- Arctic

Task 1 (B)

1. Task 1 (A) is so easy and very interesting in Task 1 (A).

2. To extent were you accomplishing is successful in accomplishing Task 1 (A).

Task 2 (A)

Yes, it is soccer, any means he went to zoo.
TASK 2 (B)

1) It is interesting in TASK (2A) and it is so hard.

2) The extent to you accomplishing is Task 2(A) successful.

TASK (3A)

1) I prefer to buy a Samsung phone; it is so good but my dad loves Nokia phone.

TASK 3 (B)

1) It is really hard but I like it.

2) To extent is so successful in accomplishing to complete the Task 3(A).
Task 4(A)

Rahul's parents told him to go to the market and buy rice. By the merchant shop, 1kg rice price is Rs 39. Rahul paid money to the merchant, being the rice to his mother, who would cook.

Vishal is right because Shahrukh Khan is so handsome in Bollywood for arts as in many movies and so popular in the cinema. So I choose Shahrukh Khan only.

Task 4(B)

It was so really interesting in Task 4(A)

To extent it was so good in Task 4(A)
Assignment

Object: School bag

Properties: big/small

Reasons for property: To fit the book

Clips/zip: To close the bag
Colours: In many colours and many varieties

Task 2

Object: Ceiling fan

Similarities: Both are electric machines

Differences:

1. Ceiling fan does not give air.
2. Ceiling fan does not contain any standing items.
3. Ceiling fan does not contain any item.
Task 3

- writing
- lights
- food
- shelter
- shoes
- moon
- straw
- jacket
- sun
- shirt
- trousers
- candle
- fruit
- lamp
- seeds
- leaves

Task 4

- bananas
- pineapples

- bananas are yellow fruit
- pineapple is green fruit
- you don't need to wash the banana
- bananas are a perfect fruit
- pineapples are very juicy and sweet
- but pineapples are more
- the bananas are eaten in hot climates only
- the pineapple fruits are eaten in tropical climates
- but pineapple are eaten
- you eat it
- pineapple are very healthy and wonderful for food
Identify the conclusion, premises, assumption and other possibilities.

1. Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home.
2. Premises: I saw a black car.
3. Assumption: because the black car--accident was happen.

Other possibilities: he might have drunk and drive.
- he might have did not see the
- he might have brake was fall
- he might have did not see child

Task 6

Facts
- one reason was go to the bus stop
- he catch the cover
- one reason push the stop door
Opinions

1. One reason was their money and what
2. A lot of urgent work
3. He might have their new items

Tasks

3. Sunday: I bought a new hat and a ball yesterday
   a. I bought a baseball bat
   b. 

Task 8

1. Development: City House in Clay
2. House surroundings is very good and clean
3. House water coming properly
4. In house have electricity or not we have
   See that
Task 9

1. Police
   a. Police people have to alert
   b. Police and people have fear

2. People
   a. People have a fear
   b. When terrorist blast a one more, so people were fear

3. Terrorist
   a. Terrorist angry form the police post
   b. Terrorist blast a bomb

Task 10

4. Very interesting and task 9 was difficult.
   Experiences so good and at very
   alert and It is have confusing also with
   It we can (develop) our knowledge
   develop our thinking was Improved
   and then done
in one to twelve places. So very interesting and so good. Some small difficulties were here, but so nice.
Task 1 (a)

- Animals of Antarctica
  - Penguins
  - Seals
  - Whales

- Nations
  - U.S.
  - Chile
  - Norway

- Temperatures
  - 120°F zero

- Surrounding
  - Antarctic Pacific

- Climate
  - Winter
  - Summer

- Centres of sole
  - Maximum
  - Gravity

Task 1 (b)

Antarctica passage was so interesting in Task 1 (a) we learned new words (like) penguins, seals, whales, etc. I read the passage was easy and smooth. In successful in accomplishing was interesting. Task 1 (a)
TASK 2(A)

Conclusion: God has given you punishment.

Premise: Sudheer hit his sister in the morning.

Assumption: Sudheer hit his sister and gave him punishment.

Other possibilities: He might have giddy on the road. He might have crossing the road with his bike. He might have cannot see the red signal. He might have fell down on the road. He might have road accident for the Sudheer.

TASK 2(B)

In this Task was so interesting and so easy in Task 2(A). This meant by what is conclusion, premise, assumption, other possibilities.

In successful accomplish Task 2(A) was so interesting was passage was easy and Intensive!
Task: 3 (A)
Task 3

I was looking for a Bush TV; Bush TV is a good and expensive brand. It looks very good price if the less than the Westen TV but Bush TV made by Indian company is unbreakable! and it is bigger than the Westen TV and it is made in Chennai and Bush TV was more than Westen TV and... I have 1 inch or remote control and it has better quality and I have 1.5 years guarantee and Bush TV have free gift every year.

Task 3 was so interesting and hard because which we choose the good TV. Bush or Westen TV I choose Bush TV. It has good prices and good quantity.

Task 3 is currently successful accomplishing. Task 3(A) is so good and interesting and easy in Task 3(A).
Task 4 (A)

IF I was Raj, mean "E aken to another she
ask that merchant why is the rate of wheat
He also tell the same mere, I asked the
merchant why the wheat rate was increased
in that day in this two days wheat was
splayed the wheat farmers want strike
to increase the wheat rate now. It is the
best quality of wheat.

An apple tree's red colour sometimes like
until colours some orange-like monthermaid
golden colours some ones like red ones.
are some ones, like white, they are some
like yellow chamanti followers.
Task 4 (b)

Task (c) was really interesting with task is great but could have more detail and ask to buy the same mugs. It's very interesting.

Task (d)

From all the given passages asked how you experience it or the successful improvement in the task.
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Task 1(a)

Arctic

- Includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, arctic hares, and arctic foxes.

This region includes the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, Iceland, and many of the inhabitants are Eskimos. Many of the inhabitants are Eskimos.

The Arctic climate is harsh. Volcanic winds make the weather even colder. Temperatures can reach 60 degrees below freezing in the winter. Wildlife in the Arctic includes wolves, polar bears, foxes, many birds, caribou, lemmings, voles, arctic hares, and arctic foxes. The northern parts of three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia. Some others are lambs, yaks, and church.
Task 1(B) 529/2
Interesting in Task 1(A) because the answer makes sense, I am successful in accomplishing Task 1(A).

Task 2(A)
Yes, Sanjay's sister is right, because in the park some animal have bitten him. Now we cannot tell, because we go to other place.

Task 2(B)
Interesting in Task 2(A) because this is very very interesting.

Yes, I am successful in accomplishing Task 2(B).

Task 3(A)
Nokia's model number is 1162. Nokia is a very popular brand and it can hold 1000 addresses. Nokia does not have loud speakers. There is no music player in the phone but FM radio is available in them. In Nokia there is a special feature called 'T9' dictionary with which you can type messages very quickly.
You can use only English language to create notes.
The display sizes are as follows: Noticing 4.8 inches.
Bluetooth and video output are not available.
Phone, calendars and calculator features are
than in the phone.

Task 3(B)
1. Interesting in task 3(B) because the answer.
  Yes, I am successful for accomplishing Task 3(b).

Task 4(A)
1. I will have the rice because in holes no rice.
2. My favorite hero is Shahrukh Khan. Shahrukh Khan is the most
   handsome man. Some like him.
   Hindi movie in which the lead role was played by Shahrukh Khan.
1) interesting to task 4(3)

2) Yes you successfully in accomplishing task 4(b)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Reasons for Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>school bag</td>
<td>all colours, use for books and small size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attracts attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hold many books</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th>Similarities:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ceiling fan</td>
<td>both are machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixer</td>
<td>both are useful for us</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Different: |
| ceiling fan body has iron plastic |
| mixer body is plastic |
| ceiling fan uses air, mixer use for drinks |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 3</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clothes</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacket</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>lamb</td>
<td>seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td></td>
<td>dosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td>candle</td>
<td>grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>towel</td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ask 5

Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work yesterday morning.
Assumption: Because of the black cat. He met with the accident.
Other possibilities: He might have a dream.
He might have not seen a vehicle.
He might have not been seen.
He might have hit.
Task-6

Facts
1. They have one quick stop.
2. They have one open' road.
3. They have one reason.

Opinions
1. He is stealing.
2. He is a thief.
3. He is going hungry.

Task-7

Relevant point: I bought a new bat and a ball yesterday.

I bought a new bat.

Task-8
1) beautiful
2) best
3) latest
4) latest

Task-9

People:
1. People are very happy.
2. People are not eerie.
5/27/8
Police: a) police people are dead
b) there are happy

1. terrorist: They feel happy
2. terrorist will attack again.

4/10
The task: At 10:00, I have interesting for task-8. I made questions, answers are given. Then ask the course, people to the words so task-9 is interesting. but task-5 is difficult. There are pictures given and asked which words can be used. 90% opinion, when there is not given any information.

Some difficult on the tasks these not given the. It is very interesting & easy. There is given answers. So it is easy. I read some similar things.

It is different of the bananas; pineapple. I found some words like, cereal, delicious, so I began to the task-10. I wrote draw group names also.
**Task 1(A)**

- Water animals
  1. Penguins
  2. Seals
  3. Whales
  4. Birds

- Oceans
  1. Atlantic
  2. Pacific
  3. Indian

- Scientists study
  1. Earthquakes
  2. Gravity
  3. Oceans
  4. Weather conditions

- Regions
  1. Chile
  2. Germany
  3. Good Britain
  4. Australia

**Task 1(B)**

(Task 1(A) is very interesting because I think for lot. I learnt new words by: equation, screaming, metal, and that Task 1(A) very easy. Some words (difficult) in winds gusting. I learnt about Antarctica continent. Antarctica has no animals life on its land and no permanent life permanently on this continent. This is very impeccable. Scientists study earthquakes, gravity, oceans and weather conditions. I don't know before but I know.)
ask 1(a) 529/10

I am successful in accomplishing task 1(a). Some words very difficult, some words very interesting. I don't know some words but I successful task 1(a) completed.

I do task 1(a) very well.

ask 2(a)

Conclusion: a bike came at a great speed and knocked him.

Premise: the maning and hit her on the head with stick.

Symptoms: because he hit his sister and God has given him punishment.

Other possibilities: He might have jelly.

He might have bitten.

He might have walked carelessly.

He might have done on drive.

He might have hit stone and fell down.

He might have seeing an airplane up and the car ascended the road.

He might have did not see the bike.

He might have bike also see the children.
I will bought Bush TV because bush TV's price many only 14000 rupees. Bush TV's color is black. The Bush TV is made of iron. Bush TV's panel come size 10 inches. Bush TV has only a guarantee of 1.5 years. Bush TV has a free gift offer. The free gift is TV stand. But Weston TV does not have any free gift. Both the screen 1FT screens. Bush TV is made in china. Bush TV size of 21 inches. We can watch 110 channels on Bush TV. Bush TV set have flat screen. Weston TV made of plastic. I will buy Bush TV. But James and Rehan likes Weston TV her opinion.

Task 3(b)

A. (Task 3a) very interesting and hard. I learn some cost whereas, guarantee, facility. I think for me Weston TV and Bush TV's I don't know before but I know.

A. I success full in accomplishing (Task 3b). Some words very difficult. I will read the information. I understand the information therefore I will wrote the answer. I will use all the information.
This page contains a handwritten text with some corrections. The text seems to be discussing the price of wheat and a flower arrangement. The handwriting is not very clear, but it appears to be a personal letter. The page also includes a task from a book or an activity book, and the student has attempted to complete the task. The final line reads, "Thank you."
Yes, it is right to go the zoo on a Sunday. He welcomed home in the evening at 5pm. Sanjay asked his leg and told his father when his mother asked him what happened. Sanjay did not reply some animal in the park must have bitten him!

Task 2 (b)

Answer the following questions:

I. There was 🔆 easy to Sanjay used to zoo that why Sanjay leg bitten him.

II. Sanjay’s steps caused in leg and told his father and mother about it.

Task 2 (c)

...
I prefer to buy a Nokia phone. Model numbers 3310 and 1662 have a very popular keypad and they can hold 1,000 addresses. Nokia phone also has several features in the phones. Nokia phones have small speakers and FM radio. In Nokia phones, there is a special feature called "M" where you can type a message very quickly. In Nokia phones, we can use English along with Hindi but we can use only English language on the display. We use the following Nokia phones: 1100, 1600, 1200, and 1612. Features are also available in both Nokia phones. Nokia phones cost less than Rs 5,000. Nokia phones are wonderful phones and the look good. This model (1662) is now a bit old-fashioned. Nokia is heavy (in weight). It looks like a brick and the phone’s speakers are very loud. I bought it 3 years ago, my daughter’s phone is Samsung, which I bought 2yr ago, so much.
Task 3 (E)

Answer the following questions.

1. There was really so hard to Samsung phone and interesting in Task 3 (E).

I don't as.

Task 4 (A)

Read the following and answer the questions.

Rahul's present have asked him to buy a kilo of rice and 3/4 kilo of meat from the market. After buying meat from chicken centre he bought 1 kg, 2 kg and 3 kg of tea. He will take to home and Rahul was fake 1 kg rice to take and reject money to the items home.
2) Yes, I think the Salman Khan has a handsome man and so do I. So I like him and his mother's actions as well. Aamir Khan is the best actor.

Task 4 (B)

Answers the following questions:

1) The merchant quoted Rs 43 for a kilo of rice a day ago. Aamir Khan was the best actor.

2) What extent were you watching Aamir Khan in the movie?
Task 1:

**Proposics:**

- School bag
- Books
- Carry cases
- Zip clip

**Reason for packed:**

- Keep in the bag
- Thus cloth is hard
- To pack

Task 2 (See Lesson 2.3a)

- Ceiling fan
  - Simulatian: baseing both of them have basing
  - Basing.

- Mixer:
  - Electrical purpose
  - Usage:
    1. Ceiling fan gives air, but mixer can't
    2. Mixer: can do good, but ceiling fan can't

Task 3 (See Lesson 4.3b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothes</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Shelter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Squashes</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socks</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>Candle</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trousers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 1 (see Lesson 6)

- Banana
  - Wash
  - Don't wash
- Cassady
  - Not easy to
  - Taste
  - Juicy and
  - Sweet
- Pineapples
  - Both
  - Yellow
  - Don't wash
  - Wash
- Good food
  - Postmus
- Add other items
  - Cereal, rice, cocoa
  - Peanut butter, sandwich
  - toast, fat, food
Task 5: Lesson 4

1. Conclusion: I met with an accident when I was coming home from work.

2. Premise: I saw a black cat then I was going to the office for work yesterday morning.

Reformation: I saw a black cat and that why a middle accident.

Other possibilities: I might have ran, I might have drank and...
I might not see the child.

---

Task 6: Lesson 4

Facts:
1. He went to the quick stop.
2. He caught the quick and hes ran.
3. His car coming out of the quick stop.

Opinion:
1. The man have a different work.
2. The man have emergency in hospital.
3. The man was running in the road.
4. Pick money and such.
sunday's I bought a new boat and a car yesterday and he said ok ok I gave you a ball to

(Task 7, Lesson 10)

police

police people have a alert

police and people have fear

people

people have fear

terrorist blast a one man bomb 80 people were fear

terrorist

terrorist crazy fixed police people

terrorist blast atomic

(Task 8, Lesson 11)

surrounding is cleaning are not cleaning

I see room clean are bad

I see washing

I see too much of cost
In the tasks 1 to 10 I was interested for task 1 when answers are given these e asked write separate the words so task-3 is interesting but task-9 difficult there one phrase is given and asked write a facts & opinions when these is not given any information I am difficult on the task-3 there not given for the assumption other possibilities so I face some difficulty task-3 is very so I learn some similarity of difference the banana & pineapple I write their graph organizers also.

Thank you!
Task 1 (A)

Plants
1. Leaves
2. Roots
3. Flowers

Animals
1. Penguins
2. Seals
3. Whales
4. Whales
5. Seabirds
6. Narwals

Antarctica

Natural
1. US
2. Chile
3. Norway
4. Greek
5. Russian

Climate
1. Equator
2. Winter
3. Summer

Centres of scientific study
1. Earthquakes
2. Gravity
3. Oceans

I was really intersting in Task 1 and I was busy in Antarctica. I was difficult. In the word metal share, seeming clear ice was hard in this what is reading and what is meaning of like wise and...
I forgot this meeting. Remotely meaning I saw fixed animals, are not there. In hand seemed also not there in hand. I was not understanding what is meaning of piles and there are no names in animals.

2. I was near this passage and Sir gave two boxes and filled these boxes. Six sad men of destruction. Passage and I was interesting.

Task 2 (A)

Conclusion: God has given you punishment. Sistars hit one accident.

reason: Sistars hit her sisters in the morning.

explanation: because he hit her sisters and god gives

other possibilities. He might have ran in the road. He might have been. He might have become giddy. He might have slipped and knocked. He might have fell down. His friends might hit beat him.
This story was very interesting and he was a very easy in this story. I was happy in this story.

I was difficult in this world. I was physically angry. I was not happy in this world. I was happy and what is meaning of this knock? And I forgot this punishment. Meaning the sadness.

After I learned this story and fix said write conclusion, premise, assumption and other possible and we what these very are equation?
I was bought Bush TV is a wonderful TV and it looks very good The size of Bush TV is less than western TV I like Bush TV because it is made in U.K. Also Bush TV is cheaper than western TV. Bush TV is made with 750 W. It does not heat easily. It bought Bush TV Bush size is 16.5 inches and Bush TV has three size sinks which is worth about £3,800. But western TV does not have any three size sink. Bush TV is control in remote. Bush TV is 21 inches. Bush TV has no channel.

My friend's opinions

Same. I bought western TV 2 years ago I like the quality of the display. Western TV is always better than Bush TV because western TV is less than weight. I like A TV with less weight. I like black color looks better than black color.